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LEIMAN

POWERFUL DURABLE NOISELESS

 

Above illustration shows 7 of the

8 sizes FOR BLOWING

$17.S£ UP OR SUCTION

PATENTED

BLOWERS

VACUUM

PUMPS

This picture shows the power of the
smallest size vacuum pump we make. The
Tank was cross-braced inside and is of
heavy galvanized sheet iron. While we do
not recommend the pumps for more than
20 in. vacuum, this collapse occurred under
test at 22 inches. A quarter horse-power
motor was used.

7 Sizes, $21.^ up

Examine the illustration showing the
interior of the machine above and you need
not be an expert mechanic to see why they
are so very effective. To see why they take
up their own wear. To see why they can
maintain a very high vacuum. Notice also
the comparative size of the piston and the
cylinder and also the large interior capacity
or displacement of the pump. Compare
these features with any other vacuum
pump or blower you have ever seen and
then we are sure of what your decision will

be.

Get Catalog No. 82 for Blowers

For Portable

or Stationary

Cleaning Outfits

For Suction

or Blowing
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DISSTON

HANDY SAW KIT

No. 101, Six Blade Set

12 inch Keyholt Blade

14-inch Compass Blade

16-inch Pruning Blade

18-inch Plumbers'
Blade

20-inch. 10 pt.
Cross Cut Blade

20-inch, 7 pt.
Rip Saw Blade

 

 

Adjustable Handle

The blades are fastened
in the handle by a
special lever device. It
is arranged to take in
blades or various thick
nesses; the pin in bolt-
head being moved for
ward or backward as
may be required. This
also permits the keep
ing of lever on a line
with handle, so it will
not interfere with the
working of the saw.

Contains an assortment of saws suitable for all regular and miscellaneous

work. While the illustration only shows the No. 101, or Six Blade Set, the

Handy Saw Kit is put up in five different sets, containing three, four, five and

six blades.

The blades are made of Disston High Quality Crucible Steel, carefully

ground and polished; the handle, of hardwood, carved and polished. The

special formation of butt of blade prevents wobbling, and the operation of

lever tightener enables an easy and quick attachment or detachment.

Put up in a durable canvas case, having strong leather-bound edges, and

containing separate compartments for each blade, with a special pocket for

the handle. Convenient, and light to carry.

The combination of blades in any of these sets provides a Handy Kit for

the practical carpenter, householder, farmer, etc. The Plumbers' saw blade

is specially tempered for the cutting of wood in which nails may be embedded,

lead pipe, and that class of work encountered in the ordinary course of plumb

ing. These are the finest and most practical Kits on the market.

1 arc
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AreYouALiveWire

In every establishment there are a few men in the "thick" of things, who

do the planning. In the thin of things and trailing oS into nowhere are the

many who fill the ordinary jobs and who cut but very little figure in the place.

You are in either the thick or thin of things. If in the thin, switch—you CAH.

Mark and mail the attached coupon and learn how the International Correspond

ence Schools can help you become an expert in your chosen occupation. Doesn't

matter who or what you are, where you live, what you earn, or what little schooling

you have had, the I. C. S. can help you.

 

It doesn't cost

anything to learn how

the I. C. S. can help you.

There is no obligation. Then mark

and mail the coupon now.

The advice and information the I. C. S. will send you free, if

you will but mark the coupon, will really open your eyes to far greater

success than you ever can achieve without the efficiency the I. C. S. can

impart to you in your spare time. It will surprise you to learn how easy the
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intheBusiness?

I. C. S. can make the way for you, how the I. C. S. arranges terms to suit you,

how the I. C. S. is ready night and day—whenever yoii'te ready, how thousands

of other ambitious men owe their Success in life to I. C. S. encouragement and help.

Every month there are voluntarily reported by I. C. S. students over four

hundred salaries raised. This only begins to indicate how the I. C. S. can help you.

Twenty-one years' of raising salaries the world over proves the ability of the I. C. S.

mm

MB

 

 

"1 jpgpP ty" to raise your salary,

and to make you a live wire in

the business. In other words, the I. C. S.

gives you more than mere instruction : it

gives you real help and advice, based on

the actual experience gained in helping

thousands of other poorly-paid but ambi

tious men win success. Are you \yilling

to be shown ? Then prove it by rnarking

and mailing the coupon today. Fr^^ the

moment of marking the coupon w"

begin to move from the Ihin to the *h

of things.

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS
Box 930, SCRANTON, PA.

Explain, without farther obligation on my part, how
I can qualify for the position before which I mnrk X .

Salesmanship
Electrical Engineer
1 loc. Lighting feupt*
Electric Car Running
Electric AVIreman
Telephone Expert
Architect
B ii 1 hi 1nsContractor
Architectural Draftsman
Strnetnral Engineer
Concrete Conatrnctlon
Mechan. Engineer
Hrrbanleal Drafuman
Refrigeration Engineer
Civil Engineer
Surveyor
Wine Superintendent
Metal Mining
Locomotive Fireman AEng.
Stat 1onaryEnelneer
Textile HanntaetarLac
Gas Engines

Civil Service
Railway Mali Clerk
Bookkeeping;
Stenography*Typewriting
"Window Trimming
Show Card Writing
Lctterlnr * Slcn Painting
Advertising;
Commercial Illnstratlnf
Industrial Designing
Commerelal Law
Automobile Rhbjmoc
Teacher
English Branches
Good EnglUh forEreryODe
Agriculture
Poultry Farming-
rinmblnr * Steam Fitting
Sheet Hetal Worker
NaTlgatloa Spanish
Eangnagca French
ChemUt tieman

Mark and mail the coupon
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Makes Work Easy

Saves Money

 

Artificial diamond wheels at 3,000

revolutions per minute on Luther Shop

Tool Grinder do the toughest job of

grinding in a few minutes, and make it

so easy to keep tools keen that tools

are always in perfect edge. Keen tools

make work go faster and amazingly

easier. 17 extra attachments give you

low cost workshop equipment, including

jig and rip saws, forge, lathe, drill, etc.

LUTHER

ShopTool Grinder

DIMO GRIT, the artificial diamond sharpening'

substance especially adapted for steel is found only

on Luther Grinders. DIMO-GRIT cuts hardest steel

as emery cuts soft copper. No danger of drawing

temper—no need of cooling with water. DIMO

GRIT wheels many times outwear emery wheels

and grindstones, will not glaze or get lopsided.

Saves its price

over and over

In the way it saves

time, saves tools,

saves trouble,makes

work easier, and

outwears emery

wheels and grind

stones, the Luther

shop tool grinder

pays for itself over

and over It is posi

tively profitable for

every shop and tool

user, all of which

you can prove free.

This tool grinder is as
durably built as a high
grade lathe — rigid, all
metal construction, en
closed shaft drive, dust-
proof bearings — noth
ing to wear out. Runs
easy as sewing machine
— foot and engine
power. Tool rests and
attachments give
proper bevel, plane bits,
chisel, twist drills, etc

Over half a million
Luther Grinders are

 

30Days

Free Trial

Nomoneyneeded,nopromises

to make, or papers to sign.

Use a Luther shop outfit 30

days absolutely free. Sharpen

all your tools — test it every

way—keep track of the time

it saves you. Watch how

all your work speeds up

because your tools are keen.

Send back the coupon today for
40-page free book and pick out a
Luther outfit — then write and get
the outfit for 30 days free trial— no
money needed, no obligations
whatever except to send it back at
my expense if you do not care to
keep it. Free book also gives
valuable points on tool sharpening
and tells the story of artificial
diamond sharpening substance —

return coupon today.

Ask your dealer for

Dimo-Grit Sharpening

Stone, the best for steel.

Leaves smoothest edge.

Look for the, name

Dimo-Grit.

Return this coupon

today. You can't

afford not to find out

about this labor-saving

Tear out the

NOW.

in use - Try a Luther Shop Grinder free for
days. You will find it is a wonderful saver of
rk. time and money Send back the coupon today

Luther Grinder Mfg. Co.

170 Michigan St., Milwaukee, Wis.

■ Luther Grinder Mfg. Co., 166 Michigan St., Milwaukee

£d Pleaee send me 40 puje free book illustrating and deecrll
Tool Grinder Outfits— from which I "~ *

P— trial should 1 decide to do so- This do

rm. m

ig and describing Lather ■
en outfit tor 30 days free
me under any obligations gj
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Special This Month Only

6 and 16 CP. Carbon Lamps. . $0.12

24 CP. Carbon Lamps 15

Key Sockets 12

Rosettes 10

Split Knobs 01

3* Pore. Tubes 01

Snap Switches 23

Watch this space next month for Our New De
tector, the most sensitive and reliable on the market.

Everything- Electrical

GLENN SABIN & CO.

Amherst, Malt.

BRANDES TRANSATLANTIC TYPE

 
i 2800 OHMS

The best low-priced long dis
tance receiver made. The ball
and swivel arrangement on our
receivers, with hard rubber head
band and their light weight, make
them the most perfect fitting
sanitary and comfortable head

set made.

We send our receivers \on trial

for comparison. Write us.

COMPLHTE SET WITH
SIX-FOOT CORD $9.00

C. Brandos, Inc., 109-111 Broadway, New York

The Great Wizard's Knowledge

■ Simplified for You

 

We Can't All He

Edisons, But—

YOU or any

ambitious man

can master the

electrical pro

fession. You

can equip your

self to hold an

honorable posi

tion at Good

Pay, and can

learn at home in

your spare time.

The Electrical Standard Library

Contains the most Complete Course of Easy

Lessons for Beginners and Expert Knowledge

for Electrical Workers.

Eight volumes (convenient in size) cover every

subject. Hundreds of illustrations and dia

grams make the explanations clear as daylight.

Three-Year Consultation Service (Easily

Worth £76.00) Free to Every Purchaser.

We will send this library express paid upon approval.
If satisfactory, send us $1.76 and tl.00 per month until a
total of $24.75 has been paid.

National Institute of Practical Mechanics

Dock 14. 1325 Mich. An., Chicago. 111.

 

'"PHIS is due to the accurate box-joint

construction and careful fitting, and

is among many advantages that put the

P. S. & W. No. 30 Plier head and

shoulders above any other plier ever

made.

Good steel, individual tempering, careful mill

ing of the jaws, fine finish, and the perfectly work

ing box-joint are without rivals.

Top-notcher of the largest line of box-joint
ana lap-joint pliers manufactured.

The 170-page "Mechanics' Handy List"
describes over 200 hand-tools for Elec
tricians, Tinsmiths, Machinists and Carpen
ters, and contains 36 pages of reference
tables and valuable information. Send
for it.

The Peck, Stow & Wilcox Co.

mi-oc °f the Largest Line of Mechanics'
Mf KS- Hand Tools Offered by Any Maker

SOUTHINGTON.CONN. NEW YORK, N.V.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Address, 23 Murray St., New York City
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Variable Condenser No. 364

 

THREE DOLLARS

IT A rock bottom price for a wonderfully

efficient instrument. Worthy of a place in

ANY station for its marvelous precision

of working coupled with its exceptionally

handsome appearance.

By Parcel Post anywhere, $3.00

WM J. MURDOCK CO.

30 Carter Street . . Chelsea, Mass.

480 Foliom Street, San Francisco

THE BLITZEN ROTARY

VARIABLE CONDENSER

 

Price $5.00

With attachment for use as Wavemeter, $8.00

Don't chase away the small amount of energy
in an incoming signal with condensers which slide
in grooves and provide a large leakage path on
every edge of every plate.

Capacity is large (.0008), and by filling with
castor oil may be increased five times to .004. Has
15 rotary and 16 stationary aluminum plates,
nickel-plated brass case and hard rubber top and
handle (not composition).

Better \send 4c stamps for our complete catalog—today.

CLAPP EASTHAM COMPANY

137 Main Street, :: Cambridge, Mass.

ATLSWORTH AOENCIE8 CO. J. J. DUCK
1*8 Second St.. San Francisco, Cal. 480 St. Clair St.. Toledo, Ohio

Weatern Sales Agents Central Sales Agent

LIGHT

WEIGHT

10% OZS.

 

 

f on WIRELESS

RECEIVERS

COMFORTABLE TO WEAR

SENSITIVE TO SLIGHTEST VIBRATIONS

SEND FOR BOOKLET ibiyo

Ik HOLTZER-CABOTfELEC. CO.

Chicago, 111. Brookline, Mass.

Wanted Wanted

WIRELESS

OPERATORS

Operation-Theory-Practical

A three months' course will

qualify you for the summer

positions at a low cost of

tuition.

We are giving a course of

. lectures that all interested

in wireless should attend,

Thursday evenings, 7 p.m.

CALL WRITE TELEPHONE

Boston School of Telegraphy

IS Boylston Street Boston, Mass.
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Wireless Demand Urgent

WE HAVE BEEN ASKED TU SUPPLY A WIRELESS COMPANY WITH

"40 OPERATORS"

The Marconi Company is of the opinion that a large demand will be

found for operators who are able to pass the government examination.

Limited Course of Instruction FREE

Qualify in two months at

The MASS. COLLEGE of TELEGRAPHY

899 BOYLSTON STREET - BOSTON, MASS.

Telephone B.B. 6187

Wireless Operators!!

Our new SPEED CODE CHART will teach

you to Receive from the Fastest Operators.

Keep it before you and you will lose no signals.

Full directions accompany each chart.

Sent postpaid for 25 cents, or given FREE with

one new subscription to ELECTRICIAN AND

MECHANIC, if requested when subscribing.

SAMPSON PUBLISHING COMPANY

331 COLUMBUS AVENUE :: :: BOSTON, MASS.
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BENCH DRILL PRESS

LA ROSS VANDLING

It will be noticed in the construction

of this machine that the counter shaft

is independent of the base of the drill.

This style of belting gives a more steady

motion to the spindle and overcomes jars

and jerks caused by unevenness of the

belt. By running the belt moderately

loose the strain of the belt is never on the

spindle. Fig. 1 is the assembled machine.

A is the feed lever, held to drill yoke by

links B. The lug C is cast to the yoke

to connect links. The spring D is at

tached to lever A and yoke G by means

of two small eye-bolts. Two idler pul

leys E run on shaft (not shown), secured

and held in position by washer F. The

drive pulley H and cone J are secured to

drive shaft in bearing bracket I. Bracket

I is screwed to base S with four 12-24

fillister head screws. The drill yoke G

and base S are babbitted to standard R

and held rigid with two setscrews in each

boss. The standard R has a Yi in. hole

tapped in the lower end for securing to

bench. The arm Q slides on standard R

and is secured by clamping bolt. The

table P turns on arm Q and is also held

rigid by clamping bolt. Spindle 0 runs

in bearings L and N through pulley M.

Pulley M has small key upon which

spindle slides and is given rotary motion.

The sleeve K is held to lever A by

hardened pin. Two small set screws

with hardened points are screwed partly

through sleeve K into groove cut in

spindle. The pins return lever to posi

tion when pressure is taken off of handle,

assisted by spring D. A small fiber

washer is placed between spindle and

bottom of hole in sleeve. This washer

is kept well oiled, as when in drilling the

pressure is on the end of spindle and

washer. The drill end of spindle is to

be fitted to the drill chuck, which latter

 

Fig. 1

can be purchased at almost any price

—$3.00 to $5.00. Get one capacity of

0-J4 in. While this range, in., is

not the drill's maximum, it is well not

to go beyond it, as the speed that the

press requires for the smaller drills would

prove disastrous for larger ones.

The castings from Fig. 2 to Fig. 6 are

all of iron and patterns will be required

for these, as well as for Fig. 9 to Fig. 12

inclusive. Great care should be exer

cised in placing cores in Figs. 2, 3, and

4, as room for Y% in- of Babbitt-metal
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should be provided, and if in the patterns

the core prints are carelessly placed, the

castings will not "line up." There is

very little machine work on Fig. 2, the

ends of the boss for the idler pulleys and

slot for feed lever links being all that is

required, and this can be done with a

file, but care should be taken to get both

sides parallel. Fig. 3 is the base and is

faced top and bottom. The top of boss

has just enough stock taken off to make

it straight with the planed surfaces of

the base plate. Fig. 4 is faced on each

end of the boss and on bottom which sets

on base. Four holes are drilled, a body

fit for 12-24 screws. Fig. 5 is the table

and is finished all over. Fig. 6 is the

reach arm and has the two holes drilled

and reamed. It is then split through

clamping lugs, and clamping bolts made

and put in place at C-C. Fig. 7 is the

spindle, the distances at C and D are not

determined until machine is being erected.

Fig. 8 is the standard and is made from

a piece of 1}^ in. cold drawn steel,

centered perfectly true and the ends

turned down. The pulleys are turned

and cut within as shown by dotted lines

to decrease weight, flanges being turned

about 1-16 in. thick and face of pulleys

given a good crown. In making pulleys,

do not forget the one for the counter

shaft. The sleeve, Fig. 15, is turned from

brass and is good fit on the spindle.
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ERECTING

In these instructions for erecting,

reference will be made to Fig. 1 unless

otherwise noted. After necessary holes

have been drilled and tapped for bearing

bracket I, place the base on a level part

of the bench and place the long end of

standard in the cored hole of the boss.

Line the standard perfectly true with the

planed surface of the base, insert the set

screws until they just touch the end of

standard. Having secured it in true

alignment by means of clamps, turn it

upside down, and having sealed up all

cracks with putty or clay, pour babbitt

in the space between standard and boss.

Now set it in its original position and

tighten up set screws. It would be best

to file a fiat place on the standard where

the set screws come in contact, blind set

screws being used for this purpose, as

they give a better appearance. Now

take the yoke casting and babbitt it in

the spindle. To do this, place the pul

ley M on the spindle 0 and see that there

is 1-16 in. space between the pulley hub

and bearings on each end. This space

becomes filled up with babbitt in pouring,

and acts as thrust surfaces for the pulley

M. In babbitting this the spindle should

be flush with the top bearing and the

long end towards the base of the machine.

It is best not to use the spindle for this

operation, as the keyway may give some

trouble in babbitting. Before'placing in

position to babbitt, give the % piece a

good coating of white lead, as this will

help greatly when removing itjfrom the

9f

Fif. 7 

F/f. /#
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yoke. After drilling the necessary holes

for pouring, also a vent hole, seal up as

in the above mentioned case and pour in

the babbitt. Now do not remove, the

% in. arbor for the present, but leave it

in the yoke. Now place the arm Q per

manently on the standard R, and clamp

it to standard in a central position with

the base. Insert the % in. piece that

is still in the yoke in the remaining hole

in Q. Bring it down in position and

evenly divide the clearance of hole in

the yoke and the standard. When this is

accomplished tighten the set screws in

the yoke against standard end, tighten

clamping bolts on Q, seal and babbitt.

Tighten up set screws and remove %

piece in yoke. Be careful that the cast

ing is not sprung in doing this, as you will

find the rod pretty tight in bearings.

Work it out a little at a time by means of

a lathe dog attached to one end and

worked out by twisting. Babbitt up

the bracket J and screw in position.

The shaft for this bearing is not on the

drawings, an ordinary piece of the

required size of steel is all that is

needed. Drill an oil hole in bearing,

place the pulleys on shaft and secure with

set screws. Screw the bracket on the

drill base and the lower part of the ma

chine is completed.

Place the shaft for the idler pulleys,

Fig. 13, in the boss on the yoke and secure

with two set screws. The pulleys are a

running fit on this shaft, and have a

washer and pin on one side. Washer is

shown as A Fig. 13. Do not forget to

drill an oil hole in each pulley. Get a

good running fit in the spindle bearings,

and have the keyway cut in spindle in

such a manner that when spindle is at

its highest position there will be 1 in.

of keyway in the pulley and 2 in. on the

feed lever end of spindle. Get a good

sliding fit on the key in the pulley. This

key is held in pulley by two small screws.

The feed lever parts are now to be con

nected and the machine is now ready for

use. Some of the friction on the feed

end of the spindle can be eliminated by

substituting a pivot for the washer joint,

or one that is still more elaborate having

ball bearings and two hardened collars

between the sleeve and spindle. Though

more expensive at first, this method of

caring for the thrust will pay in the end.

The groove cut in the end of spindle

is 1-16 in. x 1-16 in. and is V shape and

the screws that run in this groove are

placed in such a manner that no pressure

whatever comes on them, their only

purpose being to assist in returning the

feed lever to its upright position.

Now by giving the castings a good

painting of flat black you have a machine

that is good looking as well as very sen

sitive and accurate enough for almost

any class of small drilling.

A stud is screwed in the tapped end of

standard, long enough to reach through

bench and give room for a nut and

washer. Be sure that the base is setting

on a level surface before tightening to

the bench. As in the installation of all

small machinery, it is preferable to place

the counter shaft under the bench and

use a long belt. In this machine the

pulleys are for a % in. single flat belt.

Do not attempt to sew this belt, but make

a good scarfed and glued joint, and

before putting on belts give them a good

dressing of castor oil to make them pli

able and take out the natural stiffness.

Fire Engine Used to Thaw Cable Ducts

In a western city last winter it became

necessary to pull some cable from a dozen

blocks of underground duct which had

frozen up as a result of the severe weather.

The old cable was in cement-lined conduit

which had been in the ground for a num

ber of years and was badly out of align

ment. Mud and water had collected in

the depressions and, solidifying, held

the cable fast. Several methods of

melting the ice were suggested, the first

plan proposed being that of sending a

heavy current through the cable and

sheath. It was feared, however, that

the lead covering might be damaged

by this procedure, so that the use of

steam heat to melt the ice was decided

upon. A fire engine was borrowed from

the city department and stationed over

the first manhole outlet, a hose from its

steam line being led directly into the

cable duct. With this equipment an

average of a 300-ft. block was freed each

day, so that the job was completed in

about ten days. The engine was moved

from day to day, the old cable being

pulled out as rapidly as the ice was

melted and new conductor drawn in in,

its place.—Electrical World.
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A SIMPLE HANGING DRESSER

P. R. GREEN

The accompanying drawings show a

design for a simple hanging dresser of

elementary construction. Although it

does not offer the accommodation usually

provided in the serviceable but rather

ugly kitchen dresser, yet it will be found

to be a useful substitute in cases where the

erection of the ordinary type of dresser

is impracticable by reasons of economy

and space. If constructed of 1 in. pre

pared deal, or of whitewood, it may be

painted and finished in white enamel, or, as

an alternative, staining dark bronze green

and varnishing gives a pleasing finish.

the sides. Fig. 1 shows how the back

rail is screwed flush to the back edges

of the sides. The same figure shows a

detail of the solid molded top which

finishes 4 ft. 6J/£ in. by 10x/i in. by 1 in.,

and is secured by screwing down to both

the rails and the sides. A in. by %

in. center support is notched and screwed

into the back edges of the three upper

shelves, as indicated at Fig. 2, and a

dovetail joint is used at the bottom

shelf, Fig. 3. The center support is

also halved and screwed to the back rail

and to the back edge of the top.
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The front and side elevations show

clearly the main dimensions and con

struction. Two sides, each 3 ft. 11 in.

by 9 in. by ]/% in., are diminished to

5^2 in- wide at the lower ends, and

housed (preferably with stopped dove

tail grooves) to receive the four shelves,

spaced as indicated on the front view.

The sides are connected at the top by

two curved rails, each 4 ft. 4 in. by

in. by % in., the ends of which project

2 in. beyond the sides, the front rail being

set back Yi in. from the front, and either

nailed or screwed and neatly plugged to

Fig. 4 gives a detail of the grooves that

are ploughed in the shelves to prevent

the plates from slipping forward, this

arrangement being neater than the some

what clumsy method of nailing fillets.

Two grooves are shown, to accommodate

different sized plates, but in the bottom

shelf the back groove only need be cut.

The grooves are easily worked by

ploughing from the back edge and

finishing with round plane to a depth

of about % in- The dresser should be

fixed with the top about 6 ft. 9 in.

high.—Carpenter and Builder.
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SKETCHING EXERCISES

Fully Dimensioned Details

Generally, the objects of which draw

ings are to be made are located some little

distance from the drawing room, and

for this reason the ability to make quickly

a neat, freehand sketch is one of the

most important requirements of a drafts

man. Not only must the sketch show

all of the details of the object, but it

must also be fully dimensioned in order

that all subsequent work may be made

entirely from the sketch. Since it is

possible to acquire skill in freehand

sketching only by persistent practice, it

is best to do all machine sketching

strictly freehand.

In making a drawing from^a sketch

an accurate idea is obtained as to the

actual shape of the object, and the in

creased ease and facility with which a

drawing can be read more than com

pensates for the additional labor required.

This is especially true in the case of a

complicated object.

It is best to always sketch such views
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of the object as will give the greatest

amount of information.

When it is desired to show the internal

structure of some object or mechanism

it is often necessary to pass one or more

imaginary planes through the object at

the desired place and then construct a

view which will show the object as it

would appear if all that part of the object

in front of the plane or planes was re-

sketched as an outside view, while the

other half of the object may be shown in

section. The outside view of the object

may be with or without dotted outlines

or partial sections which show some

internal part not elsewhere shown. . The

sectional view will always be so taken

to give the maximum amount of in

formation regarding the internal con

struction of the object.

 

moved.£ Such planes are called section

planes and are quite largely used in

Mechanical Drawing. An example of

their use is in the case of the sketch or

drawing of a symmetrical piece. In this

case, it is of no advantage to sketch both

halves alike, since the duplication of the

work gives no added information. In

stead, one-half of the object may be

Fig. 2

All lines used in freehand sketching,

both curved and straight, should be contin

uous, comparatively smooth, and distinct.

When more than one set of views of an

object are placed upon one sheet of paper,

they should all be so arranged as to be

read with the paper in the same position.

All views must be made sufficiently large

as to permit of complete, readable di
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Fig. 3

mensioning, and each piece and part of

the object must be sketched separately.

It is always best to draw center-lines

whenever possible; and this applies not

only to complete views, but equally so to

every symmetrical portion of every view.

After making a sketch the object

sketched should be considered with

reference to finished surfaces, and such

surfaces are indicated on the sketch by

placing a small letter / across each line,

which represents a finished surface in

the view of the object where this surface

appears as an edge.

In dimensioning a sketch, always give

a complete series of successive dimensions

and also the over all dimension for the

series. Never measure a dimension from

an unfinished surface, and if it is impos

sible to give a dimension which can be

taken directly, be sure to record all dimen

sions from which the required dimension

has been calculated.

I

i }*—U —•! !
 

Fig. 4
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Fig. 5

The drawings which accompany this

article will give some idea both of sketch

ing and of detailing.

Fig. 1 is a sketch of a gas engine piston,

showing the location and size of the piston

ring grooves, oil grooves, etc. No at

tempt has been made to draw absolutely

straight lines and the drawing is a good

example of the type of work met in

actual practice. It will be noticed that

in dimensioning arcs the dimension is

followed by the letter R, showing that

the dimension is a radius. In the case

of a tapped hole the size of the drilled

hole and also the number of threads per

inch on the tap are given. A small

table is placed at one side of the drawing,

and this contains any information which

may be desired about the object.

Fig. 2 is another sketch, and one which

shows some interesting points. It should

be noticed that when cylindrical surfaces

are shown without end views, the letter

D or the abbreviation Dia. fqllows the

 

dimension figures. \0B, 108 shows a

sectional view of a brass bushing.

After making the sketch of the object,

the next thing to do is to make a detail

drawing from the sketch. This drawing

should be scaled, and after the pencil

drawing is completed a tracing should

be made of the drawing.

Figs. 3, 4, S and 6 are detail drawings.

When the detail drawings have been

completed they are used in making an

"assembly." An " assembly " is a draw

ing which shows the completed object

or mechanism, and these drawings will

be described in the next issue of the

Electrician and Mechanic.

Fig. 6

Aluminium Paint

The following, taken from Mechanical

World, may be of use to some readers

requiring to mix their own aluminium

paint. It is made from powdered alu

minium, and contains about 91 per cent,

of metallic aluminium, 6 per cent, of

aluminium oxide, 1.5 per cent, of silica,

and 1 per cent, of water. The powder is

made by forcing gas or air under pressure

into the molten metal at the time of set

ting, this being accompanied by vigorous

mechanical stirring. The granulated

metal thus formed is partly oxidized, and

is easily pulverized in stamp mills, after

which it is run through sieves and then

polished in polishing mills. The powder

is then mixed with a varnish of the follow

ing composition: Turpentine, 1.5 gal.;

palest copal varnish, 0.5 gal.; palest

terebine, 4 oz.; magnesium carbonate,

4 oz. The magnesia is allowed to settle,

and the clear varnish is then drawn off.

About 2 lb. of powder are mixed with

1 gal. of varnish.
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PANELING—WHAT IT IS AND HOW TO DO IT

Paneling in the ordinary sense, con

sists of a comparatively stout framing

filled in with thinner wood, which, break

ing up the level surface, gives a more or

less good effect as compared with a fiat

surface without any break. It may be

formed by a great many methods. We

may have sham paneling and real panel

ing, plain and molded, flat and raised,

and so on almost indefinitely. There

fore, we propose to show in this article

how the various kinds of paneling are

sible style; one which lends itself to

sham work, the difference in the real and

the sham being almost impossible to

detect. As for this purpose the sham is

quite as good as the real, we will make a

start with a description of this sham

paneled dado.

Provided that the walls are straight

and square, the making of this will be

easy, all that is required being to board

them up flat with a thin board and then

fix the framing, consisting of the stiles,

 

Fig. 1.—Elevation of Plain Sham Paneling. Fig. 2.—Elevation of Moulded Sham Paneling.

Fig. 3.—Section of Fig. 2 on line FF. Fig 4.—Section of Fig 1 on line CC. Fig. 5.—Horizontal

Section of Fig. 9. Fig. 6—Alternative Section for Fig. 1. Fig. 7.—Section of Fig. 1 on line A.

Fig. 8.—Section of Fig. 1 on line B. Fig. 9.—Another Style of Plain and Moulded Paneling. Fig.

10.—Section of Fig. 2. on line D. Fig. 11.—Section of Fig. 2 on line E. Fig. 12.—Vertical Sec

tion of Fig. 9. Fig. 13.—Joining Paneling at Right Angles. Fig. 14.—Staircase Dado in Sham

Paneling.

formed, and the places and positions

for which they are most suitable.

There are certain purposes for which

soft wood is preferable to hard; and also

where the reverse is the case, and where

it is almost imperative that hard wood

be used. These will be pointed out as

we proceed.

In Fig. 1 we show the elevation of a

paneled dado, made in the plainest pos-

A, the rails (bottom and top) B, and

the muntins, fitting and fixing them in

the order given. The first lot of boarding

will then, of course, form the panels.

Vertical sections on fines A and B, re

spectively, are shown at Figs. 7 and 8,

and a horizontal section on line C is

given in Fig. 4. If this kind of paneling

is to prove successful, it is necessary that

the joints in the "panels" should come
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so that the muntins will cover them, as

in Fig. 4, and to attain this end the wood

may have to be cut up into irregular

widths. The panel boards must also be

of even thickness throughout, and must

be fixed very firmly; screws should be

used for preference, and the wall should

be plugged. If care is taken that all

the screw heads will be hidden by the

stiles, rails, or muntins, there will be

nothing unsightly about it when finished.

The wood which will form the framing

must be even in thickness, also gauged

accurately to the widths required and

the edges planed quite straight and

square. All the parts will then bed to

gether as though they were one solid

whole. However truly the framing is

planed to thickness, there will be a certain

amount of inequality at the joints; these

must therefore be planed off after the

paneling is finished.

The bottom rail should always be wider

than the other framing. Double the

width, as shown in Fig. 1, is as a rule

correct. The stiles, muntins and top

rail should all be the same width, and in

making paneling which comes together

at the corners, either internal or external,

the stiles should be so arranged that they

appear of equal width when finished.

Thus, in fitting to an internal angle, one

stile must be the thickness of the panel

ing wider, and for an external angle one

must be the thickness less in width. For

ordinary paneling 4 in. will be found a

suitable width for stiles, rails and mun

tins, the bottom rail to be as wide again,

and the panels to show some 8 or 9 in.

wide according to the way they space

out.

While we are on dado work, we will

show another kind of sham paneling

which has a good appearance and is

very easily made and fixed. The eleva

tion of this is shown in Fig. 2, and sec

tions on lines D, E and F are given in

Figs. 10, 11 and 3 respectively.

In this style, narrow panels as D are

fixed to the wall at intervals as required,

muntins should be shouldered so that

the plinth will come as Figs. 10 and 11.

The procedure in fixing this dado is:

First, the panels, which must be correct

in width and thickness; then the mun

tins, which must be rebated to fit the

panels and shouldered all alike to take

plinth and capping; then the plinth; and

lastly the capping. Or the above may

be varied by fixing the plinth next after

the panels D, following on with the

muntins.

Yet another style, easy but effective,

is shown in Fig. 9, the horizontal and

vertical sections being as Figs. S and 12.

Here the plinth is rebated at the back,

and the boards forming the paneling

proper are shouldered so as to fit down

behind, as in Fig. 5. They are also cut

at the top, so that the capping will fit

onto them in the same way as the plinth.

As a rule this is all the fixing required.

As the horizontal section, Fig. 5 shows,

the panels are really tongued and grooved

boards, plain and molded being used

alternately. This method will be found

a ready means of forming a cheap and

effective dado.

Fig. 6 shows an improvement on Fig. 1.

The effect as regards the appearance is

the same, but the actual result is much

more workmanlike and satisfactory, while

the labor and materials required are very

little more.

Sham paneling lends itself particularly

to staircase dados, as Fig. 14; an effective

dado being formed far more easily by

this method of building up than in mak

ing the actual paneling. In the latter

case beveled work is not easy, but in the

former there is little difference whether

square or beveled.

Fig. 13 illustrates the necessity of

having one stile wider than the other for

internal angles, and also shows a good

method of fixing them together at the

corner. The tongue and groove keep

each piece in its proper place, which is

sometimes rather difficult with a plain

joint.
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using if made in hard wood. In the

latter case the grain should run vertically

at the face. In the former it is imma

terial which way it runs, but it is very

important that, whether the hard wood

faced or the alder throughout is used,

it must be of good quality, otherwise

there will be trouble with blisters.

If the wall where the paneling has to

be fixed is inclined to be damp, it must

either be treated with a damp-proof

solution, or three-ply wood should not

them in the various parts of the framing;

if done properly they will fit so closely

into the grooves that they will form as

it were one solid whole.

The simplest form in which real panel

ing can be done is the rectangular frame,

filled in with a single panel, such as we

see in cupboard and wardrobe doors.

This we will pass over as being almost

too simple for our purpose, and consider

something with more work in it and re

quiring more skill to set out and construct.

TT
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' Fig. 1.—Elevation'of Paneling (two treatments shown). Pig. 2.—Stile set out for mortising.

Fig. 3.-—Stile mortised. Fig. 4.—-Section through Stile, showing "Wedging-in" mortises. Fig. 5.—

Stile grooved for Panels. Fig. 6.—Bottom Rail set out and mortised. Fig. 7.—Bottom Rail mor

tised, grooved, tenoned and haunched. Fig. 8.—Portion of Panel ready for putting together. Fig.

9.—Section of Plain Panel. Fig. 10.—Section of Mulleted Panel. Fig. 11.—Section of Simple

form of Raised Panel.

be used. Although supposed to be w ater-

proof, it is not fair to put it to too severe

a test in this respect. It will stand any

thing in reason if of good quality.

We will now take into consideration

paneling proper, in which the framing

is real and the panels genuine and not

merely a background throughout. The

framing is, as its name implies, framed

together with mortise and tenon joints,

the panels fitting into grooves made for

This we find in the paneling shown in

Fig. 1, and even this we have divided

into two portions, the one having two

panels only in height, while the other

has four smaller ones. Simple as even

this is, both in theory and practice, the

probability is that the majority of car

penters or joiners would, in working it,

fail to make all the joints fit—this for a

reason which we will give later on.

It will be noticed that the horizontal
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pieces of the framing are continuous

from stile to stile, and that it is the ver

tical parts which are cut to fit between.

This is as it should be in most cases,

though there are exceptions which must

be treated on their merits. In all ordi

nary cases the worker should follow out

the rule that stiles (outside vertical

pieces) should run from top to bottom,

all rails (horizontal pieces) should be

continuous from stile to stile, and the

muntins (inside vertical pieces) should

be cut between the rails.

This rule then necessitates that the

stiles will require mortising to take not

only the top and bottom rails, but the

intermediate ones as well, no matter

how many of these there are. The rails

will need tenoning at the ends to fit into

the stiles, and mortising to take the mun-

tin, the top and bottom on one edge only,

the intermediate on both edges. This

means in most cases that the mortises

will be made quite through the rails.

The muntins will be tenoned on both

ends to fit into the rails, some of the

tenons being long enough to be pinned,

the others being shorter. Should pins

not be allowed for fixing, the tenons may

be secret wedged (to be explained later) ;

in any case the tenons which come to the

stiles should reach through the latter,

and they can then be wedged up in the

usual way on the outside.

In making paneling, as in other work,

the first and also the most important

part is to prepare the wood. Therefore

to make the paneling shown in Fig. 1, we

shall require (if it is to be made through

out, as shown on the left) two stiles A,

three rails, B, C and D (top, middle and

bottom) and fourteen muntins. If to

bear the right half of Fig. 1, we shall want

two additional rails and fourteen addi

tional muntins. The former will be the

same as the rails B and C, but the latter

will be only half the length of the first;

thus the first fourteen may be cut in

two and the correct number is at hand.

In cutting off the necessary material,

each stile should be allowed 2 in. longer

than the finished length, and each rail

and muntin in. longer. These extra

lengths will allow for cleaning off when

together, and in the former case will pre

vent splitting at the ends in wedging up.

In planing up, after each part is faced

(that is, planed straight and out of twist

and one edge squared accurately), all the

inner pieces, to which other parts have

to fit to both edges, must be gauged ac

curately to a certain width. The other

edge may be squared at the same time,

and then all the parts are ready for set

ting out. To do this, take the stiles and,

laying them together face to face or

back to back, mark on them the exact

height the finished paneling has to be,

as EE, Fig. 2. From this, at the one

end, measure inwards the width of the

top rail, as F, and from the other end

measure the width of the bottom raiV

as G. Between these two marks, space

out equally for the other three rails, as

shown by the marks H. Now from these

marks F, G and H set off inwards V£ in.„

giving the marks 7, and these (as regards

the three intermediate rails) will give the

size of the mortises. At the top end

set off from the mark I a distance equal

to three-fifths of the width of the top

rail, thus getting the mark K, which

will be the mortise. At the bottom end

divide the space from E to I into four

equal spaces as shown, and the mortises

will be those marked L. The whole of

these marks must be squared over the

two stiles, on both edges and across the

face, and then by gauging with a double-

tooth gauge, or with two single-tooth

gauges, the mortises are set out as shown.

The rails and muntins will be set out

in a similar manner, always remembering

that the mortises must be reduced in

width, as shown, to allow for the panel

grooves; the tenons must be set out to-

the full width of the stuff.

In setting out for a quantity of panel

ing, all the stiles and also all the rails

should be done at once.

Fig. 3 gives the stile with the mortises

made. Fig. 4 shows the same stile sec-

tionally, this being given so that the

method of opening out the mortises at

the back or outside edge for the insertion

of wedges can be seen and understood.

After the mortising is done, the grooves

to take the panels have to be made, and

the stile (after this is done) is shown in

Fig. 5. Here the groove is shown as

being the same width as the mortises,

as it should be, but this is sometimes

impossible; the rule is that the groove
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should come to the face of the mortise,

leaving it to come as it will at the back.

In Fig. 6 we have the bottom rail set

out and mortised, but the tenon not yet

cut. This latter should be sawed in

before the panel groove is made, but the

shoulders should not be cut until after

this is done.

Fig. 7 shows the rail with the groove

made, the shoulders cut, and the tenon

cut away to fit the double mortises in

the stiles. The purpose of reducing the

width of the mortises can now be seen,

the width of the tenons being reduced

by the cutting of the groove as at M.

In Fig. 8 we have a portion of the stile

N with one of the intermediate rails 0

ready for placing in it, the muntins P

also being ready for fitting into the rail.

It will be noticed in this sketch that the

panel groove is not so wide as the mor

tises, being made to suit panels only.

Figs. 9, 10 and 11 show sections of

three kinds of panels, the first being paral

lel in thickness, so that it is faceable on

both sides. The second, Fig. 10, is the

ordinary mulletted panel beveled off the

back to fit the groove. The last, Fig. 11,

is beveled at the front, thus giving a rough

effect of a raised panel. The method of

preparing and fitting all these and others

will be given later on when we have ex

plained in detail the methodsof settingout.

At the beginning of this article we

promised to give the reason why so many

workmen failed to make the joints fit in

work such as we are now describing.

The reason is this: If, in planing up the

rails, some are wider than the others,

and the setting out is done all alike, as

it must be, it follows that if set out to

suit the wider rails some of the muntins

will come too short, whereas if set out

to suit the narrower rails the same pieces

will come too long, and difficulties will

be met with in putting the work together.

Therefore, it is necessary to impress on

readers who are interested in this work

that the timber must be gauged up truly

if the work is to be turned out in a satis

factory manner.—The Woodworker and

Art Craftsman.

DR. CHAFFEE SPEAKS ON WIRELESS TELEPHONY

On Saturday evening, March 1, Dr.

E. L. Chaffee of Harvard University de

livered before the New England Wireless

Society, Boston, Mass., a very interesting

talk on the subject, "The Application of

the Chaffee Arc to Wireless Telephony."

The Chaffee arc, as is known to persons

familiar with wireless telephony, is a

comparatively recent invention by Dr.

Chaffee. It consists of a pair of elec

trodes in an atmosphere of hydrogen,

the electrodes being of copper and alu

minium. It is this particular combina

tion that makes the arc distinctive. The

aluminium plays a function here almost

identical with the aluminium plate in

the electrolytic rectifier. In practice

these electrodes are about in. in diame

ter, and are trued up perfectly square,

as the spacing is but three thousandths

of an inch between the electrodes. An

interesting fact relating to the arc is that

it was not originally made for wireless

telephony, but for use in a study of

cathode rays. Dr. Chaffee said that

he could not find an arc that would give

him the frequency that he desired, so he

set about to make one and finally landed

on the type which now bears his name.

The talk was accompanied by a large

number of lantern slides which showed

many interesting results obtained with

this type of arc. One slide showed com

parative aluminium and Chaffee arc

spectra, and the only visible lines on the

arc spectrum were three hydrogen lines,

indication that the aluminium does not

enter into the arc spectrum, and that it

is purely a hydrogen one. Some of the

other slides showed various forms of

damping, including the straight line, and

not the theoretical exponential, damping

which results from the ordinary spark

radio-telegraphic transmitter. After the

talk Dr. Chaffee kindly volunteered to

answer any questions on the subject

which anyone desired to ask. A large

number of the very interested audience

availed themselves of this rare chance

to get information on wireless teleph

ony from such an authority, and the

resulting discussions were very instruc

tive. The next meeting of the Society

will be held at Pierce Hall, Harvard

University, Cambridge, Mass., on Sat

urday evening, April 5. Dr. A. E.

Kennelly will address the meeting, and

there is no charge for admission.
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THE GREAT RECENT PROGRE

Sir Henry Norman, M.P., speaking

before the Select Committee of the Brit

ish House of Commons, which is inquiring

into the circumstances of the agreement

between the Marconi Company and the

British Post Office for the establishment

of a chain of wireless telegraph stations

throughout the empire, said that the

issue was largely a scientific one. The

practice of wireless telegraphy had ad

vanced with amazing speed, thanks

largely to the work of Mr. Marconi. But

during a time to be reckoned almost in

months a revolutionary advance would,

appear to have been made for long

distance wireless. The original spark

system, which consisted in flinging out

into space by the discharge of a condenser

across a gap trains of electromagnetic

waves, at their maxiumm at the moment

of discharge, and falling off rapidly in

amplitude and energy, was employed on

most of the Marconi ship and coast sta

tions. For comparatively short distances

it gave an excellent service. The re

searches of Professsor Wien pursued prac

tically by the Telefunken Company pro

duced the "quenched spark" system, or

the method of "shock excitation," and

it resulted immediately in the transmis

sion of wireless signals to much greater

distances with much less energy. The

disc discharger invented by Mr. Marconi

accomplished the same result, though

possibly with less efficiency. The waves

thus produced, because they were less

damped, approached more nearly to the

undamped or continuous waves which

had always constituted the ideal of the

wireless investigator.

But a more striking discovery was

made by Mr. Duddell, which was that

by including an electric arc, as seen in

the familiar arc lamp, as part of an os

cillating circuit, continuous or wholly

undamped electric oscillations could be

produced; and Mr. Poulsen, a Danish

scientist, further discovered that by

causing this arc to burn in hydrogen

gas the heat of the arc was dissipated

so rapidly that a much greater current

could be passed through the arc without

physical difficulties, and that by causing

the arc to pass through a powerful mag

netic field the strength and frequency of

the oscillations could be increased. The

IS IN WIRELESS INVENTIONS

Duddell-Poulsen system^ 'supplemented

by the invention of high-speed transmit

ting and receiving apparatus by Mr.

Pedersen, another Danish scientist,

marked a great advance in wireless teleg

raphy, and remarkable long-distance

communication at very high speed, with

comparatively small powers, had been

accomplished. The system was already

in use to some extent in both the British

and German navies.

There remained, however, the further

advance to be made of generating high-

frequency continuous waves without the

physical disabilities of either spark^or

arc, and this Dr. Goldschmidt, a German

scientist, appeared to have accomplished.

He had invented an alternator which

transmuted mechanical rotation directly

into oscillating current at a frequency of

60,000 cycles per second (or less, corre

sponding to a wave-length of 16,000 ft.

or more, as required by the contract),

without the mechanical difficulties of

excessively high speed. A demonstra

tion of a small alternator, generating

4 k.w., was given some months ago, and

continuous day transmission by this was

carried out, he believed, from Berlin to

Paris. It was stated that large alterna

tors, generating 150 k.w. had been con

structed and had successfully passed the

test of being run at full load for many

consecutive hours, and that only the

completion of the necessary high masts

and aerials, which were being rapidly

erected, one in Europe and one in the

United States, was necessary for a trans

atlantic test to be made. If the Gold

schmidt alternator could put 150 k.w.

of a pure continuous wave at 60,000

periods per second into the antenna cir

cuit, as was claimed, a day and night

transmission at high speed over 2,000

miles was a certainty.

Moreover, if it would do this, wireless

telephony would probably be accom

plished. The difficulty of long-distance

wireless telephony was to devise a micro

phone which would not be destroyed by

the very heavy main current. In the

Goldschmidt system the microphone

would only have to carry the exciting

current of the alternator, 7 or 8 k.w.,

instead of the main current. The signals

would be untappable, except by a special
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receiving apparatus. Further, an ad

vantage of great value for the purposes

of these imperial stations, the signals

could be changed in a minute from a silent

wave only readable on the special receiver

to a musical note readable by any ship

on the ordinary detector and telephones

of every receiving circuit. The purity

of the wave rendered the system so select

ive that a station sending on a wave only

differing by 5 per cent, would not inter

fere. Dr. Goldschmidt claimed that

he could receive three different messages

on the same aerial at the same time. Dr.

Fleming, the scientific adviser to the

Marconi Company, alluding in his recent

address before the British Association

to the inventions of Dr. Goldschmidt,

said that telephony across the Atlantic

was quite within possibility.

The points urged were: (1) That the

future of long-distance wireless com

munication was almost certainly with a

continuous wave system; and (2) that

a few months would suffice to decide

whether one or other continuous wave

system could fulfil the conditions of the

imperial wireless service. Sir Henry

submitted that it was impossible to come,

at this critical moment in the develop

ment of wireless telegraphy, to a correct

decision without hearing scientific evi

dence from independent experts. He

mentioned the names of Sir Oliver Lodge,

remarking that though he received an

annual fee from the Marconi company

for scientific advice, everyone who was

acquainted with him knew that that

would not in the least affect his judgment

upon any scientific issue, and of Sir Sil-

vanus Thompson. Mr. W. D. Duddell,

president of the Institution of Electrical

Engineers, discovered the "singing arc,"

the patent of which was acquired by the

Poulsen people, but he understood Mr.

Duddell had no connection whatever

with the Poulsen syndicate. Dr. Ers-

kine-Murray was a leading consulting

expert upon wireless telegraphy, and

Captain Campbell-Swinton had not only

expert knowledge of wireless but also

wide experience of government contracts.

Dr. Eccles was another wireless investi

gator of high qualifications. If the com

mittee heard evidence from some of these

gentlemen, it would be in a position to

appreciate the scientific situation today

as regarded wireless telegraphy.

THE U.S. NAVAL RADIO STATIONS AND THEIR USE IN AID OF SAFE

NAVIGATION

In July, 1904, the President approved

the conclusions and recommendations

of the Inter-Departmental Board which

had been appointed by him "to consider

the entire question of wireless telegraphy

in the service of the National Govern

ment." Among these conclusions were

the following:

"That wireless telegraphy is of para

mount interest to the Government

through the Navy Department, and that

its use by the Signal Corps of the Army

for communication between military

posts of the Army and other necessary

links will be necessary both in peace and

war, and that such use shall be unre

stricted.

******

"That coastwise wireless telegraphy

is not a necessity for the work of the

Weather Bureau of the Department of

Agriculture, provided that the necessary

meteorological data for that Department

can be collected by the stations of the

Navy Department from ships at sea

and by them sent to the Weather Bureau

of the Department of Agriculture;

"That the maintenance of a complete

coastwise system of wireless telegraphy

by the Navy Department is necessary

for the efficient and economical manage

ment of the fleets of the United States

in time of peace and their efficient ma

neuvering in time of war;

"That the best results can be obtained

from stations under the jurisdiction of

one Department of the Government only

and that representatives of more than

one Department should not be quartered

at any station."

In accordance with the above, the only

U.S. Government radio stations on shore

are those under the War and Navy De

partments, respectively. Those owned

and operated by the Navy Department

on shore, including those on lightvessels,

are as follows:
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LIST OF U.S. NAVAL RADIO STATIONS

Atlantic Coast

The usual wave-length is 600 meters,

except for Arlington, which is much

longer.

Call

Power Name of Station Letters

3 Portland, Me NAB

2 Portsmouth, N.H NAC

5 Boston, Mass NAD

3 Cape Cod, Mass NAE

2 Nantucket Shoals Lightship . . . NLA

5 Newport, R.I NAF

3 Fire Island, N.Y NAG

2 New York, N.Y HAH

2 Philadelphia, Pa NAI

2 Cape Henlopen, Del NAT

2 Annapolis, Md NAK

3 Washington, D.C NAL

100 Arlington, Va NAA

5 Norfolk, Va NAM

2 Diamond Shoal Lightship NLB

3 Beaufort, N.C NAN

2 Frying Pan Shoals Lightship . . . NLC

3 Charleston, S.C NAO

3 St. Augustine, Fla. (wave-length,

300 meters) NAP

3 Jupiter, Fla. (wave-length, 300

meters) NAQ

25-2 Key West, Fla NAR

5 Pensacola, Fla NAS

5 New Orleans, La NAT

5 San Juan, P.R NAU

5 Guantanamo, Cuba NAW

25-2 Colon, Isthmian Canal Zone . . .NAX

1 Porto Bello, R.P NAY

Pacific Coast, Etc.

The usual wave-length is 600 meters,

with the following exceptions: Point

Arguelio, 300; St. George, 300.

Call

Power Name of Station Letters

5 St. Paul, Pribilofs, Alaska NPQ

1-2 St. George, Pribilofs, Alaska . . .NPY

10-3 Unalga, Alaska NPV

5 Dutch Harbor, Alaska NPR

5 Kodiak, Alaska NPS

10 Cordova, Alaska NPA

10 Sitka, Alaska NPB

5 Bremerton, Wash NPC

3 Tatoosh, Wash NPD

10 North Head, Wash NPE

3 Cape Blanco, Ore NPF

5 Eureka, Cal NPW

5 Mare Island, Cal NPH

3 Farallons, Cal NPI

3 Point Arguelio, Cal NPK

5 San Diego, Cal NPL

2 Honolulu, T.H NPM

2 Guam : NPN

2 Cavite, P.I NPO

5 Olongapo, P.I NPT

2 Peking, China NPP

REPORTS OF DANGERS TO NAVIGATION

Shipmasters in the North Atlantic are

invited to communicate reports of danger

ous obstructions to navigation to the

Hydrographic Office, Washington, D.C,

or to the nearest Branch Hydrographic

Office, by radio-telegraphy at or near

the time of seeing the obstruction. Such

messages should be brief and in English.

They should be addressed via any naval

or commercial radio station along the

coast of the United States. The cost

of their overland transmission will be

borne by the Hydrographic Office. Par

ticular attention is invited to the request

that such messages from the ship to the

shore should be addressed via a station

in the United States.

Shipmasters in the North Pacific are

similarly invited to report dangerous

obstructions to the nearest Branch

Hydrographic Office, by calling a naval

radio station, without cost to themselves.

Messages of this kind are sent by the

Hydrographic Office or a Branch Hydro-

graphic Office to an appropriate U.S.

naval radio station, and are there broad

casted four times daily, viz., at 8 a.m.,

noon (immediately after the time signal,

if sent), 4 p.m. and 8 p.m. Similarly,

with storm warnings received by the

radio stations from the U.S. Weather

Bureau. Ships within range of a naval

radio station should be prepared to re

ceive these hydrographic messages and

storm warnings at the hours mentioned,

and should avoid sending radio messages

at these times. One vessel sending may

prevent several others receiving informa

tion necessary to their safety.

Naval radio stations will furnish this

information to passing vessels on request,

whenever practicable, at other hours than

those mentioned above. Should it not

be practicable to send out this informa

tion on one of the hours scheduled, it

will be held until the next scheduled

time, except that important storm warn

ings, reports of lightships off station,

etc., will be treated as urgent and sent

out as soon as practicable after each hour

scheduled.

In addition to the above treatment of

wreck and derelict reports, the Hydro-

graphic Office at once imparts to the

Revenue-Cutter Service such reports

as fall within the cognizance of that ser

vice in its work of assisting mariners in
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distress and recovering or removing

floating dangers to navigation. Thus,

on December 24, 1912, at about 5.30 a.m.,

the radio station at Brooklyn telephoned

to the Officer in Charge of the Branch

Hydrographic Office, New York, a radio

gram from Captain Lindsay, of the

steamer Turrialba, that he was ashore

off Barnegat, afloat aft, fast forward,

heavy snow squalls, wind increasing,

assistance necessary.

The Officer in Charge replied by re

questing the radio station to inform the

Revenue-Cutter Seneca, then at anchor

in New York Harbor. The Seneca im

mediately got up steam, but was unable

to leave the harbor for several hours on

account of a heavy snow storm, and she

was thus unable to reach the Turrialba

before 7 o'clock at night, even then

having to go out of New York Harbor

in the teeth of a gale. The Seneca suc

cessfully rescued all of the passengers

of the Turrialba on the morning of the

25th and landed them in New York late

that afternoon.

This incident well illustrates the effi

ciency and usefulness to shipping of the

naval radio stations and the Branch

Hydrographic Offices.

The Hydrographic Office in Washington

was also notified of the wreck in a differ

ent manner, having received a radio

direct from the Turrialba via Cape Hen-

lopen. This radio was immediately tele

phoned to the Revenue-Cutter Service

and also to the Division of Operations

of the Navy Department.

Radiograms regarding floating dangers

to navigation reaching the Hydrographic

office or one of its branch offices, are at

once communicated to the Revenue-

Cutter Service or to the nearest revenue

cutter, and thus assist toward their

speedy removal.

PUBLICATION OF WRECK AND DERELICT

REPORTS

The latest news relating to obstructions

to navigation is also published by the

Hydrographic Office in a "Daily Memo-

News of this kind from ships at sea is

not considered a commercial message,

and no charges are made thereon.

MOST AVAILABLE STATIONS

As a rule, it would be desirable for

merchant vessels to communicate habitu

ally with Cape Cod rather than Boston,

Fire Island rather than New York, Cape

Henlopen rather than Philadelphia, and

Point Arguello, Farallons, or Eureka

rather than Mare Island, on account of

the importance of the official work of

the radio stations in the navy yards

mentioned. Other radio stations in navy

yards and at naval stations are prepared

to work directly with shipping.

TIME SIGNALS

Appropriate radio stations send out

the noon signal broadcast every day,

except Sundays and holidays, for the

determination of chronometer errors,

and hence time and longitude at sea.

The signals are sent from the Naval

Observatory, Washington, for the Atlan

tic coast between 11.55 a.m. and noon

of the 75th meridian west of Greenwich,

and from the observatory at the Mare

Island Navy Yard between 11.55 a.m.

and noon of the 120th meridian west of

Greenwich for the Pacific coast.

The wireless sending or relay key in

each wireless station is connected to the

Western Union lines by a relay at about

11.50 a.m., and the signals are made

automatically direct from Washington

or Mare Island.

Time signals from each of the observa

tories mentioned begin at 11.55 a.m.,

standard time, and continue for five

minutes. During this interval every tick

of the clock is transmitted, except the

29th second of each minute, the last five

seconds of each of the first four minutes,

and finally the last 10 seconds of the last

minute. The noon signal is a longer

contact after this longer break.

All ships should listen in and not at
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attendance. Any vessel provided with a

small receiving apparatus with one or

two wires hoisted as high as possible and

insulated from all metal fittings, or pref

erably stretched between the mastheads

with one wire led down to the receiver,

may detect these signals when within

range of one of the seacoast wireless

stations.

These time signals have been used

successfully by vessels for rating their

chronometers and have been used by

surveying vessels in the accurate de

termination of longitudes.

Shipmasters are requested to state in

their marine data reports to the Hydro-

graphic Office what success they have

with this service; and the name or call

letters of the station sending the time

signal should be given in the report; also

position of the ship, and her distance from

the station.

This time service involves no charges

against the ship receiving it.

The signal . — . . . (WAIT) and the

following shall be used to cover cases of

interference:

tion. The letters TR indicate that the

position report follows. After the letters

TR send:

(a) The approximate distance, in nau

tical miles, of the vessel from the coast

station;

(b) The position of the ship given in a

concise form and adapted to the circum

stances of the individual case;

(c) The next port at which the ship

will touch;

(d) The number of messages, if they

are of normal length, or the number of

words, if the messages are of exceptional

length.

The speed of the ship in nautical miles

shall be given specially at the express

request of the coast station.

EXAMPLE

After station acknowledges ship's call,

ending with . , the ship sends:

TR SO (nautical miles) off Cape Fear;

Habana; 4 (number of messages).

Signal Question Answer or Notice

••)

QRM Are you being interfered with? I am being interfered with.

QRW Are you busy? I am busy (or: I am busy with . .

Please do not interfere.

QRY When will be my turn? Your turn will be No

QRZ Are my signals weak ? Your signals are weak.

PASSING SHIPS SHOULD CALL SHORE

STATIONS

Ships passing along the coast should

invariably call each naval coast station

as they come within range, as important

information may be on hand concerning

dangers to navigation, storms expected,

etc., or private radiograms, in case of

stations which handle commercial busi

ness. Care should be taken not to inter

rupt the business of the station, which

may be receiving signals at the time which

can not be received on board ship on

account of the lower aerial; the ship

shall, therefore, cease calling promptly

on demand.

The position of the ship should be given

concisely, immediately after the call is

acknowledged and the GO AHEAD sig

nal — . — received from the coast sta-

Cleaning Gun Barrels

Lead and powder residue as well as

rust can be easily removed from rifle and

gun barrels, and if the barrel is not badly

pitted, it can be restored to its original

brightness and cleanness by using ordi

nary steel wool in cleaning, says a writer

in Popular Mechanics. Take a wad of

the steel wool just as large as can be

conveniently drawn through the barrel

and attach it to a stout cord or a small

wire and draw it back and forth in the

barrel. All rust and residue will be thor

oughly removed from the barrel in a few

minutes.

The steel wool will not scratch nor injure

the barrel in the least. The No. 0 steel

wool is the most desirable to use, and it

can be obtained at almost any hardware

store.
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A PARALLEL RULER AND SECTION LINER

MAURICE COLEMAN

Those who are interested in mechanical

drawing will find a section liner a very

useful instrument. Following is a de

scription of one that may be made by

any amateur at a very small expense, as

the pieces of wood required are easily

obtained.

beginning in. from one end and making

it 6 in. long; slot should be wide enough

for one of lie % in. screws to slide easily.

Round off end of the 12 in. strip and bevel

the edge as shown. File the smaller

piece of brass to shape A, and drill hole

so that 14 in. screw will have a close fit.

 

MATERIALS

1 piece wood 18 in. long, \Yi in. wide, %6

. in. thick;

1 pc. 12 in. long, 1 in. wide, V\t in. thick;

1 pc. 6 in. long, 1 in. wide, 9ia in. thick;

1 pc. 13 in. long, % in. wide, %6 in. thick;

1 pc. 3 in. long, Y% in. wide, Yi in. thick;

2 round head brass screws, % in. long;

A head hrass screws. Vic in. lone:

Place the larger piece of brass on the 6 in.

strip to determine where holes should

be drilled for fastening; drill the two

holes and also the hole at B, making a

close fit for in. screw. Solder a wing

into the slot of one of the % in. screws.

Round off the end of the 13 in. strip.

The saw is used as a ratchet and will be

found accurately cut at the root of tooth.
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build it up slightly by placing a strip of

cardboard under the saw, but not wide

enough to interfere with the ratchet.

Attach 2 in. piece of brass to 6 in. strip,

as shown. Attach pawl so it will swing

near the brass piece. Fasten spring in

place. Adjust pawl to work easily with

light pressure of spring. Screw the brass

to the rounded end of 12 in. strip, making

a swivel joint. Fasten plain end of the

13 in. strip to bottom of 6 in. strip.

Place wing screw in slot and screw it into

end of 12 in. strip. Attach the 3 in.

block by countersinking screws in 6 in.

strip. The block is used to hold ruler

against 18 in. strip. When the ruler and

straight edge form a right angle the

ruling will be spaced equal to the cut of

the ratchet; to reduce spacing release

clamp C and drop ruler to desired posi

tion. If the left-hand side of straight

edge is beveled about one-half its width it

may be fastened in any position on draw

ing-board by using two thumb tacks.

FINISHING BRASSWORK

S. BETTS

Many amateurs in electrical work

have, doubtless, admired the very pretty

effect of "mottling," seen on shop-made

brass instruments. I refer to the sort

of veining, something like the veins in

marble, running over the surface of the

brasswork.

A smooth-finished brass surface readily

shows up scratches, and is difficult to

lacquer perfectly, evenly, and free from

brush marks. On the mottled surface

lack of skill is not so noticeable.

The "mottling" is really a series of

very fine circles running into one another

scratched on the surface of the brass.

But the amateur will readily see for him

self if he tries the following dodge.

Take a small round piece of wood (a

piece of a penholder or pencil will do),

put it into a drill chuck or self-centering

chuck, leaving an inch or so projecting.

Start the lathe, and with a smooth file

make the end very slightly convex. From

a piece of the very finest emery paper

cut a circle about 1 in. or so in diameter.

With scissors cut lines radially towards

the center, leaving intact in the middle

a piece the same diameter as the end of

the prepared stick of wood, Fig. 1.

Place the paper against the wood and

bring the cut portion over and secure

with some stout cotton, Fig. 2.

Now, holding the piece of brasswork

in the right hand (it is necessary to have

a piece of paper between the brass and

the fingers: the grease from the fingers

prevents lacquering afterwards), the

work being finished to a good surface,

run the lathe as fast as possible, press

the work lightly against the emery-cov

ered wood, moving it steadily forward

at right angles, and a sort of shaded vein

will be seen where the rotating emery

has cut lightly into the brass. You may

follow any pattern you please—say,

work diagonally from corner to corner,

with other veins crossing at intervals;

but the worker will soon be able to obtain

some very nice results, and designs will

suggest themselves to him.

If two or three diameters of wood are

used, the veining may be of different

widths. Different grades of emery may

also be used, but anything like a coarse

grain is useless. Do not use emery cloth,

use only the finest emery paper, such as is

used for polishing.

The orthodox method is to have sticks

of emery composition, with the ends

shaped by an old file, as in Fig. 3. This

is over-wrapped with paper to strengthen.

A stick of wood may be prepared to

this shape, the end then dipped into thin

glue, and afterwards fine emery powder,

and allowed to dry.

A composition stick may be made by

thoroughly incorporating about equal

quantities of resin, shellac, and fine

emery powder, moistening with methy

lated spirits, forming it into a thick paste,

Fig. r
 

ftroify for Paprr

Fig. 2 Fig j
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and ramming into a mould to dry, and

then wrapping round with paper.

A wood mould may be made as follows:

Plane one surface each of two small con

venient pieces of wood, so that the planed

surfaces lie perfectly flat on one another,

fix them together by a screw at each

corner. On the joint line, as center, drill

three holes, so that when the pieces of

wood are taken apart half a hole or trough

is left on each surface; the planed sur

faces are the parting line. Blacklead

these holes thoroughly, so as to prevent

the composition's sticking, screw together

again, and ram in tight as much composi

tion as you can into each hole. When dry,

take the wood apart, and out drop the

sticks. Shape up the business ends with

an old knife and file. The holes may

be 1 in. or more in length, and three-

sixteenths, one-eighth, and one-sixteenth

in diameter, the last size serving for very

small jobs.

Commutator bars, levers of switches,

etc., look well mottled. Do not lacquer

any surfaces where electrical contact is to

be made, and do not touch with the fin

gers. When the piece of brass to be

lacquered is put into a clean flame (such

as the flame of a spirit lamp) it sweats,

and a cloud of moisture appears on the

surface; as the metal gets hotter, this

passes gradually away, and the moment

it has all gone is the time to apply the

lacquer (of course, away from the flame).

Go over once only as evenly and smoothly

as possible. Clean brushes, clean lacquer,

and a light, firm hand, and all is well.

If the first attempt is not very good,

take off the lacquer with a clean cloth

dipped in spirits and try again.—Model

Engineer and Electrician.

THE EIGHT TALLEST WIRELESS STATIONS IN THE WORLD

Announcement was made last month

on behalf of the Marconi Company that

contracts had just been let for the con

struction of eight of the largest wireless

stations in the world.

After the erection of one station but

one step will remain to jump across the

Pacific to Japan. The receiving and

sending stations will be 30 miles apart.

They will be erected at Honolulu, Oahu,

Sandwich Islands; Belinas, Cal. ; Belmar,

N.J., and along the eastern Massachu

setts coast.

Following the erection of the Oahu

plant Japan will locate a wireless station,

and this will enable the company to

throw messages entirely across the Pa

cific, a distance of 3,394 miles to the

nearest land in Japan.

The Marconi Company says that it

would have planted its Oriental station

in Manila had not the United States

Government objected. The Government

has a large station there and it was afraid

the more powerful Marconi stations

might interfere with the receiving and

transmitting of marine messages. After

Japan the company will erect stations

in India and thus communicate with

Europe, completing the circle of the globe.

The stations, according to the an

nouncement, will have the highest power

and longest range of any in the world.

The poles will be the tallest, ranging from

400 to 450 ft. in height. There will be

twelve of these poles at each station,

arranged in a semicircle, which will cover

nearly a square mile. The antennae for

these poles will be 80 miles in length and

the grounding wires 40 miles, all under

ground.

The engines of the stations will develop

a 1,000 h.p. spark. Because of the power

generated the receiving and sending

stations will be located on a fine 30 miles

apart. Closer than that the electric

splash, as it is called, would make both

stations useless. After 30 miles the

etheric waves roll in regular order, which

permits other waves to pass them.

The stations must all be attuned to

different keys to keep them from inter

fering with each other and with other

stations. Japan has a tuning system

all its own and had the first choice of

notes for the system, and thereafter

the stations were permitted to choose

such notes as had not already been

preempted.

The stations will also be duplexed so

they may send out different messages

almost simultaneously. Four will go

in such rapid succession that it willjseem

to be simultaneous.
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CABLE NOW CLICKS MORSE MESSAGES

Remarkable Invention of Commercial Company's Employe Achieves It

A man sat in a cable office in London

the other day and sent a cable message

to New York. That doesn't sound re

markable and it isn't. The remarkable

part was that the man who received the

message at this end of the cable didn't

have to read a waving line and translate

its ups and downs into the dots and dashes

of the Morse code, but instead heard the

instrument at his elbow dick off the mes

sage just as though it had come over a

land line from a nearby town.

A message of congratulation went

clicking back under the ocean to the man

in London, and then there was a lot of

handshaking in the offices of the Mackay

Companies. The dream of all submarine

cable engineers which they had been try

ing to make come true since the first trans

atlantic cable was laid in 1858 had at last

become a reality, and the long search for

a way to operate long-distance cables by

sound was ended.

John Gott, chief electrician of the Com

mercial Cable Company since its organ

ization in 1884, is the man who solved the

puzzle. His achievement was announced

last month in the annual report of the

Mackay Companies to its shareholders

made by Clarence H. Mackay, president

of the company, on behalf of the trus

tees. The report says of Mr. Gott's

achievement:

"He has invented a device by which

the Morse dot and dash signals can be

used on long submarine cables, that is

to say, messages can be sent by the or

dinary land line Morse key and read on

a Morse sounder. This invention sur

passes anything that has been added to

the sub-marine cables since Sir William

Thompson (Lord Kelvin) and Cromwell

Varley first made the practical operation

of long distance submarine cables possi

ble fifty-five years ago.

"It is expected that Mr. Gott's in

vention will make the cable service as

flexible as the land service. It links up

cables or land lines, or both, or alternate

cables and land lines and is an achieve

ment which inventors and the foremost

scientists in the world in cable working

have striven to attain since the first At-

1 antic cable was laid.

"The far-reaching effect of this inven

tion on all kinds of telegraph transmis

sion, both by land and sea, cannot at this

time be definitely stated, but the Com

mercial Cable Company believes that by

this invention it will be possible to trans

mit through automatic repeaters tele

graph signals around the world. The

Commercial Cable Company has ac

quired the rights to this invention and has

taken out patents all over the world."

By his invention, says the New York

Sun, John Gott takes his place in the

small group of men who have improved

submarine cable transmission, and when

the next book on submarine telegraphs

comes out he will be mentioned with the

late Charles Cuttriss, inventor of the

vibrator, and the late T. J. Wilmot, who

with Cuttriss invented the automatic

transmitters. Both of these men, like

Mr. Gott, were engineers of the Commer

cial Cable Company.

While this list of men who have wres

tled successfully with the difficulties of

cable transmission problems is a short

one, the list of failures is very long. The

very first transatlantic cable was de

stroyed by forcing too powerful a current

through it in an attempt to work the

Morse alphabet of dots and dashes, and

the attempts since then to do what Mr.

Gott has succeeded in doing have been

numberless.

Even the great Edison failed in an

attempt to apply the land-wire system

to the cables. Some years ago he took

what was considered a very promising

automatic Morse arrangement to Eng

land and in the course of his experiments

tried to send the dot and dash code

through a cable about 1,000 miles long

coiled in a tank. Dot and dash messages

are recorded on a tape as well as an

nounced by the click'of the sounder.

When Mr. Edison signalled a "dot"

at the sending end it came out on the

receiving tape in a mark 28 ft. long. Mr.

Edison laughed as he contemplated that

superdot. He acknowledged that he had

not been very successful, and added:

"I thought that dot was never going

to end."

The explanation of the experts is that
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the cables don't discharge their current

quickly enough for the system that Mr.

Edison tried and so hung on to the dot

altogether too long. Mr. Gott found a

way to avoid that trick of the cables and

the dots and dashes that come over the

Commercial Cable Company's lines are

as clear-cut as those on short-distance

land wires.

But Mr. Gott's invention has just been

born, and, although other people were

experimenting during all the years since

that first attempt burned out the Atlantic

cable, they weren't allowed to experi

ment on the cables themselves, and other

systems had to be used. The first of

these, invented by Sir William Thom

son, was the Thomson reflecting gal

vanometer, commonly known as the

"mirror."

This instrument consisted of a coil of

fine wire in the hollow center of which a

tube carrying a tiny magnet suspended

at right angles by a silk fiber was inserted.

On the face of this magnet a small mirror

of about \i in. diameter was cemented.

A beam of light thrown on this mirror

was reflected on a scale placed at some

distance from the instrument and the

signals, made up of the flashes of light

thrown from the mirror to right or left

of a zero line, were read on this scale.

Since a wire through which a current is

passed possesses for the time being prop

erties similar to those of a magnet, the

mirror was acted upon by every current

passed through the cable line into the

coil windings.

It was not an easy job for eyes or

nerves to keep track of the flashes of the

mirror, but some operators became very

expert at it, and in the cable world they

still boast of some of the wonderful stunts

done by the mirror men. The man who

received these literal flashes from the

cable read aloud to an assistant his trans

lation of the movements of the beam of

light and the assistant wrote the words

down on the message forms. They will

in the field of a powerful magnet and the

movements of the coil in response to the

current sent through the cable are re

corded on a narrow paper tape passed

in front of a fine glass siphon attached

by silk fibers to the suspended coil and

dipping into an ink-well.

The business end of the siphon traces

in ink a line on the tape, and this line goes

up and down in response to the move

ments of the coil from side to side in

response to a change in the polarity of

the current. This makes a wavy line

something like the graphic charts used

to portray statistics of all sorts. When

a peak of the line sticks up above a fixed

point that means a dot, and a valley is

a dash. It takes a keen eye and long

training to pick out readily and accu

rately the slight differences produced

when two or more dots or dashes come

together, but a permanent record is made,

and that was a big step forward in cable

message science.

Still, at best the deciphering of the

signals of either the old fashioned re

flecting galvanometer or the modern

siphon recorder was difficult and the

signals could only be sent from cable

office to cable office. Now with Mr.

Gott's invention anyone who can read

Morse code as clicked out by the receiver

or recorded in printed dots and dashes

on the tape will be able to handle cable

messages and it looks as though some of

the mystery attached to the old time

method of cable transmission has de

parted.

But Mr. Gott's system does a great

deal more than increase the accuracy

and swiftness of cable message trans

mission. It hitches up the cables with

the land wires so that very soon your

cable message filed with the Commercial

in an inland town or at San Francisco

for transmission to an inland point in

England will go right through without

human agency except at the transmis

sion and receiving points. With the
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GEAR WHEELS AND GEARING SIMPLY EXPLAINED—Part H

ALFRED W. MARSHALL, M.I.MECH.E., A.M.I.E.E.

Gearwheels can be made in the form

of a ring with teeth inside the circumfer

ence instead of outside. Such wheels

are called internal or annular gearwheels.

Such a wheel can obviously gear only

with another which has external teeth,

and is smaller in diameter, because the

second wheel is placed inside the first.

These wheels are calculated and set out

according to the diameters of their pitch

circles, as in the case of external toothed

gears, the pitch circle of the pinion P

being inside that of the wheel W, Fig. 15,

and touching at the pitch point. If the

diameter of the pitch circle of the wheel

W is four times that of the pinion P, the

latter will make four revolutions for one

revolution of the wheel, and so on. The

numbering and proportions of teeth apply

as in the case of external gears. Cycloidal

or involute curves can be used for the

shape of the teeth. If cycloidal curves

are used, they will be transposed in the

case of the teeth of the wheel. The curve-

generating circle for the faces of the

teeth will roll inside the pitch circle, and

therefore produce a hypocycloid, and that

producing the flanks will roll outside the

pitch circle and therefore produce an

epicycloid (see Fig. 16). An internal

gearwheel can engage with several pin

ions simultaneously. In such an in

stance the curve-generating circle for

all the teeth should have a diameter equal

to half that of the pitch circle of the

smallest pinion. There is an important

difference between the working of an

internal and external pair of toothed

wheels. If the wheels are external, they

rotate in opposite directions, but if in

ternal, they rotate in the same direction,

as indicated by the arrows, Fig. IS.

 

Fig. IS

 

Fig. 16

If the teeth are made as so far explained,

with a part projecting beyond the pitch

circle as well as a part inside it, any pair

will come into contact as they approach

the line of centers, and this contact will

be maintained to some distance after

they have passed the line of centers. For

example, a pair of wheels A B, Fig. 17, is

in gear. The teeth of wheel A come into

contact with those of B to the left of the

line of centers X Y, the wheels rotating

in the direction indicated by the arrows.

They are then said to be engaging. After

passing the line of centers they are said to

be disengaging. The contact is main

tained for some distance, but finally

ceases as each pair of teeth passes out of

gear. The distance through which they

make contact when engaging is called

the arc or angle of approach, and that

through which they move when dis

engaging is called the arc or angle of

recess. The actual path followed by the

contact point is a curve in the case of

cycloidal teeth, which consists of arcs of

the tooth-generating circles C C, Fig. 17,

any particular tooth commencing to

make contact at a point in one circle,

and leaving contact at a point in the

other circle, as indicated by the full lines.

In the case of involute teeth the path of

tooth contact is along a straight line,

such as L C, Fig. 14, commencing inside

one pitch circle and ceasing inside the

other pitch circle.
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The teeth of gear wheels rub together

while in motion, causing friction and

wear of the surfaces. It is reduced by

designing the teeth so that the path of

contact is as short as possible. The

friction which takes place during engage

ment in the arc of approach—this would

be to the left of X Y, Fig. 17—is con

sidered to be more detrimental than that

which takes place during engagement in

the arc of recess—this would be to the

right of X Y, Fig. 17. The teeth rub

to greater disadvantage when coming

into contact than when disengaging. On

this account designers of wheel gear in

which it is of great importance that

friction and wear should be eliminated

as much as possible, such as watch and

 

Fig. 17

clock gearing, have favored teeth which

only make contact when they have

reached the line of centers. Engaging

friction is thus reduced to a minimum.

This action will be accomplished if the

driven-wheel teeth are made without

points—that is, they should not have a

part which projects beyond the pitch

circle. For example, wheels having com

plete teeth, such as Fig. 17, come into

engagement before the line of centers

X Y. At this stage the flanks of teeth

on wheel B make contact with the faces

of the teeth on wheel A, assuming B is

the driver. After passing the line of

centers the faces of teeth on wheel B

 

Pitch circle W

Fig. 18

make contact with the flanks of the teeth

on wheel A. Therefore, if we desire

that contact shall only be made after

the line of centers, the points of the teeth

on A should be removed. It follows

from this that the roots of the teeth on B

will not be required, and as the engage

ment is only to take place at, or after,

the line of centers, B must be the driver.

If A be the driver, the engagement will

take place only after the line of centers,

which is the condition in this instance

to be avoided. The teeth having points

are therefore to be put on the driver,

and those having no points are to be upon

the follower. If cycloidal teeth are used

(they should be used), the curve of those

upon the driver will be an epicycloid,

and that of the teeth upon the driven

wheel a hypocycloid. This leads to two

distinct forms of teeth for the driven

wheel. If the curve-generating circle

is made to have a diameter equal to the

radius of the pitch circle of the driven

wheel, the hypocycloid becomes a straight

line (as previously explained), and the

teeth have merely straight radial lines

for the shape of their flanks. In the

second case the curve-generating circle

is made to have a diameter equal to that

of the pitch circle of the driven wheel;

the hypocycloid then becomes a point

 

Fig. 19
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Fig. 20

and the teeth may be pins projecting at

a right angle to the side of the wheel.

This is the only instance in which the

hypocycloid formed by a generating circle

of such a proportion to the pitch circle

is used for wheel teeth.

When the curve-generating circle is

made of a diameter equal to that of the

pitch circle in which it rolls, and the

hypocycloid becomes a point, some prac

tical modification is necessary, because

the teeth are, theoretically, merely points,

which, according to Euclid's definition,

have no parts nor magnitude. Obviously

the teeth must have some thickness, and

they become pins as a practical construc

tion. Fig. 18 is a diagram showing the

teeth of a pinion P as points, being the

hypocycloid we have produced by using

a curve generating circle having a diame

ter equal to that of P. The teeth on

the wheel W are entirely outside the

pitch circle, and the faces are epicycloids

produced by rolling the circle which has

generated the point teeth of P upon the

pitch circle of W. To make a practical

working construction we fit cylindrical

pins to P to form teeth. This is quite

justifiable, as a circle is the equivalent

of a point, and therefore in the particular

instance is logically a hypocycloid. The

teeth on W as originally formed to engage

with points are represented by dotted

lines, Fig. 19. If we enlarge the points

and give them a sensible diameter so that

they become pins, it will be necessary to

cut away some portion of the teeth of W

 

Fig. 21

to provide room for the pins to engage

between the teeth; as already explained,

we may not alter the distance between

the centers of the wheels. Space for

the pins is provided by cutting away a

portion equal to half the diameter of one

of the pins from each face of a tooth along

a line parallel to the original curve of the

face. This will leave the teeth with the

size and shape as indicated by the full

lines, Fig. 19, the curves still being epi

cycloids. To complete the clearance

space a semi-circular space is cut away

below the pitch line of W between each

two pairs of teeth. This procedure may

be understood by imagining the pin to be

a milling cutter moving with its center

coinciding with the original lines of the

teeth, and thus cutting away the amount

of metal necessary to allow the pina to

engage. In such a gear, if W is the driver,

 

Fig.

the engagement of the teeth of the pair

of wheels will take place almost entirely

after the line of centers. As this is really

the object for which the peculiar arrange

ment is designed, whenever it is used the

wheel having the projecting teeth is al

ways made to drive the one which is

provided with pins. If the pins are

made to drive the teeth, the engagement

takes place before the line of centers,

and the object of the design is lost. Gears

of this kind may also be made in the form

of a rack and pinion. The arrangement

is much used in clockwork, the wheels

with the pins appearing in the familiar

form shown by Fig. 20; it is called a

lantern pinion. In the main train of

wheels of a clock the driving force passes

through the gearing from the great wheel
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Fig. 23

•which is driven by the spring or weight

to the escapement. The wheels, there

fore, drive the pinions, and the latter

can be provided with pins as teeth, hence

the extensive use of lantern pinions for

clockwork. They have incidentally the

advantage of being very strong and

durable.

It is possible to design a pinion, also,

to engage after the line of centers, with

teeth having radial flanks. The number

of teeth must be at least ten, and it may

be necessary to cut the spaces between

the teeth of the pinion with extra width.

There would thus be a certain amount

of play between the wheels, which would

be permissible in clock-gearing where the

teeth move slowly, and are kept in con

tact by a steady, constant pressure.

Though the teeth of such pinions need

not project beyond the pitch circle, they

are usually made with a round end pro

jecting beyond the pitch circle by an

amount equal to half the thickness of the

tooth, to ensure smooth engagement as

the teeth come into action. Clock and

watch gearing require large wheels driving

very small pinions, and work under special

conditions. Anybody contemplating the

construction of time-keeping or similar

mechanism should consult a treatise on

clock and watch gearing. The principles

upon which the teeth of the wheels are

constructed are, however, precisely those

which govern the design of wheel-gearing

for machinery in general. Smooth action

is very important, therefore the teeth

must be of correct design to preserve

the relative velocities of the pitch circles.

Practical modifications would be intro

duced to meet the peculiar conditions

of clock gearings. For example, the

spaces at the roots of the teeth of W,

Fig. 19, would probably be cut somewhat

deeper than indicated, and rectangular

instead of semicircular, the sides being

radial lines. The teeth of W would be

of less width than the spaces between

the pins on P, this amount of play per

mitting engagement to take place at or

very near to the line of centers. The

best length for the teeth of W would

probably be found by experiment.

A rack and pinion gear may be con

sidered as a pair of toothed wheels, one

of which, the rack, has a pitch circle of

infinite radius—that is, it is a straight

line. The teeth can, therefore, be shaped

according to the principles already ex

plained. Provided the rack is made of

sufficient length, the pinion can be made

to give any desired number of revolutions

for one stroke of the rack or the rack to

move any desired length of stroke for

one revolution of the pinion. The gear

is to be planned according to the principle

used for designing a pair of toothed

wheels. The pinion P is represented

by its pitch circle, and the rack R by a

pitch line, Fig. 21, which is really the

pitch circle of a second wheel stretched

out to form a straight line. They touch

one another at pitch point x. The pin

ion may drive the rack, or, conversely,

the rack may drive the pinion. As with

a pair of wheels, the teeth should be of

such a shape that the relative velocities

of the pitch circle and line are maintained.

The length of stroke which the rack will

make for one revolution will depend upon

the diameter of the pitch circle of the

pinion. When planning a rack and pin

ion, therefore, the positions of the pitch

circle of the pinion and pitch line of the

rack should be determined first without

regard to the teeth of either. The dis

tance which the rack will move for one

revolution of the pinion will be equal to

the circumference of the pitch circle of

the pinion. Thus, if the diameter of

the pitch circle of the pinion be 4 in.,

the rack will move 12J4 hi- f°r each

revolution of the pinion. Conversely,

if the rack drives the pinion, the latter

will be rotated one complete revolution

if the rack be moved through a stroke of

12^ in., and so on.

If the rack or pinion are to be indis

criminately driver or follower, the teeth
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should be partly formed outside the pitch

lines and partly inside, as in the case of a

pair of wheels. The curves of the teeth

of the pinion will be as follows—the faces

epicycloid and the flanks hypocycloid.

The curves of the teeth of the rack will

be as follows—the faces cycloid, and the

flanks cycloid also, because in each in

stance the curve-generating circle is

rolled upon a straight line, Fig. 22; the

diameter of this generating circle may

be anything not exceeding the radius of

the pitch circle of the pinion, and the

same generating circle can be used to

form the whole of the curves. If a set

of wheels is required of different diameters

and numbers of teeth, any one to work

with the rack, the generating circle should

be equal to the radius of the pitch circle

of the smallest wheel. The pitch of the

teeth is measured on the circumference

of the pitch circle of the pinion and along

the pitch line of the rack. It may be

expressed as diametrical pitch in terms

per inch of the pitch circle diameter of

the pinion, as previously explained; it

will thus also apply as pitch in number

of teeth per inch length of the rack.

When the curve generating circle has a

diameter equal to the radius of the pinion

pitch circle the teeth of the pinion will

have straight radial lines for the flanks,

as previously explained, and the rack

teeth will have curved lines for both faces

and flanks, the curves being a cycloid.

The teeth of the rack may, however, be

made to have straight radial flanks. As

the radius of a straight line is of infinite

length, the flanks of such teeth will be

straight lines perpendicular to the pitch

line. The faces will be a cycloid formed

by^the generating circle, which produces

the straight radial flanks of the pinion.

 

Fig. 24.

 

Fig. 25

The faces of the pinion teeth, however,

should not be an epicycloid curve, because

they should be produced by the generating

circle which has produced the so-called

radial flanks of the rack. But this circle

is one of infinite radius—in fact, it is a

straight line. Therefore, the faces of

the pinion teeth should be curves pro

duced by rolling a straight line upon the

circumference of the pitch circle; the

curve should thus be an involute of the

pitch circle of the pinion, Fig. 23.

The rack of the pinion may be fitted

with teeth in the form of pins on the prin

ciple explained with reference to Figs.

18 to 20. As in the case of a wheel and

pinion, the pin teeth should be on the

follower and not on the driver. If they

are placed upon the pinion, the rack

should therefore be the driver; if they are

placed upon the rack, the pinion should

be the driver. The pins represent a

hypocycloid produced by a curve gen

erating circle having a diameter equal

to that of the pitch circle of the wheel

upon which they are placed. Therefore,

if they are placed upon the pinion, the

teeth of the rack will be formed by a

cycloid curve produced by a point on

the pitch circle of the pinion when it is

rolled upon the pitch line of the rack.

The rack teeth will be composed of the

part which projects above the pitch line,

so that they will have faces only and no

flanks, Fig. 24. If the pin teeth are

placed upon the rack, they represent, as

before, a hypocycloid produced by a curve

generating circle having a diameter equal

to the pitch circle upon which they are

placed. In this case the pitch circle is

a straight line, therefore the curves of

the teeth of the pinion should be produced

by rolling a straight line upon its pitch
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circle. The curve thus produced will be

an involute of that pitch circle. The

teeth of the pinion are, therefore, shaped

to an involute curve, and consist of the

part which projects beyond the pitch

circle, no flanks being required, Fig. 25.

Gears on this principle should work very

smoothly if properly made, as the friction

between the teeth takes place almost

entirely after they have passed the line

of centers. Theoretically, the pin teeth

are points, as in Fig. 18; the spur teeth

of the driver are cut away to allow for the

thickness of the pins, as previously ex

plained with reference to Fig. 19.

The teeth of both rack and pinion may

be formed on the involute principle,

either to be indiscriminately the driver.

In this instance the teeth of the pinion

have both faces and flanks formed by one

curve, namely—an involute formed by

rolling the pitch line of the rack upon a

suitable base circle, Fig. 26. The teeth

of the rack must also be an involute in

theory. But the involute of a circle of

infinite radius is a straight line. The

teeth will therefore be formed of a straight

line for both faces and flanks, and the line

should be inclined so that it is a tangent

to the curve of the teeth of the pinion.

As in the case of a pair of wheels, the

pitch circle of the pinion and pitch line

of the rack must be in contact, or the

relative velocity will not be kept con

stant except when the teeth are formed

upon the involute principle.

(To be continued)

PATTERN-MAKING METALS

Metal is used for making patterns in

place of wood on account of its greater

durability, the fact that it keeps its shape

better, and also on account of the fact

that more complicated designs can be

executed than in wood. Among wooden

patterns we find two materials used:

pine for the heavier and more common

patterns, and mahogany for the more

expensive and more delicate patterns,

and especially for those which will be

in almost constant use.

Turning to metal pattern-making, we

find an almost infinite variety of metals

used. Where but few metal patterns

are used in a shop, and the work is not

extremely exact, so that slight variations

in the size of pieces do not make much

difference, it is common practice to pour

the metal patterns from any metal which

is being used in the foundry at the time.

Castings which are made in this hazard

ous fashion are usually finished in the

same happy-go-lucky way (says H.

Malone in the Pattern-maker), and the

castings made from these patterns cer

tainly show it.

The different metals used for making

patterns may be divided into iron and

alloys. The alloys may be again sub

divided into hard and soft alloys, or into

brasses, bronzes and white metals.

Taking up iron first, we find that cast

iron is very extensively used for patterns,

especially for large moulding machine

patterns. It has the advantages of

cheapness and ability to keep its shape—

that is, it is not only stiff so as to resist

bending, but it is hard enough to resist

any ordinary bruises. The iron for cast

ing patterns should be what is known as

a close-grained gray iron, suitable for the

general run of light machinery castings.

Master-patterns are usually made in

wood, and the necessary double shrinkage

allowances made. If the pattern is to be

of exact size, it is also necessary to make

the finish allowances in the master-pat

tern. The pattern casting is then taken

to the machine shop and finished either

by machining or filing. All pattern

makers know that iron rusts very readily,

and this is the greatest objection to the

use of iron castings, as they must of

necessity be in contact with* the damp

sand when in use. To protect the surface
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of the iron from corrosion, a number of

different methods or devices are used.

Sometimes the finished surface is rusted,

either by dampening with salt water and

allowing it to rust, or by dampening with

water containing acid or sal-ammoniac.

The pattern is then warmed to dry it

thoroughly, and the extra rust brushed

off with a soft brush. It takes several

hours for the rust to penetrate deep

enough to make a good surface, and in

many cases the castings are left over

night. After the surplus rust has been

brushed off, the castings are usually given

a coating of wax; sometimes this is ac

complished by heating the pattern and

applying beeswax, after which the surplus

is scraped off and the surface rubbed

down smooth.

Iron patterns require considerable care

in the storage and maintenance, as if

they are neglected for even a few days

they are liable to rust seriously, and if

there are any loose pieces or pins they

are liable to rust fast.

As stated, iron patterns are frequently

used where relatively large work is to be

made. If such patterns were cast solid

they would be extremely heavy to handle,

and consequently they are generally cast

hollow. Here, again, the nature of cast

iron lends itself very well indeed to the

necessities of the case; on account of

the stiffness of the metal very thin pat

terns can be made, especially when any

flat surfaces are supported by suitable

ribs.

Cast-iron patterns are not suitable

for small, light work for several reasons.

One reason is that it is difficult to form

delicate and complicated outlines in

cast iron, and to prevent these from be

coming injured through the corrosion of

the metal.

Very frequently, indeed, an order comes

into the foundry for quite a large number

of castings, for which only one pattern

is furnished. Where the pieces are small,

the pattern can frequently be used for a

master-pattern from which to make a

number of other patterns, thus enabling

the foundryman to turn out the work

much more rapidly. One of the white

metals is generally used for producing

such patterns as this. An alloy com

monly used is made of equal parts of tin

and zinc. This alloy will shrink only

about Ms* in. per foot, and hence, espe

cially in the case of small castings, there

will be practically no difference between

the size of the master-pattern and the

other patterns made from it—in fact, in

some cases the shaking of the master-

pattern enlarges the mould to such an

extent that the other patterns are actu

ally larger than the master-pattern, and

may require trimming down.

The alloy composed of equal parts of

tin and zinc is rather soft, bends fairly

easily, and is liable to injury. To over

come these difficulties, some pattern

makers prefer to use an alloy composed of

85 per cent, tin and 15 per cent, anti

mony. This is quite an expensive alloy,

but is surprisingly stiff and hard, and

so makes a fairly good metal for a gate

of patterns from which only a relatively

small number of castings are required.

The shrinkage of the tin-antimony alloy

mentioned is about Ma in. per foot, but

in small work the rapping of the master-

pattern will more than compensate for

this.

In brass foundries the tin-zinc alloys

are very largely used for temporary pat

terns on account of the fact that the old

patterns can be melted down and used

in making any alloy containing the above-

mentioned metals. The tin-antimony

alloy is not as good for brass foundries

on account of the fact that antimony is

not wanted in many standard alloys.

When aluminium first came into use,

everyone thought it would make very fine

patterns; but its use has not been so

extensive as was hoped for. There are

several reasons for this, one being that

aluminium will not solder as other metals

do. For the oxide of aluminium which

forms on the surface cannot be dissolved

by any of the ordinary fluxes, nor can it be

reduced by the aid of any fluxing agent

known; so it is practically impossible to

get any solder to adhere to aluminium.

White metal containing aluminium in any

considerable proportions, and, in fact, in

relatively small proportions, partakes

of the nature of aluminium to such an

extent that it cannot be soldered. It

will readily be seen that this defect will

rule out aluminium and aluminium alloys

for use as pattern metals in most cases.

Another great disadvantage of aluminium

is that it cannot be melted in an iron pot,

nor can it be melted and poured as readily

as ordinary alloys, and hence it requires
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a regular melting furnace, and the ser

vices of an experienced melter. The

other white metals mentioned can all be

melted in iron pots with comparatively

little deterioration of the quality of the

metal.

A soft white alloy used by many pat

tern-makers is made by taking standard

Babbitt-metal as a base, the metal being

made in the following proportions: Bab

bitt-metal, 1 lb.; tin, 1 lb.; lead, 1 lb.

The standard or original Babbitt is com

posed of tin, 50 lbs.; copper, 2 lbs.; an

timony, 4 lbs.; or, in other words, 89.3

per cent, tin, 3.6 per cent, copper, and

7.1 per cent, antimony. Another author

ity gives the following composition for the

original Babbitt : 83.3 per cent, tin; 8.3

per cent, copper, and 8.3 per cent. lead.

It will readily be seen that the effect

of using Babbitt in the pattern alloy is

to add a small percentage of copper and

antimony, both of which have a tendency

to harden and stiffen the metal. The

large percentage of lead, however, makes

the working of the metal easy.

One advantage of the softer white

metals is that they are soft enough to

be chipped, filed, or scraped with ease,

and this greatly reduces the work neces

sary in making patterns. Not one of the

white metals is stiff enough to give good

service as gates: the antimony-tin alloy

mentioned is sometimes used in cases

where the gates are cast on the patterns

for a temporary job; but in practically

all cases white metal patterns should

be provided with gates made from cast

or rolled brass. Hand-rolled brass is to

be preferred for this, on account of its

greater density and consequent stiffness.

There is one advantage in using a

white-metal pattern, even where a con

siderable number of castings are to be

made—that is, in the case of experimental

work a wooden pattern can be made, a

few castings produced from it, and the

necessary tests made. If the casting

is found suitable for the purpose for which

it is intended, a white-metal pattern can

then be cast from the wooden pattern,

and, owing to the small shrinkage of the

white metal, this pattern will serve for

making all future castings. If the pat

terns were to be made from brass or

bronze, in many cases it would be neces

sary to make a wooden pattern, as brass

or bronze shrinks more than the desired

pattern. It will readily be seen that in

such a case as this the use of the white-

metal pattern for permanent work saves

the cost of one wooden pattern.

For patterns for continual use, as, for

instance, on standard work, brass or

bronze patterns have become almost

universal. They have the following ad

vantages: They are stiffer than white-

metal patterns, the gates can be cast with

the patterns, and in some cases both

gates and runners can be cast together,

thus making a very much better and

stronger job. The surface of brass resists

the scouring action of the moulding sand

better than the white metals, and also

draws from the mould more freely. A

good grade of bronze or gun-metal is

very much superior to brass, and hence

gun-metal or bronze makes the best pat

terns. A good standard gun-metal is

composed of 32 parts copper, 1 part zinc,

and 3 parts tin. A good bronze may

be made with the following proportions:

16 parts copper, 1 part tin, 1 part zinc,

Yi part lead. The exact composition

of either of these alloys, however, is not

an absolute essential; a good high-grade

gun-metal or bronze will certainly make

the best pattern metal available. Com

mon yellow brass, which is composed of 16

parts copper, 8 parts zinc, and H Part

lead, is frequently used as a pattern

metal. As already stated, when any of

these metals is used, it is necessary first

to make a pattern from which the metal

pattern is to be cast. If the piece is

large or chunky, this pattern may be

made of wood; while if it is delicate in

design, the master-pattern should be made

of brass or bronze, sheet metal being gen

erally employed for this purpose. The

highest grade of bronze or gun-metal

patterns needs no lacquer to make it draw

from the sand freely. High-grade bronze

patterns are frequently finished by chas

ing. This is especially true in the case

of art work or leaf designs.—Model En

gineer and Electrician.

The Russian duma has been asked to

appropriate $515,000 for the erection

and equipment of wireless stations on

the Kara and White Seas. The project

is intended to insure telegraphic com

munication via the Arctic Ocean between

the northern and western parts of Siberia

and St. Petersburg, Russia.
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SHOWING THAT TWO CURRENTS CAN BE SENT ALONG ONE WIRE

SIMULTANEOUSLY

G. G. BLAKE

The following is a description of a

simple way of demonstrating the prin

ciples of a system invented by Edison

for telegraphing to and from trains while

in motion by means of currents of high

voltage, induced on the outer surfaces

of existing telegraph lines which run

parallel to the railway, without inter

fering with any messages already being

transmitted along them.

Fig. 1 shows the general arrangement

Every time the Morse key G is pressed,

a current of low voltage will travel along

the wire K from the battery through the

galvanometer, causing its needle to be

deflected.

C represents the high-voltage trans

mitter, which consists of a battery or

accumulator, which is connected to the

primary of a small induction coil H

through a Morse key /. One of the

secondary terminals of this coil is earthed
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of the apparatus. I will first describe

the low-voltage transmitter and receiver.

The transmitter A consists simply of a

battery of one or two dry cells F, one

terminal of which is earthed at E by

connecting it to a gas or water pipe.

The other terminal is connected to a

Morse key G, and then by wire 0 to A7,

where it is fastened to the end of a piece

of Via gauge well-insulated electric light

cable; the end M of this cable is in turn

connected to a length of bare Via wire K,

along which the two currents are to

travel. The other end of K is connected

at L to another piece of well-insulated

Via cable.

A wire is fastened to this at P, which

leads to the receiver B; this consists

simply of a galvanometer, the other ter

minal of which is earthed at Q.

at 5, while the other is connected to a

piece of brass tube T, through which

the insulated wire MN passes.

The receiver D is an ordinary tele

phone, one terminal of which is earthed

at W, while the other is connected to a

piece of brass tube U, which encases the

insulated wire PL.

When the Morse key J is pressed, the

brass tube T is charged with a current

of very high voltage, which, by induction,

creates a high-voltage current on the

wire NMKLP, and this wire in its turn

sets up a second induced current on the

tube U, which passes to earth through

the telephone D, causing its diaphragm

to vibrate, and so giving an audible signal.

Now, after having made the necessary

connections and tested both the high-

and the low-voltage currents separately
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to see that they both work properly, it

will be found that if the two transmitters

are worked simultaneously, both the

currents will travel along the wire K

without in any way affecting each other,

and both of the receivers will be affected

by their own transmitters only.

The explanation of this experiment

probably is that low-voltage currents

travel practically along the whole sec

tion of the wire, while the high-voltage

currents travel only on its surface.

Fig. 2 shows how the brass tubes U

and T are fitted up.

A and B are two small blocks of wood

3x2x2 in., through the center of each

of which is bored a hole, through which

the brass rod CC passes; this is Y% in. in

diameter and about 20 in. long. On the

center of this rod is soldered a terminal D.

The insulated wire MN (which is of

 

Vi» gauge) passes through holes in two

india-rubber corks which are fitted into

each end of the tube.

The two wooden blocks A and B are

glued to two small pieces of thin plate-

glass 3 in. square, G and H, which serve

as insulators, and these two pieces of

glass are in turn glued to a wooden base

board K.

Fig. 3 shows the construction of a

simple form of Morse key suitable for

this experiment. A is a small block of

wood, on which is fastened a short piece

of steel clock-spring B connected to

terminal T, and a small brass plate C

connected to terminal U. P is a small

wooden knob, which is fastened to the

end of the clock-spring by a round-

headed brass screw, the head of which,

when the spring is pressed down, touches

the brass plate C.

Fig. 4 shows a simple way of fitting up

a suitable galvanometer for this experi

ment.

from an old electric bell would do nicely) ;

C is a short piece of wood, through the

center of which passes a screw; this holds

the magnet in position. Now, if a cur

rent be passed through the coils of the

magnet (see Fig. 5) the south pole will

attract the needle, while the north pole

of the magnet will repel it, so that the

needle will at once swing to one side or

the other, according to which way the

current is passing.

 

The danger of explosion in mines is not

entirely confined to inflammable gases,

carelessly managed fuses, and neglected

charges or cartridges. It has been ob

served that in lead mines some of the

slate rocks are likely to burst on being

scratched with a pick. The explosion is

supposed to be due either to gases in

closed in the rocks, or to molecular strains.

Not long ago a severe explosion of slate

rock occurred in a mine at Hillgrove,

New South Wales, and the shock was felt

for a mile or two over the surrounding

country. In this instance, it is believed

that the rock wall where the explosion

occurred was subjected to a mechanical

strain.

Locks, Bolts and Bars

The Egyptian lock, states the Iron

monger, was an assemblage of wooden

pins or bolts. It is possible that this

suggested to Burmah his remarkable

invention. The Roman lock was prac

tically a padlock, and it seems probable

that the key was of Greek origin. In

Latin countries the locksmith never

confined himself to mere door furniture.

At the very beginning—as nowadays

in France—his art embraced all the

wrought ironwork which serves to close

and secure our dwellings, from a monu

mental garden gate and railings to a

simple latchkey. The art reached its

apogee about the fifteenth or sixteenth

century, so far as the former class of

work was concerned.

Some mediaeval specimens—the hinges

of the doors at Notre Dame, for instance
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INDUCTION MOTORS AND

NORMAN

The motor we have considered so far,

Fig. 10, is a two-phase two-pole motor,

from which we get a rotor speed of nearly

3,000 revolutions per minute; this is

rather a high speed, from a mechanical

point of view. So we will now consider

means for reducing it. We could, of

course, supply the motor from a lower

frequency, say 25 cycles per second in

stead of SO; this would reduce the speed

to 1 ,500 revolutions per minute. But this

is not always convenient, hence the only

alternative is to produce more poles in

the revolving field. This can be done

by winding more coils on the stator, as

in Fig. 12, which represents the necessary

slots in stator, to produce a four-pole

field, or two slots per pole; we could have

more slots per pole, but this example will

serve our purpose. The full lines repre

sent one phase, and the dotted lines the

other phase; each of the two coils form

ing one phase is wound so as to produce

like poles in that part of the stator they

embrace. When the current in the coils

AB and CD is a maximum, we should

get a magnetic field, as shown by the

letters NN, these causing consecutive

poles 5 5 to appear, as indicated in Fig. 12.

When the current in these coils has dimin

ished to zero, the current in the coils EG

and FH would be a maximum, and

would produce magnetic fields Ni Nlt

giving consecutive poles Si Si. It is

therefore evident that the stator field

will move one-eighth of a revolution dur

ing a quarter of a period variation of the

currents, or one revolution of the field

to two periods variation of the currents.

Therefore, for 50 periods per second

supply, we get a rotor speed of practically
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1,500 revolutions per minute. We could

by increasing the number of poles still

further reduce the field speed; therefore,

the rotor speed. For instance, a six-pole

field would give 1,000 revolutions per

minute, and an eight-pole field 750 revo

lutions per minute, and so on; this is,

of course, reckoning oh a supply of 50

periods per second.

As pointed out before, induction motors

can be made to run a three-phase supply,

that is, each current differing in phase

by 120 degrees, Fig. 6. If these currents

were passed through the three coils (120

degrees apart), as shown in Fig. 13, each

coil being similarly lettered to the phases

in Fig. 6 (that is, phase AB passing

through the coil A B), when the coil

A B produces its maximum magnetic

strength, which is horizontal, and its N.

pole to be at the left of diagram (being

assumed), at this same instant the

fields due to the coils CD and EF are not

at their maximum strength, but they have

equal strengths, as will be seen from the

curves, Fig. 6; so we shall get three fields

directed as in Fig. 14 (the coils being

suitably wound). At the point marked

No. 2, Fig. 6, the fields due to the coils

CD and AB have reversed their direc

tions, the field due to C D being at a

maximum, and A B at an intermediate

value. The field due to the coils E F

has still the same value and direction

as at point No. 1, but it has passed

through its maximum value, Fig. 6.

From these we get a result, as shown in

Fig. 15.

At the point No. 3, Fig. 6, the phase

E F is a maximum value, and has changed

its direction; C D has changed its direc

tion, and is not at an intermediate value;

and A B has the same magnitude and

direction as at point No. 2. These cur-
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rents now produce a field, as indicated

in Fig. 16. Finally, at the point marked

No. 4, Fig. 6, we get the field, as shown

in Fig. 14, which is the same as we com

menced with. Thus we have one revo

lution of the magnetic field for one period

of variation of the currents—that is,

from point No. 1 to point No. 4, Fig. 6.

In each case the three fields give one

resultant field, having its direction the

same as the strongest of the three, and

the magnitude greater than the strongest

field, because the other two fields are

pulling in the same direction.

This is a two-pole field, and, as with the

two-phase field, we get one revolution

for one period variation. This three-

phase two-pole field consequently suffers

from the same disadvantage as the two-

pole two-phase field, the speed being too

high. To reduce this high speed, we do

as we did in the case of the two-phase

field—that is, we wind on the stator

another set of coils, which produces an

other field either in front of or behind the

original field; therefore, we get a four-

pole field, which reduces the field speed

to 1,500 revolutions per minute; a further

increase in number of the poles reducing

the speed still further, as pointed out

with the two-phase field.

With regard to the rotor, a squirrel-

cage rotor can be employed for either

two- or three-phase and single-phase in

duction motors. In two- and three-

phase motors the stator windings is the

only place where a difference between the

two can be distinguished, generally speak

ing.

We have yet to deal with the action of

single-phase motors, as their action is

somewhat different from two- and three-

phase motors. A single-phase motor

depends for its action on a pulsating

field, and not a rotating field, as was the

case with the others. Referring to Fig. 7,

we found that, with such a winding as

shown, we got a pulsating field. Let us

assume that we had a two-phase motor

'3 in which each phase of the supply had an

independent switch; now, while it is

running on light load, let us open one

of the switches and we shall find that

the motor will run at its proper speed, and,

what is more peculiar, we can derive

mechanical energy, although it is running

on one phase. We shall, however, be

able to see the current in the phase which

is running the motor is greater than when

the motor was running on two phases.

If we now open the switch of the remain

ing phase the motor will stop, and if we

attempt to try to start the motor again

with only one-phase connected, we shall

find we are unable to do so; therefore, we

conclude that a single-phase motor is

not self-starting, but if, when we have

opened the switch of the remaining phase

to stop it as before, and close it again

before the motor comes to rest, we shall

find the motor will run up to speed again.

This shows that a single-phase motor, if

given an initial start as the current is

switched on, will run up to its proper

speed. Another peculiarity of single-

phase motors is, that they will rotate in

either direction, just whichever the initial

start is given in. The reason for the non-

starting of single-phase motors is, because

we only have a pulsating field and not a

rotating field, consequently no turning

effort is given to the rotor, but merely

a force first pulling, and then pushing

at the rotor. From our mechanical

knowledge, we know that a motion of this

kind can be converted into circular mo

tion—the treadle motion of a sewing

machine affords a good example, Fig. 17.

It is, of course, necessary in the treadle

motion that the crank should be past its

dead center before the push of the con

necting rod is of any use: thus, if we give

the wheel a start by hand, it^will continue
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to rotate in the direction in which it is

started. The action of a single-phase

motor is much the same: if we give the

rotor a start, a revolving magnetic field

is formed in the rotor which reacts on

the stator pulsating field at that instant,

and is reversed as the stator field re

verses, the initial start carrying the rotor

over what might be termed the dead

centers. However, considering the mat

ter electrically, what we have is this:

when the current is switched on to the

stator windings, a pulsating field is pro

duced which, as it threads through the

rotor windings, induces in them a current

which itself produces a pulsating field

in the rotor. This field, which we will

call A, has always the same direction as

the stator field, but attains its maximum

strength when the stator field has its

zero strength, or, in other words, it is

90 degrees out of phase with the stator

field. This is so because the strength

of any current induced by lines of force

cutting a conductor depends on the rate

at which the lines of force cut it, or the

rate of change of the magnetic field, in

this instance. At that instant when

the current is at zero, that is, just when

it is reversing its direction, the stator

field is at its maximum rate of change,

hence the induced current will be at its

maximum value in the rotor conductors.

Therefore, this rotor field A is in the

same direction as the stator field, but 90

degrees out of phase with it. As soon

as we give the rotor a turn by hand,

the conductors cut the fines of force of

the stator field; this induces in them a

current, and thus produces a magnetic

field (pulsating), which is at right angles

to the field A. This second field we will

call B, and its direction depends on the

direction the initial start is given in.

This field B is in phase with the stator

field—that is, they both attain their

maximum value at the same instant.

These two rotor fluxes, 90 degrees out of

phase with one another, and also at right

angles to each other, produce between

them a rotating field in the rotor, just as

we got a rotating field from two alter

nating fluxes 90 degrees out of phase,

and at right angles to one another, in

the two-phase stator. Let the long-

arrow AB, in Fig. 18, indicate the direc

tion of the stator field at that instant

when it is at its maximum value. Now,

when we give the rotor an initial start,

we get a rotor revolving field as previ

ously stated; let its position and direc

tion at the instant under consideration

be as shown by the arrow N S, Fig. 18.

The stator field now acts upon this rotor

revolving field and produces half a revo

lution of the rotor. The stator field now

changes, owing to the current's changing

its direction; that is, it changes its

polarity, and we get another half revo

lution of the rotor.

The motor will now continue these

operations and run up to its proper speed ;

we must not forget at any time, that no

revolving field exists in the rotor until

we have given it an initial start. As

previously mentioned, a single-phase

motor will run in either direction, which

ever direction the initial start is given in,

except in the case where starting devices

are used, which will be dealt with later.

The motor, as shown in Fig. 18, is a two-

pole field motor, and the rotor speed will

be almost equal to field speed on light

load. The field on a 50-period supply

would revolve at 3,000 revolutions per

minute in this case. This speed is too

high, but can be reduced by increasing

the number of poles of the field, just the

same as we did with the two- and three-

phase motors, the only difference being

that single-phase motors have a pulsating

field and not a rotating field, as with

two- and three-phase motors.

We shall now have to make some pro

vision for making single-phase motors

self-starting; in small motors which can

easily be started by hand no difficulty

will be experienced, but with larger

motors it is very troublesome. If we

could by any means introduce another

current at starting which differed in

phase from the main current a quarter

of a period, or even less, and pass this

extra current through an auxiliary wind

ing on the stator, we should get a rotating

field which would start the motor without

trouble. This auxiliary starting phase

could be connected to the starter in such

a manner that it would be cut out on the

last notch and the motor would be run

ning as a single-phase machine. This

auxiliary phase must be provided from

the single-phase mains, the way it is

produced being as follows : The auxiliary

winding is put on the stator and produces

a field nearly perpendicular to the main
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field and out of phase with it, the amount

of phase difference between the two fields

depending on the phase difference of the

currents; of course, the winding is in

series with a choking coil, and the whole

lot in parallel with the main phase and

then to the supply, Fig. 19. The choking

consists of the usual laminated core, round

which a coil of wire is wound, the high

self-induction of the choker causes a

phase difference between the volts and

current in the auxiliary winding. There

is, of course, a phase difference between

the volts and current in the main phase

due to self-induction in same, but is small

compared with that in the starting phase

caused by the choker; thus, it will be

seen that there must exist under these

conditions a phase difference between

the current in the main phase windings

 

and the current in the starting or auxiliary

phase windings; but the difference is

never a full quarter of a period at any

time; so we do not get a true rotating

field, but one having rather an elliptical

motion. This, however, is quite suffi

cient to start the motor, and as the lever

is moved on to the last stud, the choker

and auxiliary windings are cut out of

circuit and the main phase runs the

motor. We could, of course, get the

same result if we substituted a capacity

for the choker, but, generally speaking,

choking coils are mostly used. There

are other methods besides those men

tioned, but they all depend on the same

idea, and that being a phase difference to

be created at starting and cut out when

full speed is attained.

Single-phase motors suffer from two

disadvantages; that is, they have a low

starting torque, whereas two- and three-

phase motors have a starting torque

capable of dealing with even an overload,

single-phase motors only exerting one-

half, or even less, than full load torque.

For this reason, if the starting load is

high, fast-and-loose driving pulleys are

provided on the machine or shaft, the

belt being put on the fast pulley when

full speed has been reached. The other

disadvantage is that single-phase motors

cannot be overloaded like two- and three-

phase motors.

The reversing of alternating-current

motors can be effected by interchanging

the connections of any one phase in two-

and three-phase motors, and by inter

changing either the auxiliary phase or

the main phase, but not both in a single-

phase motor. Single-phase motors, with

out an auxiliary or starting phase, will

rotate in that direction in which the

initial start is given.

We have only dealt, so far, with squir

rel-cage rotors, which consist of a number

of short-circuited conductors, laid in slots,

the conductors being permanently short-

circuited by means of copper rings, Fig.

11. This type of rotor is only used in

small motors, or motors which do not

have to start up under load. Let us

carefully consider what happens when a

motor having a squirrel cage is started

up. As soon as the main switch is

closed the stator field revolves at full

speed, and (leaving the rotor out of con

sideration for a moment) this revolving

field cuts the stator and induces an oppo

sition or back e.m.f., which reduces the

supply voltage and allows only the neces

sary magnetizing current to flow (similar

to a transformer with open secondary

winding). Now, considering the rotor,

the stator revolving field cuts the con

ductors of same and induces a current;

now the rotor is stationary for an instant,

and then starts and gathers speed, but it is

a short time before it reaches a speed

sufficiently high enough to reduce the

relative velocity between itself and the

rotating field. During this time the

revolving field is cutting the rotor con

ductors at a very high velocity, thus

inducing a large current in them, and

producing a strong magnetic field in the

rotor. This rotor magnetic field weakens

the stator field (being in opposition to it)

and reduces the back e.m.f. in stator

winding, thus allowing a large current

to flow from the mains. This is very

objectionable from a supply company's
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point, as it causes a fairly large phase

difference between the current and volts,

hence a low power factor. If we could

put a resistance in series with the rotor

conductors, it would help to keep the

currents from attaining large values; but

this is impossible with squirrel-cage rotors,

because of the conductors' being perma

nently short-circuited. To get over this

difficulty a different kind of rotor is

employed (constructional), but the prin

ciple remains the same. In place of the

short-circuited conductors, we use coils

wound on the rotor, the ends being con

nected either in star or in mesh to three

slip rings, in the case of a three-phase

motor, or four rings in a two-phase (four

mains) motor, and two in a single-phase

motor; brushes running on the slip rings

convey the rotor currents to regulating

resistances (a resistance for each phase) ;

Fig. 20 shows a general arrangement of

a three-phase starting resistance. When

the stator is switched on to the supply,

under these conditions only, the necessary

magnetizing current flows in the stator

windings because the rotor circuits are

open (the starting levers being on the

dead studs, Fig. 20), and no current can

flow to produce an opposition field to the

stator field, which would weaken same.

The stator field is now revolving at full

speed round the stationary rotor. As

we pass the starting levers on to the first

stud, the rotor circuits are complete,

and a current will flow in them, but can

not attain a high value because of the

resistances in the circuits; the magnetic

field in the rotor is produced, which starts

the motor, and as we cut out the resist

ances the speed increases, and on the last

studs it will be seen that the rotor wind

ings are short-circuited, and rotor runs

exactly as if it were a squirrel-cage rotor.

For the purpose of cutting the starting

resistances clear of the motor a special

device is mounted on the slip-ring end

of rotor shaft, which takes the form of a

knob running loose on the shaft, which,

when pushed in, connects the slip rings

to one another, thus short-circuiting the

rotor windings and allowing the starting

lever to be put back ready for starting

up again without interfering with the

motor. In some starting devices the

short-circuiting knob, when pushed in,

cuts the last resistance steps out, instead

of cutting it all out with the starter.

Fig. 20 shows the previous method, the

short-circuiting knob simply cutting the

starter clear of motor. In some cases,

where motors are to be put in inaccessible

positions, where the short-circuiting

knob would be difficult to get at, it is

dispensed with, and the starting levers

being on the last stud, short-circuits the

windings, and they are left in that posi

tion as long as the motor is running.

Fig. 20 shows this last method. The only

objection to this type is that we depend

on the brush contact on slip rings for

keeping the rotor windings short-cir

cuited; if anything should occur by

which one phase of winding became dis

connected—for instance, a carbon or

brush breaking—we should get an uneven

field in the rotor and the speed of motor

would drop very considerably. How

ever, it is not very often that it does

happen, and with care and periodical
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inspection of brash gear very little trouble

should occur. In those motors which

have the slip short-circuiting device, care

must be taken never to start the motor

without ascertaining that the short-

circuiting knob is pulled out; otherwise,

we have a short-circuited rotor, and on

closing the main switch a tremendous

rash of current would take .place; and

then, again, the starting resistances

would be useless, as they would be cut

out, owing to the slip rings' being short-

circuited. The introduction of resistance

in the rotor circuits at starting has an

other great advantage, namely, that it

causes the motor to exert a large starting

torque; the proof of this fact is rather too

mathematical to enter into here, so it

must be taken for granted. It has been

proved that for small values of slip, such

as light load, that the torque is pro

portional to the

slip

and that for

resistance of rotor circuits,

large values of slip the torque is propor

tional to the

resistance of rotor circuits

. From this it

slip

is evident that if we increase the resistance

of rotor circuit at starting, we can get an

increased torque, which is just what is

required.

Another method of starting induction

motors of the squirrel-cage type, so as to

avoid large currents at starting, is by

means of what is known as a starting

transformer. The starting switch is of

the throw-over type; the main current

is fed to the starting transformer, and

one side of the switch takes a current

from the transformer, which has generally

about half the voltage of the mains. This

gives the motor a chance of getting some

speed up before full voltage is switched

on. After the motor has gained speed

the switch is thrown over to the running

side, which cuts the transformer out of

supply, the speed of the stator field will

be 1,500 revolutions per minute, and the

rotor speed will be somewhat less than

field speed. If it were possible for the

rotor to attain the same speed as the

field, we should get no rotor currents in

duced, because the conductors would not

be cut by the revolving field; therefore,

the rotor is bound to run at a less speed

than the field. The difference between

the two speeds is called the slip. Suppose

that in the above case the rotor speed

was 1,480 revolutions per minute, then

the slip would be 20 revolutions per

minute; that is, per cent.

20 x 100

slip= =b -1.3 per cent. If we

1500

increase the load on the motor, the rotor

speed will drop slightly, thus increasing

the slip, which in turn causes the revolv

ing field to cut the conductors at a quicker

rate and produces extra current to deal

with the increased load. In first-class

motors the slip seldom exceeds 5 per cent,

at full load, except in very small motors,

where the slip may be as large as 10 per

cent, or even more. The currents in

the rotor of an induction motor are alter

nating in character, the frequency of them

depending on the amount of slip. Re

ferring to the above case of the two-phase

motor, where the slip was 20 revolutions

per minute, we should get the same effect

if the field was revolving at 20 revolutions

per minute and the rotor was stationary;

this would give us rotor currents having

a periodicity of 40 per minute. The

periodicity of the rotor currents can easily

be calculated, knowing the slip and field

speed, from the same formula as we cal

culated field speeds, viz.:

Periodicity

Speed of field=

Number of pairs of poles

from which we get

Periodicity= speed of field x number of

pairs of poles.

Putting the values in for the case under
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the former equation being used to show

the derivation. In making experiments,

a tachometer is used to get the rotor

speed, the field speed being calcu

lated. There is a disadvantage in using

a tachometer for the rotor speed, and that

is: only tachometers, as a rule, are cap

able of reading within about 2 per cent.,

so that for small values of slip this method

is hardly suitable. The method which

gives the best results for small values of

slip is by inserting an ammeter (preferably

one with the zero in the middle) in one

phase of the rotor windings, which, as

the currents alternate, shows a deflection

to the right and then to the left, one com

plete swing of the needle (i.e., from left

to right, and then back again) correspond

ing to one period variation of the current.

This method loses its advantage when

the rotor currents alternate quickly, as,

with a large value of slip, then the oscilla

tions of the needle become too rapid to be

easily counted; then we have to resort

to the tachometer method.

In cases where a motor is required to

run at two different speeds on the same

supply, a special switch is provided in

the stator windings, which alters the

numbers of pole of the field, thus changing

the speed. With regard to speed varia

tion of induction motors, it is safe to say

that there are at present no satisfactory

means for that purpose, beyond that

mentioned. Inserting a resistance in

the rotor circuits while under load has an

effect upon the speed, but is accompanied

by a decrease in efficiency of the motor;

and then, again, the variation is very

limited.

The efficiency of induction motors

(two- and three-phase) at full load is

generally about 85 per cent., and decreases

with an overload; at light load, the effi

ciency is low, owing to a low power factor.

Single-phase motors on full load do not

show quite as high an efficiency, generally

speaking.

The advantages of induction motors

over all other alternating-current motors

are numerous, and in drawing this article

to a close, I think they may be enumer

ated with benefit: (1) Simplicity in

construction and working parts, more

particularly with squirrel-cage rotors,

there being no starting resistances re

quired, hence no slip rings; (2) these

motors (excepting single-phase) can deal

with very large overloads, and are cap

able of starting under full load; (3)

owing to the fact that the current is led

to stationary windings, much higher vol

tage can be employed, as the insulation

is not impaired by having to withstand

mechanical strain; (4) they do not re

quire to be run up to speed by external

means before being switched on to the

supply, as synchronous motors do, but

at the same time the speed is not abso

lutely constant, but varies with the load.

With regard to single-phase motors and

advantage No. 2, they are not capable of

dealing with big overloads and starting

up under load as two- and three-phase

motors are. This is a point to which

much attention has been given by engi

neers. Many things have been tried to

produce a single-phase motor having the

advantages of two- and three-phase

motors; one of the latest productions

on the market being a single-phase motor

which can be used for crane-work, where

a large starting torque is necessary.

This motor is not a true induction at

starting, but depends for its large torque

on the principle of repulsion motors,

which is a large torque at starting, which

diminishes as the speed increases (just

the opposite to an induction motor);

when a certain speed has been attained,

the armature (which is similar to a direct-

current motor, but having short-circuited

brushes placed midway between the

maximum and minimum voltage posi

tions) conductors are short-circuited,

and the motor then operates as an in

duction motor. I have, however, had

no opportunity for seeing these motors

working, and consequently cannot make

any statement of their efficiency; it is

quite evident that they are not ex

actly as simple as ordinary induction

motors.

There are a number of points which

have not been dealt with, for the reason

that it would necessitate a considerable

amount of mathematics, thus preventing

this article from serving its intended

purpose, which is a description of induc

tion motors suitable for amateur elec

trician readers to study without going

too deeply into the matter. Nothing

has been mentioned about the methods

of winding, as this requires to be sepa

rately treated.—The Model Engineer and

Electrician.
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A SIMPLE MECHANICAL HARMONOGRAPH

A. H. AVERY, A.I.E.E.

The harmonograph is perhaps one of

the most fascinating scientific instru

ments ever discovered. It deals with

the subject of "harmonic" motion, and

produces endless examples of most beau

tifully intricate and symmetrical figures,

which are not only intensely pleasing to

the eye, but at the same time of great

scientific interest and value. The mod

ern view of "energy" in all its various

shapes and forms is to regard it as a vi

bration, or harmonic motion, in various

complex combinations as regards direc

tion, intensity and rate. Most people

are familiar with the experiments of

Lissajous, wherein a spot of light was

reflected from mirrors attached to the

ends of two vibrating tuning forks on to

a screen; the result was a symmetrical

pattern or figure caused by the spot of

doubly-reflected light responding to the

vibrations of the forks, and thus render

ing, as it were, the sounds actually visi

ble to the eye.

The name "harmonograph" really sig

nifies sound-writer in fact, although its

scope is by no means limited to acoustical

problems. A simple harmonic motion is

one recurring at regular intervals, caused

by the application of a single disturbing

force. Where two or more forces are

exerted in regular cycles, the result is

compound harmonic motion. Certain

time ratios between the two or more ap

plied rhythmic motions always produce

the same harmonic figures when in the

same relative phase. From what has

been said above, it is evident that al

though it has nearly always been cus

tomary to associate harmonographs with

the idea of sound waves, they are really

instruments which can be used to analyze

and imitate any form almost of harmonic

wave-motion, whether it be of sound,

light, heat, electricity or magnetic and

experience and workshop facilities to

construct it. If the following directions

are carefully carried out, there will be no

difficulty experienced in making a success

ful apparatus that will produce many

thousands of most beautiful figures, with

much less labor than required in the mak

ing of the more elaborate pendulum-type

instruments, as there is no delicate work

involved calling for special skill.

Reference to Fig. 2 shows the appear

ance of the finished instrument, and the

relative position of the assembled parts,

while Fig. 1 is a scale drawing of the in

dividual items required in building the

 

Figure Traced by Mechanical Harmonograph

complete harmonograph. The object to

be attained in any form of harmonograph

is, of course, to produce two or more har

monic vibrations or movements, and ap

ply the compound impulses to a pen or

pencil which is allowed to trace out the

resultant motion in the form of a curve

or "harmonogram " on a fixed paper. In

some instruments the pen is influenced by

the combined impulses, while in others

the pen vibrates in accord with one im

pulse only and the paper with the other,
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Fig. 1—Details of Complete Harmonograph

revolving pulleys B, C and D, arranged

to turn easily on their pivots, one of which

B forms a table for the paper to rest on,

another D carrying the arm and penhold

er, while the third C forms the driving

pulley, the latter operating the other two

by means of an endless driving band.

Different ratios of motion between pen

and paper are obtained by the 3-stepped

pen pulley D. The amplitude, or size of

figure, is governed by the throw of the

rocker-bar E, which can be placed in any

one of the fifteen holes shown at different

radii in the top surface of pulley D, and

also by the position of the bar E in the

notched support F at its free end. Also

the actual position of the penholder itself

affects the contour of the figure as it is

slid along the bar E to any convenient

point.

The baseboard A is prepared from wal

nut or mahogany, nicely polished, and

recessed underneath, as shown in sec

tion. Mark out five centers for the piv

ots, as shown in the drawing, and drill

yie in. through. Three of these are for

the pivots J, on which the pulleys turn,

the counter-sunk heads being recessed to

lie flush with the tops of the pulleys,

while the double nut at the other end

holds the pivot rigid and vertical, leav

ing the pulleys free to turn quite easily

but without shake. The pulleys them

selves are made from hard vulcanized

fiber, cut roughly to size, drilled squarely

through, and finished up on a mandrel in

the lathe.

The table pulley B has two little spring

brass clips fitted, as shown, to hold the

paper down and prevent it from shifting

under the pressure of the pen.

The driving pulley C is similar to the

table pulley, except for the addition of

a handle for operating the instrument.

The pen pulley D, as explained above,

has three grooves, and instead of being

pivoted direct to the baseboard its pivot

is screwed to a swinging brass arm G, so

that in shifting the driving band from

one step to another, the slack in the belt

can be taken up, after which the arm is

 

Figure Traced by Mechanical Harmonograph
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clamped by the milled head nut H. To

set out the involute curved line on which

the holes are drilled in pulley D, coil a

piece of thread around a %s in. rod passed

through the center of the pulley, having

a small loop at the free end. Insert a fine

ly-pointed pencil or scriber in the loop

and, keeping the thread taut and the

scriber upright, carry the latter round the

center rod, when the required curve is

traced out. Afterwards the centers for

drilling can be set out with dividers and

equally spaced. These holes are not to be

drilled right through the pulley, but only

to a depth of %a in., so that the cranked

end of E rests at the bottom of the hole.

The penholder bar E is made from a

length of Vie in. silver steel rod, the

bent end being inserted in one of the top

holes of D when in use, while the other

end rests lightly by its own weight in any

convenient notch on the support F. F

is simply a piece of brass sheet bent round

neatly into an eye at one end and screwed

firmly to the wood base in a vertical posi

tion by a long screw passing through its

eye.

The swinging arm G is also filed out of

a piece of thick sheet brass, one end being

slotted to allow sufficient play about the

clamp screw H from the center hole where

it is pivoted to the base, while the other

circular-shaped end is drilled and tapped

to receive the screw forming the pivot on

which D rotates. This pivot requires to

be a tight fit in G and must be flushed off

on the underside.

H calls for no particular remark, being

merely a milled head clamping screw pas

sing though the slotted end of G, and

through the base A into a stout piece of

sheet brass screwed to the underside to

form a nut.

 

 

Figure Traced by Mechanical Harmonograph

The penholder J is easily formed up

out of a piece of spring sheet brass about

No. 22 gauge, the small open loop at one

end being of suitable size to accommodate

the pen, while the other end is turned to a

larger radius and bored through at two

opposite points in the bend to take the

bar E. When threaded on to bar E with

the pen in position, it forms a kind of

hinged joint, free to rise and fall if neces

sary, and so keeping an even pressure on

the paper. At the same time, there is

sufficient resistance to lateral movement

to prevent displacement.

While on the subject of pens, it might

be well to mention that by far the most

convenient and least troublesome kind for

general use is the ordinary fountain pen

with a rather fine flexible point, set to

rest on the paper at a slight angle. Glass

pens give a superior line of more even

thickness when set vertically, but are very

delicate things to make, and extremely

liable to damage, for which reasons they

are apt to be out of favor with amateurs.

A good style pen works well if fine pointed

and with not too heavy a spring. Care

fully smoked glass and a needle-point

"pen" can be made use of, too, if pre

ferred, good specimens of figures being

preserved by taking a photographic print

from the tracing used as a negative.

The variety and beauty of the figures

obtainable even with this little instrument

is very striking; although not impossible,

it is difficult to hit off the same figure

twice unless the rockingbar E is gradu

ated and the holes in D numbered for

references as well as the notches in F.

Crossing the driving band to make the
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THE TELEPHONE AS A MEASURING INSTRUMENT

V. W. DELVES-BROUGHTON

The use of a telephone for detecting

small currents or small fluctuations of a

current is well known to professional

electricians; but in the writer's experience

few amateurs use this simple device, al

though it is particularly applicable to

their use, as a telephone is always ready

at a moment's notice, and no elaborate

adjustments are required before a meas

urement can be taken.

The necessary instruments are a tele

phone receiver, a microphone transmit

ter, a few cells, and an induction balance,

which I shall first describe.

First obtain a bone knitting-needle,

% in. in diameter if possible, but quite

straight and of an even thickness; mine

was made out of a 34 in. needle, as I could

not obtain a larger one.

Four bobbins should next be turned

out of ebonite, about Yi in. between the

flanges and 2 in. in diameter.

These should be made accurately in

pairs, and it is most important that the
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diameter of the central stem, the width

between the flanges, and the thickness

of the latter should be most accurate.

If ebonite cannot be obtained, box

wood may be used, but this should first

be rough-turned, and then thoroughly

boiled in paraffin wax, subsequently

finishing to size.

The holes through the center should

be made an accurate fit for the knitting-

needle, so that they will slide without

rocking.

Two of these coils should be wound

with No. 24 d.s.c. copper wire, and the

two others with No. 36 s.s.c. copper wire.

These pairs of coils must each have ex

actly the same number of layers on each

bobbin and the same number of turns

in each layer, so that when wound

each pair of coils will have exactly the

same resistance and have exactly the

same number of turns. The resistance

of these coils must now be tested, and if

one is found to have a higher resistance

than the other, a few layers of the latter

must be unwound and rewound with a

slightly greater tension on the wire, in

such a manner that it may be slightly

stretched, which will add to the resistance.

Finally, the ends of the wire are led

out by holes drilled in the edge of the

flanges and attached to short pieces of

twisted twin flexible wire, which, when

in use, are fixed to terminals on the base

which carries the knitting-needle.

The attachment of the needle to the

base should be arranged in such a manner

that it can be easily taken out and re
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placed, so that the coils can be arranged

in any sequence required.

Three coils only are used at a time,

and the most useful arrangement is two

of the No. 24 wire coils, with one No. 36

wire coil fixed between them and spaced

at equal distances.

Fig. 1 shows the construction of the

coils: L and L being the fine wire coils,

N one of the coarse wire coils, and E

the bone needle.

Fig. 2 shows the arrangement for com

paring the resistance of two coils of wire

Q and Ql. N and A7 are two coarse

wire coils connected so as to oppose one

another. L is the fine wire coil placed

exactly between N and N, so that the

alternating current from the microphone

in each of the coils N and N will induce

exactly opposing currents in L, which

consequently will produce no sound in the

telephone receiver.

If, however, one of the resistances,

Q or Q1, is greater than the other, the

balance will be upset, and a more power

ful current will pass through one of the

coils N than through the other, and to

produce silence the central coil L will

have to be moved nearer to that coil

connected in series with the greatest

resistance.

It will thus be seen that this instrument

will not only detect the difference be

tween two resistances, but will indicate

which is the greater.

In Fig. 2 a watch is shown resting on

the microphone, and this is an extremely

easy manner of producing an unbroken

and regular alternating current through

the system, but any other appliance,

such as a tuning-fork, may be used.

The only objection to this manner of

electrical measurement is that it cannot

be used for resistances which are non-

inductively wound, as the capacity of

such coils is quite sufficient to upset

the balance between the coils. Two

similarly wound coils can, however, be

tested for resistance, as the capacity

effect of each will neutralize that of the

other.

If one of the N coils be mounted be

tween two of the L coils, as shown in

Fig. 1, the apparatus can be used as a

test for hearing; N is connected in series

with the microphone and battery, and

the watch used as before. The telephone

receiver is connected in series with the

two coils L and L, which are again con

nected so as to oppose one another. On

shifting N slightly out of the neutral

position, the ticking of the watch will be

heard slightly at first, increasingly strong

as the balance is further upset.

If, therefore, a flat be filled on the upper

side of E and a scale marked upon it, the

hearing powers of different people can

be tested, or you can test the right and

left ears of all and sundry.

This is more a medical than an electrical

question, but the same method can be

used in making comparisons between

different telephone receivers.

Telephone transmitters can be tested

in the same manner, and a number of

other uses can be found for the apparatus.

The period of an alternating current

can be determined by the note produced

in a telephone by comparing the note

produced in the receiver with a tuning-

fork producing a known number of

vibrations—a C tuning-fork vibrates at

500 per second.—Model Engineer.

Cable now Clicks Morse Messages

(Continued from page 226)

"human equation ' very considerably,

and thus "around the world" messages,

which the Commercial Company be

lieves it will be able to transmit through

automatic repeaters, will be even more

accurate than those now passed on from

land line to cable and back to land line

in making the same journey.

Just how Mr. Gott has overcome the

difficulties that stumped the other sub

marine cable engineers is not being told

at present, but it is said that very little

new machinery is needed for the opera

tion of this system. The same voltage

is used and there is no difference in the

actual use of the positive and negative

current which operated the siphon re

corder instrument. One feature of the

Gott system is a delicate instrument

which takes the faint note of the far-

traveling dot or dash and increases the

volume of sound into a full-grown and

cheerful sounding "click."

Cable men have never worried much

about possible invasion of their field by

the wireless, but the Commercial Com

pany says that while the wireless has

never been able to compare in rapidity

and reliability with cable communica

tion Mr. Gott's invention still further

increases the superiority of cable com

munication over wireless.
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A SUN-POWER STEAM ENGINE OPERATING BELOW ATMOSPHERIC

PRESSURE

FRANK C. PERKINS

The accompanying illustration shows

one of the early installations, devised by

Frank Shuman, for the direct utilization

of the radiant energy received from the

sun, whose experimental solar engine

plants have created great interest. The

simple engine taking steam at less than

atmospheric pressure noted in illustration

was tested by Prof. R. C. Carpenter and

the data obtained are of the greatest in

terest. These tests performed on a low-

pressure engine of the type used by Mr.

of less than atmospheric pressure. Prof.

Carpenter states that the reciprocating

piston engine with small clearances can

be operated with low steam pressures and

high vacuum with remarkable economy.

This engine has a cylinder 24 in. in

diameter with 24-in. stroke and is double-

acting, with admission-valve seats on

the barrel of the cylinder near the end

and exhaust-valve seats in the heads.

It was developed to meet a special de

mand for a steam motor of small power

 

Low Pressure Engine Operating with Steam below Atmospheric Pressure, Tacony, Pa., U.S.A.

Shuman may appear somewhat surpris

ing to many engineers; for it is found

that such an engine may be operated with

remarkable economy.

But little information is available as

to the economy of reciprocating engines

when operating with less than atmos

pheric pressure, although numerous tests

have been made of nearly all types of en-

pirtA^ nnHpr 11551ml i^nrlitinrt*; rtf cfpam

which would give the highest possible econ

omy with low steam pressure and a high

vacuum to furnish power from steam

generated by the heat of the sun in plate

boilers which presented a large radiating

surface. This plant has been installed

in Egypt for practical irrigation work.

It is held that the best guaranteed per

formance for a 25 h.p. steam turbine

wVnr^Vi /v-\ii1r1 Ha r»Htainf>r1 frnm nnv Hnilrlpr
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required conditions an engine could be

made more economical than the turbine.

It will be seen that the general appear

ance of the engine is not greatly different

from that of others of similar size, except

that its working parts are light, and it

is provided with a rather long connecting

rod. Two eccentrics are used to drive

rocker arms, one of which operates the

steam valves and the other the exhaust

valves. The valves were constructed so

as to reduce the clearance space to the

lowest possible limit, and the two steam

admission valves were of the slide-valve

type, arranged to move parallel to the

axis of the cylinder on a curved seat con

centric with the cylinder.

The steam valve stems were driven by

cams lifting against the action of a

spring. The eccentric rod rocked the

bell crank lever, which motion was com

municated by links to the valve, and gave

it a sliding motion on its seat. This de

sign afforded steam ports with an open

ing 20 per cent, of the piston area. These

are on the top part of the barrel of the

cylinder near each end, and are provided

by this construction with extremely short

passages into the cylinder, thus making

a small clearance loss

It will be seen that the exhaust valves

are unique, as they consist of thin steel

plates situated inside the cylinder heads

and are moved in a plane perpendicular

to the axis of the cylinder. Such valves

are extremely unusual in the construc

tion of steam engines and their operation

awakens a great deal of interest. The

valve is a flat, thin disc provided with

slots made to register with corresponding

openings in the seat by the action of the

valve-moving mechanism.

It is said this valve worked smoothly

during the test, and that its continued

use apparently even increased the tight

ness. The fact that the disc is very thin

and is held in position by the pressure in

side the cylinder doubtless explains why

the results were so good. The exhaust

valve, it will be noted, is so designed that

the area of the exhaust ports when open is

very large, amounting to 35 per cent, of the

piston area. The exhaust valves are oper

ated by connecting to an eccentric through

themedium ofrocker-arms, links, andcams.

It will be noted that the steam pipe

is shown in the upper left hand corner of

the picture, where it joins the steam

chest, and the exhaust steam pipe is be

neath the cylinders.

This plant was tested at Tacony, Pa.,

by Profs. R. C. Carpenter and W. M. Saw-

don, who point out the facts that because

the steam pressure was very low and that

the work was done almost exclusively

at less than atmospheric pressure, the

method of testing which had to be adopted

was quite unusual.

Regarding the arrangement of appara

tus employed during the test, the engine

was arranged to exhaust into a surface

condenser connected to a vertical air

pump. The water of condensation was

delivered by a special hot-well pump

into one of two tanks, which were placed

on weighing scales and provided with

suitable pipe connections and valves

so that one could be filling while the other

was emptying. The hot-well pump was

provided with a governor for maintain

ing a constant level in the hot well. Ob

servations of the water level were also

taken by means of a glass gauge, and a

correction applied for differences of level

whenever necessary.

As a result of the tests, Prof. Carpen

ter states that with steam about 1 lb.

above atmospheric pressure and with a

vacuum of 28 in., the engine required

31.6 lb. of steam per brake horse-power.

With the same steam pressure, but with

a vacuum of 28.8 in., steam consump

tion was 28.8 lb. of steam per brake

horse-power. These two tests indicate

the very material effect of a high vacuum

under such conditions of pressure. With

a steam pressure of about 8 lb. absolute

(6.75 below atmosphere) and 27-in.

vacuum, 37.8 lb. of steam were required

per brake horse-power per hour. With

the same steam pressure but with a va

cuum of 28.66 in., 35.7 lb. of steam were

required per brake horse-power.

It is pointed out that as compared

with the Rankine cycle, the efficiencies

vary from 43.8 per cent, to 52.4 per cent.,

depending on the load and the steam

pressures. In Mr. Ackermann's test of

the same engine, the relative efficiency

as compared with the Rankine cycle under

best conditions was 53.8 per cent., which

was slightly superior to the results in the

above test. There was an independent

test of the same engine made by E. P.

Haines, and it is said these tests showed

substantially the same results.

(Continued on page 252)
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HOW TO MAKE A COMBINATION LOCK

MARK DAWSON

Some time ago someone asked how to

make a lock which would only open when

a certain combination of letters had been

chosen (the said letters being, of course,

attached to the mechanism which works

the lock). The lock which I have

sketched is on the same principle. This

lock can be fitted to any kind of box and,

if well-made, is very difficult to open by

anyone not knowing where to place the

hands of the sham clocks A and B, Fig. 1.

The box which I have is intended to be a

snuff box. It is made of sheet brass,

being 3 in. long by 1% in. wide by about

Yi in. deep. The lid of the box (on the

inside of which is fixed the mechanism

for working the lock) is fitted between

the two pieces L and P, which, as shown,

are part of the box (soldered on). The

lid Q is hinged to P as shown, and G is a

button by which the sliding piece E, Fig.

2, can be slid down or up, as the case

may be. The button G, which is fixed

to the sliding piece E, as will be seen from

the drawing, cannot slide down when the

box is shut, unless the pieces C and D

are so turned as to allow the spigots H

arid K to pass into the slots 1 and 2,

which allows the Up N of the sliding

piece E to clear the edge of the top of the

box L. £ is a piece of 1-16 in. brass

sheet, and is kept in position by the sliders

L and M, which are soldered on, and also

by the rivet which fastens the button G

to it. This rivet must be made just a

working fit. C and D are made out of a

piece of 1-16 in. brass, the slots 1 and 2

being filed out to exactly fit the spigots

H and K, on the sliding piece E. The

button G is just a piece of Y% in. brass,

turned up into the shape shown, small

 

The /ipN fits into

the s/otB.
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grooves being cut round it when turning

in the lathe, for fancy appearance.

When the mechanism on the back of

the lid is finished, and the position of

the hands of the clock which will allow

the box to open has been noted, a thin

piece of tin can be soldered over the

mechanism, to keep it clean. It will be

seen that there is only one position of

the hands of the clock which will allow

the sliding piece E to move. This

position can, of course, be made anything

the maker desires.

A lock which is fitted to a desk is shown

in Fig. 3. There are four sham clock

faces on this desk. Two for the "min

utes" and "hours," and two for the

"seconds." The mechanism is the same

as before, only there are four spigots

instead of two. If one makes the box

as it is shown, one might place a dummy

sham clock face in the lower position.

The clock A need not be connected to

the mechanism -of the lock at all, but

would serve to baffle anyone who is trying

to open it.

HARDENING FINE CIRCULAR SAWS

B. J. BUCKMAN

Seeing in these pages a short while ago

a query on hardening saws, and having

occasion to make a very fine circular

saw for sawing a slot .015 in. wide, % in.

deep, in the end of some pieces of % in.

round steel, the following method may

 

Fig. 1

prove useful to others. I found it an

absolute impossibility to harden these

saws without buckling in either of the

following ways: First, slacking out in

water, dipping quickly edgeways; result,

 

Fig. 2

seriousTbuckle. Second,

dippine indisrri.minatplv

worst buckle of the lot. Fourth, num

erous trials on a blank—chisel indenta

tions, dipping in oil, drawing temper

from center, and dipping the edge only

in a shallow tray of water; but in no case

was any success experienced.

Happening to ask a friend of mine—a

toolsmith—if he had had any experience

with very fine saws, he said: "Yes, I'll

do it for you in five minutes, if you will

get me the necessary tackle." Needless

to say, I soon procured him the tackle,

which comprised a bucket, a can, and

two pieces of flat-surfaced material larger

than the saw. He placed one block in

the bucket and filled with water barely

to cover, as in Fig. 1. He then heated

the saw to a nice red, placed it on the

block in the bucket, immediately placing

the other flat piece on top, and as quickly

as possible covering the whole in water.

The result was a dead-flat saw, beauti

fully hard. I have tried the same method

since, and in every case success has been

the result.

as above, but

result, much

Sun-Power Steam Engine

{Continued from page 250)

It is poined out by Prof. Carpenter

that as his tests and Mr. Ackermann's

tests fall on the same straight line, it in

dicates the substantial accuracy of both

series of tests. The straight line which

characterizes results plotted as explained

is freauentlv referred to as Willan's line.
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AN ELECTRIC WIND VANE

C. E. S.

Who does not take an interest in fore

casting the weather—and, incidentally,

in the direction of the wind? The ap

paratus to be described was devised on

account of the writer's having to spend a

great deal of his time out-of-doors, and

of his living in a house from which no

weathercock was visible.

It consists of a vane, on ball bearings,

standing on the top of an iron box, which

is attached to a standard of gas tubing.

The box contains an eight-part commu

tator, which is actuated by the spindle

of the vane, and from which wires pass,

through the standard, to any suitable

position in the house, where they are

joined to the terminals of an indicator.

The latter, on touching a push, shows

from which of the eight main points the

wind is blowing. The battery consists

of three No. 2 Leclanche cells.

Fig. 1 shows the general arrangement

of the vane and commutator. The vane,

Fig. 2, is made to the dimensions shown,

 

General Arrangement of Electric Wind Vane

 

from two pieces of % in. x %> in. bar

iron, between which the sheet iron point

and "feathers" are fastened by two rivets

each. Two small strips of sheet lead

are held by the rivets at the point, suffi

cient to make that end rather heavier

than the other, when the vane is balanced

at its center. If exactly balanced at this

stage, it will be found, after two or three

coats of paint, that the point will be too

light. The balancing is necessary to

prevent the vane's having a tendency to

cock one end if the standard is not quite

perpendicular.

The bearings consist of a right-hand

rat-trap bicycle pedal, which can be

bought second-hand for a few cents.

To the end which originally screwed

into the crank, and which is uppermost,

is fitted a brass cap, which is shown in

Fig. 3. This is slotted to admit the stem

of the vane, to which it is attached by

two rivets. A tinplate raincap, shaped

like the lid of a cocoa tin, with a hole in

the center, is held between the brass

cap and the spindle. Fig. 1 shows it in

position.

Examine the spindle of the pedal, and

notice whether it projects through the

nut which adjusts the bearings. If it

does so to the extent of not less than

Via in., it will save trouble; if not, the

adjusting nut must be turned thinner

until it projects that amount. Take

out the spindle and file a second flat on

the small end, opposite the existing one,

extending about x/% in. Drill a hole

about 5^8 m- deep up the spindle, and tap

it % in. This is shown in Fig. 4.

Three castings will be wanted: one of

brass for the commutator, and two of

iron for the containing box and its cover.

The_dimensions of the latter can be seen
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in Fig. 1. Notice that there is a boss at

the bottom of the box, into which the

standard will be screwed; also that there

is a thin boss on the top of the cover to be

threaded to receive that part of the pedal

on which the dust cap was originally

screwed. This boss need be only about

Vie in. thick, its purpose being to allow

the pedal to screw home, which without

it would be impossible, owing to the sides

of the pedal's projecting slightly beyond

the end. Have both bosses cast solid.

The cover must be turned on the whole

of its lower surface. It is then reversed

in the chuck and the boss faced, drilled

and threaded to fit the dust cap screw

of the pedal. The thread was 36 per

inch in the pedal which the writer used.

The box must be faced on its upper sur

face, and rough turned inside. Reverse

the chucking for drilling and screwing

 

the boss, which is faced for a nut to bed

upon. Screw it 14 per inch to fit Yi in.

gas tubing. Fix the cover to the box

by six % in. stove screws and nuts (see

Figs. 1 and 5), drilling passing holes

through both at once. Mark cover and

box clearly so that the correct holes

may be brought together again. The

joint is made water-tight by a washer

of thin asbestos millboard covered on

both sides with red lead and oil, and not

extending inside beyond the joint face.

Give all the parts exposed to the weather

two or three coats of paint. The com

mutator is shown in Figs. 1 and 6, in

section and plan. The segments, arm,

contact piece, and screws are all of brass,

and the whole is mounted on vulcanite.

The dimensions of the casting for the

segments can be found from the figures,

allowance being made for turning all

over. After turning to size, if the lathe

has a division plate, mark out the divi-

sion'Jines, while still in the chuck. Then

turn the vulcanite base to fit it nicely.

The latter can be made from one piece

Yi in. thick, or, more economically, from

two pieces % in. and Y% in. thick, joined

together by two recessed screws. Fit the

sixteen screws holding the segments to

the base, which are %2 in. in diameter,

and are quickly made from %e in. brass

wire. Drill brass and vulcanite together,

to ensure alignment, and afterwards

enlarge those in the brass and tap those

in the vulcanite. Do not use wood

screws, as these often jam and break in

vulcanite. Number brass and vulcanite

1 to 8. Saw the segments apart and

clean their edges on a smooth file. No

insulating material is needed between

them; for the rubbing surfaces being

perpendicular, any brass dust formed will

fall to the bottom. Notch the inner sides

of each segment, opposite the screw,

with a rat-tail file, to allow the wires

which pass up through the holes shown

in the vulcanite to lie snugly against the

segments. Otherwise they might foul

the arm which carries the contact piece.

This arm is shown in Fig. 7, in side

and end elevations. Make it from two

pieces of brass. After turning the boss,

, file the other piece to shape and silver

' solder the two together. Figs. 1, 6 and 7

show the brass contact piece and the

screw holding it in position. Drill a

passing hole in the contact piece and a

tapping hole in the arm, and fit a lock-

nut. The wire spring, which keeps the

contact piece up to the segments, is

curved as shown to clear the containing

box. It is bent into a ring and pinched

in position by the lock-nut, and to pre

vent any chance of its shifting, the fixed

end is bent at right angles and enters a

small hole in the arm. To ensure good

electrical connection between the arm

and contact piece, the two are joined

by a short length of thin copper wire.

The brass spindle about which the
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arm turns is shown in Fig. 8. It is

fitted with a nut top and bottom—the

latter to clamp it to the vulcanite base;

and the former to act as a fixed point

for a small coiled spring, shown in Fig. 1,

which keeps the boss of the arm firmly

pressed upon the flange of the spindle.

To prevent this spring's cutting into the

brass, two thin washers, not shown, are

placed for it to bear upon. They can

be made from softened clock spring.

The commutator is fixed to the con

taining box by three % in. stove screws,

one of which is shown in Fig. 1, the vul

canite being tapped to receive them;

they must not touch any segments.

The claw which moves the commutator

arm is shown in Fig. 9—(1) plan from

above; (2) plan from below; (3) side

elevation and (4) end elevation. B is

vulcanite, to which are riveted the brass

pieces A and C. Copper wire makes ex

cellent rivets, which should be counter

sunk at each end. The piece A is rigidly

attached to the lower end of the vane

spindle (see Fig. 4), and has an oval hole

for it to fit into. A hole is turned in the

vulcanite B to allow a 3^ in. screw, with

a large thin head, to fix A to the spindle,

and not project beyond the surface of B.

The piece C has a slot filed to fit easily

over the commutator arm. In making

the claw the points to notice are, that A

must be deep enough to allow B just to

clear the cover of the containing box,

and that C must engage with the com

mutator arm without fouling the segment

screws. No part of the electric circuit

must touch the containing box.

The height of the standard will depend

upon circumstances. The writer's is

15 ft. high, to clear some chimney stacks,

the upper part being in. iron gas tub

ing and the lower half % in., joined by

a reduction socket. The method of

fixing will depend upon whether it is

placed outside an attic window or directly

on the roof.

A terminal box is placed as close as

convenient to where the wires enter the

house, so that, if from wear or any other

reason, it is necessary to examine the

commutator, the aerial portion can be

taken down and disconnected without

cutting the wires. Having settled the

height and position of the standard, find

out the length of wire required to pass

from the commutator through the stand

ard to the terminal box; allow about 1 ft.

extra, and cut off nine lengths. A suit

able wire for use throughout from com

mutator to indicator is No. 22, such as

is used in electric bell circuits. One wire

is soldered to the bottom of the spindle,

Fig. 8, and the other eight pass to the

segments, being pinched under the inner

screw in each case. The wires being

attached, make them into a cable by

winding linen tape over them to prevent

them being chafed when drawn through

the standard.

With an electric bell and battery, iden

 

Horizontal Sections Through Indicator
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tify the free ends of the wire, and mark

them 1 to 8 and B (battery) for the com

mon wire.

The indicator is shown in the photo

graph, and also (^grammatically in

horizontal section, in Fig. 10. Fig. 11

shows some of the working parts from

behind.

It is similar in construction to an eight-

hole electric bell indicator, except that

the holes, and hence the mechanism,

are arranged in a circle. Each hole has

behind it a tinplate flag, painted half

white and half black, and when not in

use the black is shown. Each flag is

soldered to a bent-wire arm, which is it

self soldered to a soft iron armature, and

 

Back View, Showing Mechanism

the whole can turn about a post screwed

into vulcanite base. Each arm is placed

at an angle of 45 degrees with its hole

and is actuated by a two-pole electro

magnet.

First make the base from vulcanite

y» in. thick. It is 6}4 in. in diameter,

with a Zl/i in. hole in the center (see

Fig. 11). The piece cut from the center

can be used to make the lower part of

the commutator base, already described.

The iron part of the electromagnets is

shown in Fig. 12. The yoke, made from

Yi in. x %2 in. iron, is bent at right angles

to form a foot, which is attached to the

vulcanite by two l/% in. iron screws, the

vulcanite being tapped to receive them.

The iron for yokes and cores should be

annealed.

r

k

 

r

UlL

The Armature

L

Magnet Cores

The bobbins are shown clearly in Figs.

10 and 11, and they can be made from

pear or any close-grained wood. They

are wound on a mandrel in the lathe with

No. 28 s.c.c. wire, and eight layers can

be got on, leaving 3 or 4 in. at each end

for connections. Half a pound of wire

will be more than sufficient for all the

bobbins. After winding, give them a

coat of thin shellac varnish.

The armature, shown in Fig. 13, is made

of annealed iron about W« in. thick, and

has soldered to it a thin brass tube, made

out of wire in the lathe. To solder the

tube and wire to the armature, cut a

slight groove in a piece of wood for the

tube to lie in, bring the armature and wire

into position, and the two joints can be

made in a moment. The wires are bent

once at right angles before soldering, the

other ends being left for the present.

The post supporting the armature is

shown in Fig. 13. It has a shoulder

below, and a hole to receive a wire pin

above, to keep the armature in place. It

is screwed y% in. for attaching to the vul

canite. Number each magnet and arma

ture. Drill and tap the holes in the vul

canite for the magnets, numbering the

vulcanite to correspond, and then fix

the armature posts.

 

Brass Dial Plate
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Brass

Terminal

Fiq IS Fig 16

From a clockmaker procure the case

of an old French clock, the kind referred

to being that with a brass cylindrical

case about 2 in. deep and about V>/% in.

in diameter; or of an ordinary alarm

clock. The parts wanted are the glass

and its retaining ring, which are shown

in Fig. 10. Turn a dial-plate of brass

about Yz in. thick to fit nicely behind the

glass, and drill eight M-in- holes in it,

countersinking them on the side next to

the glass, Figs. 10 and 14. Then have

the eight points of the compass engraved

opposite the holes, and polish the front

face and lacquer it.

For the indicator case two pieces of

well-seasoned wood are needed. Syca

more is suitable, and looks well if treated

with an oak stain and varnished. The

front of the case is fastened to the back

by three screws, the heads of which

should be polished and lacquered. The

hole in front will be turned to fit the re

taining wing of the glass, and the latter

is fixed into the case by two small nails

seen in Fig. 10, which also keep the dial-

plate in position.

A small push, similar to those used for

electric bells, is screwed to the front of

the case immediately below the glass. It

is shown in the photograph, and needs no

description beyond stating that it looks

well made of brass and that its base can

be made of vulcanite. It cannot ex

ceed 1 in. in diam. as it would then cover

one of the screws holding the two parts

of the case together; the terminals prevent

a screw's being placed at the top.

The vulcanite ring, on which the mag

nets are mounted, is fastened to the case

by three screws, one being shown in Fig.

10. Bend the wire arms of the armatures

to shape and solder on the flags, which

are painted half white and half black, the

latter being the round end. The screws

fixing the magnets have each a second

duty to perform. Those farthest from

their bobbins hold little wire forks which

limit the movement of the armature arms.

One of these is shown in plan in Fig. 11,

the two ends being up at right angles to

the plane of the paper. It is made of

brass wire, and a little experimenting will

show the shape to give it.

The screws next to their bobbins hold

springs which act upon the armature

arms. They are made of steel piano

wire, and one is shown in Fig. 15. It is

like a hairpin about V/i in. high, with a

small ring on one leg, so that it stands

nearly vertically to the surface on which

it is clamped. If the indicator were

without springs, gravity would cause some

of the armatures to lie close to their mag

nets; others would be too heavy for their

magnets to attract, and one or two would

work satisfactorily. Hence some of the

arms will be placed inside the springs and

will be pulled by them, and others will

be outside and will be pushed. When the

indicator is in its proper position each flag

should show black, but a slight pull of the

armature should make the white appear.

In Fig. 11 both are showing white.

Eighteen small brass terminals are

needed—nine with nuts and nine without.

They are not worth making, as they can

be bought for less than the cost of the

rod from which to turn them.

Drill a small hole up the screwed stem

of nine, Fig. 16, and into each solder about

1 ft. of copper wire. No. 22 cotton-

covered is suitable for all connections in

the indicator. Connect the two coils of

each magnet by twisting together and

soldering two beginning or two finishing

ends, thus getting N. and S. poles.

To connect the various parts of ' the

indicator, attach two 18-in. lengths of

wire to the push, grooving the case inside

to allow them to pass under the vulcanite

ring and so to the back. Make nine holes

through the top of the case, about m-

from the base, and spaced %-in. center

to center, and screw in the terminals.

5'

00©%00000 !<D0
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Plan of Terminal Box
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Calling the terminal on the left No. 1,

connect it with one wire (it is immaterial

which) of the magnet which shows N;

No. 2 with that showing N.E., and so on

to No. 8 with that showing N.W. No.

9 is connected with one of the push wires.

Make a ring about 3 in. in diameter of

fairly thick uncovered copper wire, and

connect with it the second wire of each

magnet and the remaining wire from the

push. Clean all wires before soldering

the joints, and, if killed spirit of salt

(zinc chloride) is used, be careful to rub

an oily rag over the joint as soon as the

solder has set.

Test the indicator with a battery, one

wire going to the common terminal, and

the other to each of the remaining eight

in succession. On touching the push,

 

Photograph of Wind Vane Electric Indicator

the hole in circuit should show white with

a sharp click. Two Leclanche cells should

work it well on short-circuit, and if any

hole does not act auicklv. adiust. the

The terminal box is shown in plan,

with the lid removed, in Fig. 17. It is

square in section and contains a strip of

vulcanite into wlv'ch nine terminals are

screwed, the nuts of which serve to con

nect the wires from the indicator. Nine

holes are bored through each side at a

suitable level to admit the wires.

It only remains to connect the wires

from the commutator in the right order,

making the final adjustment by slightly

rotating the standard until the points read

correctly. This is most easily effected

by using a battery and bell at the terminal

box, i.e., not making use of the lower

part of the circuit. Let the wires from

the standard be enclosed in rubber tub

ing until they enter the house.

A simpler indicator could be made by

placing a small electric lamp behind each

hole. The writer did not employ this

method because the uncertain life of small

lamps would probably necessitate fairly

frequent renewals, and, further, more

current would be used.—The Model

Engineer and Electrician.

Brick for House Building

One of the greatest advantages of brick

for house building is that it can be bought

nearly everywhere as a home-made ma

terial. Almost every town and village

has its brick-yard, by which it is possible

to escape the added price of freight. A

brick wall is substantial, dry and non

conducting. It can be made attractive

in texture by various widths and colors

in the joints. Brickwork is dependent

on no other material for its trimmings,

but is sufficient in itself.

A brick wall never needs paint. If it

ever does become shabby, brush it down

with a weak solution of muriatic acid,

but don't paint it any more than you

would paint stonework.
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HOW A GRAMOPHONE RECORD IS MADE

A very interesting paper on "The

Gramophone and the Mechanical Re

cording and Reproduction of Musical

Sounds," was recently read before the

Royal Society of Arts by Mr. Lowell N.

Reddie. We give the following extract,

describing the method by which the

records used on this popular instrument

are produced:

I will now deal with the series of opera

tions which go to make up a finished

disc record of the Berliner or gramophone

type. The person who is making the

record sings or plays immediately before

the mouth of a horn or funnel, the ob

ject of the horn being to concentrate the

energy of the sound-waves upon the

recording diaphragm. At the narrow

end of the hom is the recording sound

box and machine and its attendant ex

pert. The artist is on one side of the

screen and the machine on the other, for

in all the recording laboratories of talk-

ing-machine manufacturers the secrets

of the operation of recording are most

carefully guarded. The making of a

good record is not so simple a matter for

the artist as might appear; he often has

to make several trials before he learns

just how to sing into the trumpet, how

near to stand, etc. When singing loud,

high notes he must not come too near

the mouth of the funnel, as otherwise

the vibrations will be too powerful, and

the result will be what is technically

known as "shattering." When the artist

is singing or playing to an accompani

ment, another horn connected with the

same sound-box is often provided, so

that the person of the artist may not

obstruct the sound-waves of the orchestra

or other accompaniment.

The disposition, too, of the various

instruments of an orchestra in the re

cording-room is of the very highest im

portance, if the best results are to be

table rotates, it also travels laterally at

a fixed and uniform speed, being carried

on a revolving threaded spindle, and the

wax tablet or blank is thus caused to

travel slowly under the stationary re

cording-box. The sapphire cutting-point

of the sound-box is lowered so as to enter

the surface of the blank to the depth of

about 2>Yi to 4-1000ths of an inch, and as

the machine runs it cuts a fine spiral

groove of uniform depth, running from

the circumference of the blank to within

2 or 3 in. of the center, according to the

length of the selection recorded.

The turn-table travels, as a rule, about

l-100th in. laterally for every revolution,

so that the spiral cut comes round about

100 times in the width of 1 in. It will

thus be evident that the lateral undula

tions of the sound-line must be minute

in the extreme, as otherwise the lines

would at points break into one another.

The recording blank is made of a soapy

wax. Each laboratory has its own re

cipe for the composition of the blank,

but, generally speaking, the compound

is made up of stearine and paraffin.

Many other substances have been sug

gested, amongst which may be mentioned

barium sulphate, zinc white and stearine,

ozokerit and paraffin.

The consistency of the blank material

must be such that it is stiff enough to

retain its shape when the sound-groove

is cut in it, and at the same time it must

not be so stiff as to offer any great resist

ance to the cutting-point. It must not

chip nor flake, as otherwise the recording

point will cut a groove with ragged sides,

and this will increase the scratching

sound made by the needle on subsequently

reproducing. The best results are ob

tained by a tablet of such consistency that

the cutting point detaches an unbroken

shaving of wax.

The diameter of the recording blank
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in. from the edge, it will in one revolu

tion describe a line on the record of a

length approximately equal to the cir

cumference of a circle of 1 1 in. diameter—

that is to say, 34.5 in. By the time the

recording point has worked in another

3 in. towards the center of the tablet, the

length of its path over the wax will ap

proximately equal the circumference of

a circle of S in. diameter, or 15.7 in.

The rate of revolution of the tablet being

uniform, the sound-line at the edge of

the tablet is accordingly being cut at

more than twice the speed that it is cut

at nearer the center; and the speed at

which the recording point can be made

to cut the sound-groove satisfactorily

can only be varied within certain limits.

If the diameter of the tablet is increased,

the outside speed will be too great for

proper recording; and if the speed of the

turn-table is correspondingly decreased,

the ripples in the sound-line near the

center will be too close together and

cramped; there will be too many vibra

tions per inch of sound-line to allow of

proper recording and reproduction. The

obvious solution would be, of course,

gradually to increase the speed of the

turn-table as the recording point nears

the center of the blank, but there then

arises the necessity of using mechanism,

for securing a corresponding gradual

change of speed on the reproducing ma

chine, in order to keep the selection in

the proper key. Devices for securing an

increased speed have been invented, but

they have never come into general use.

The record in wax having been made,

the next step is to produce a negative in

copper. The wax tablet is dusted with

graphite, which is worked into the grooves

with a badger-hair brush, to make it

electro-conductive, and is lowered into

the electrolytic bath of copper salt solu

tion. In order that this negative may

be able to resist the pressure to which it

is subjected in pressing records, it is

necessary that the deposition of the cop

per should be thoroughly homogeneous.

To this end, and also in order to hasten

the process so that the blank may not

be attacked by the solution, the blank is

kept continuously in motion in the elec

trolytic bath. The process is continued

until the copper shell is nearly .9 mm. in

thickness. The negative thus formed

may be termed the master negative, and

from this master a few commercial

samples of the record can be pressed by

means of which the quality of the record

can be tested. It is not, however,

usual to press more than two or three

records from this negative. Seeing that

sometimes as many as 6,000 or more

copies are sold of a single record, it is

natural that the manufacturers should

take steps to enable them to multiply

copies without injuring their master

negative or having it worn out, for it is

not usual at this stage to obtain further

negatives from the original wax record.

They accordingly make duplicates of their

master negative, by taking dubs or im

presses of the master in a wax composi

tion, from which in turn working ma

trices are made. Copper shells are ob

tained from these dubs in the same way

as from the original wax tablet, but the

metal is only deposited to the thickness

of about x/i mm. The shells are made

absolutely true and flat at the back, so

that any irregularities caused in the

electro-deposition may not be transferred

in pressing to the front or face of the

shell. They are then backed up or

stiffened by a brass plate about 1-10 in.

in thickness. The attachment of the

backing plate and matrix is effected by

sweating or soldering them together under

pressure. The backing plate is supported

on a heated table, a thin layer of solder is

run over it, the shell is laid upon it and

pressed firmly down, with an elastic pro

tective cushion of asbestos, for example,

placed over the face or recorded surface

of the shell to prevent the sound-ridges

in it from being injured. The matrix

thus obtained is now nickel-plated on

the recording side so as to present a better

wearing surface, and after poHshing is

ready for use in the pressing machine.

Attempts have been made to use a

recording blank of conductive material,

or containing sufficient conductive ma

terial to allow of omitting the subsequent

graphiting or metallizing of the blank ; the

objection to this procedure has always

been that such substances offered too

much resistance to the recording point.

The commercial record is pressed in a

substance the essential qualities of which

are that it should be hard at normal tem

perature, but capable of being softened

and made plastic by heat. It must be

tough and elastic enough not to be easily
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broken when pressed into discs of about

2x/l mm. in thickness; it must be thor

oughly homogeneous; and it must not

be gritty in composition, as otherwise

it will augment the scratch of the needle

and wear off the point. Finally, the

record must be so hard, when cold, that

it will retain the contour of the sound-

groove, even after it has been played a

large number of times. Various sub

stances and compounds have been used

or suggested for making records—cellu

loid, glass, papier-mache, vulcanized

rubber, casein, and shellac with an ad

mixture of crocus powder. In nearly

all the compounds actually used, shellac

is the principal ingredient.

The compound usually employed today

is made up of shellac, wood charcoal,

heavy spar (barium sulphate), and earthy

coloring matter. Various animal and

vegetable fibrous materials, such, for

instance, as cotton flock, are added to

give the record the required toughness.

The several ingredients are first finely

ground and then carefully measured and

mixed according to formula. The mix

ture is put into a revolving drum, and

the flock added. After being passed

through a magnetic separator to remove

any metallic particles, it is next mixed

by heated rollers until a thoroughly homo

geneous plastic mass is obtained. The

mass is now passed through calender

machines, which roll it out into thin

sheets, and as it passes from the calender

it is divided into sections, each section

being about the requisite quantity for

one record.

The records are pressed in hydraulic

presses. The matrix is heated, and

placed face upwards in a mould in the

lower half of the press, being centered

by a pin passing through the middle of

it; the label for designating the selection

is placed face downwards on the matrix,

and on this is placed, in a warm, plastic

state, the quantity of material required

for one record. The press is operated,

and the mass is immediately distributed

all over the mould. Both halves of the

press are furnished with cooling plates,

through which a stream of water can

be passed so that the pressing surfaces

can be immediately cooled, and the

record mass consequently hardens quickly

and retains the impressions of the matrix.

The record is removed, and its edges are

trimmed up with emery wheels; for the

record material is too hard to allow of

any cutting instrument's being used. The

record is then ready for sale.—Model

Engineer and Electrician.

A Positive Locknut

The accompanying illustration (taken

from the Horseless Age) shows a locknut

and bolt invented by a Chicago man.

The bolt has three grooves, A, B and C,

which act as ratchet teeth. The upper

part of the nut is so formed that a spring-

ring encircles it, the end of the ring being

turned inward, as shown at C, thus com

ing in contact with the side of the groove,

and effectually preventing the nut from

being turned in a left-hand direction.

However, right-handed rotation is pos

sible, as the grooves are so shaped that

r

 

A Positive Locknut.

the end of the spring-ring slides up the

inclined surface easily. In order to

release the nut, a slot D is provided, which

allows the point of a nail, or any similar

object, to be placed under the spring-

ring, and thus raise the point out of the

groove, when the nut can be taken off.

This arrangement allows an adjustment

at any time of one-third of a rotation.

British Government Refuses to Release

Wireless Company

The English Government, acting on

the advice of the Parliamentary select

committee appointed to investigate the

matter, has refused to release the Mar

coni Wireless Company from its agree

ment to establish a wireless chain of

imperial stations. The Marconi com

pany pleaded the expense as a reason for

the annulment of the contract.

The contract for the establishment of

wireless communication between the

British dominions throughout the world

was in part due to the combination of

the Atlantic cable companies under

American control. The Marconi com

pany was to receive $300,000 for each

station, exclusive of the site and building,

and also 10 per cent, of the gross receipts

for a term of 28 years from the date of

the conclusion of the first six stations.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

Questions on electrical and mechanical subjects of general interest will be answered, as far as possible. In this
department, free of charge. The writer must give his name and address, and the answer will be published under
his initials and town; but, if he so requests, anything which may identify him will be withheld. Questions must
be written only on one side of the sheet, on a sheet of paper separate from all other contents of the letter, and
only three questions may be sent at one time.- No attention will be given to questions which do not follow these
rules.

Owing to the large number of questions received. It Is rarely that a reply can be given in the first Issue after
receipt. Questions for which a speedy reply is desired will be answered by mail if fifty cents is enclosed. This
amount is not to be considered as payment for reply, but is simply to cover clerical expenses, postage and cost
of letter writing. As the time required to get a question satisfactorily answered varies, we cannot guarantee to
answer within a definite time.

If a question entails an inordinate amount of research or calculation, a special charge of one dollar or more
will be made, depending on the amount of tabor required. Readers will, in every case, be notified if such a charge
must be made, and the work will not be done unless desired and paid for.

1960. Transformer Load. J. W. G., Arling

ton, Md., says: Would you kindly advise me

the safe load in amperes that could be taken

at the lowest voltage, also at the highest voltage,

when using the auto-transformer described in

a recent issue of Electrician and Mechanic.

Ans.—The entire winding is of No. 10 wire,

which has a cross-section of about 10,000 circular

mils. A good rule for such coils and for the field

magnet winding of dynamos is to allow 1,000

circular mils per ampere. This indicates that

10 amperes will be a good working current for

the auto-transformer described in the December

magazine, but 15 amperes are permissible for

perhaps an hour, or greater currents for shorter

periods. Just what current may be flowing

in any given coil of an auto-transformer is diffi

cult to predict—the inter-relations requiring

a close analysis. Your safe procedure will be

to have an ammeter available to test each cir

cuit as required.

1961. Dynamo Winding. W. R., Eldred,

Pa., says: Please tell me through your inquiry

department the proper wire and winding to get

the maximum output from a generator frame

and armature of the following size. Also please

advise if any greater output could be had by

making a new frame and poles out of sheet-iron

stampings that would allow of larger field coils.

The present frame is cast iron, 2-pole Edison

type, poles 1J^ in. diameter and room for coil

3 in. long, with space of %/i in. between the poles.

The armature is 2% in. diameter by 2 in. long,

has 10 round holes 7-16 in. diameter inside of

insulation. Shaft H in. diameter. The com

mutator is about 1 in. diameter with 10 segments.

Ans.—You do not state what voltage is desired,

but an illustrative case for about 20 volts will

undoubtedly be of help to you. Wind armature

with 32 turns per coil—64 wires per slot—with

No. 20 d.c.c. magnet wire. If a few more turns

can be gotten into the slots, all the better. Wind

field magnet coils with No. 23 sec. magnet

wire, about 100 turns per layer and 12 layers.

Nearly 3 lbs. will be required. Speed should

be about 2,500 revolutions per minute. Any

other desired voltage would be computed by

using the number of turns of wire in direct pro

portion, but in your particular case the com

mutator has too few segments to withstand a

higher voltage and insufficient surface to handle

much more current than two No. 20 wires will

deliver, say 4 amperes. It would not be worth

your effort to rebuild one part of the machine,

but rather make an entirely new one.

1962. Dynamo Winding. F. S., Stuyvesant

Falls, N.Y., says: I have a small dynamo made

by the C.&C. Electric Motor Co., New York.

Armature is 23^ in. long and has 15 slots; com

mutator has 15 segments; length of spool for

winding 2% in., depth in. will you please

print in your next copy of Electrician and Me

chanic what size wire to use to wind for 70 volts

2 amperes to light four 16 c.p. 70-volt lamps?

Ans.—As you do not state the size of slots, we

cannot compute the number of wires you can

into them. No. 23 d.c.c. magnet wire will

the smallest permissible size to use, and you

must put in as many as possible. Wind slots

Nos. 1 and 8 half full, and leave out a loop for

connection to the commutator; then without

cutting the wire, wind a similar coil in slots 2 and

9, and bring out a second loop; similarly in the

pairs of nearly opposite slots until on the second

round the slots are completely filled, the begin

ning and end of the wire being then twisted to

gether for the 15th loop. For field you should

use about 3J4 lbs. of No. 26 s.c.c. magnet wire,

wound 125 turns per layer and in 20 layers.

1963 Dynamo Winding. G. R. A., Pitts

burgh, Pa., says: I have the parts of an electric

small power motor that has been burned out.

What I want to know is, what size of wire and

how much it would take to rewind this motor

to act as a generator to have a maximum output

of 8 or 9 volts and as many amperes as I can get.

I wish to wind it as a compound wound machine.

The armature is 2 in. in diameter and 2 J£ long.

It has 16 slots % in. in diameter. The com

mutator has 16 sections. The two field pieces

are each 2\i in. in diameter and 1J£ in. long

with plenty of room for winding. This dynamo

must stand 10 hours of continuous running.

What is the best speed? Ans.—If you wish the

machine to run quietly and with little wear, we

would suggest that the speed should not exceed

1,800 revolutions per minute. This, of course,

means a lower output than if you drove the

machine faster. You can wind the armature

with No. 20 d.c.c. magnet wire, getting 9 turns

per coil, 18 wires per slot; series portion of field

winding can consist of two layers per coil of

No. 14 d.c c. wire, and the shunt portion of 14

layers of No. 23 s.c.c. wire. It would be a good

plan to wind the field coils first, put them in

place, and provide for experimenting a little in

order to determine just what the armature wind

ing should finally be. To do this, wind the

armature with only one turn per coil—two wires

in a slot—of any wire that may be available.
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Bell wire is excellent, for its thick insulation will

give immunity from "grounds." Clean off the

insulation in the 16 places to permit temporary

■connection to the commutator. Excite the

shunt portion of the field winding from some

-8- or 9-volt source, say from storage batteries.

Drive the armature at the desired speed. Meas

ure the voltage produced by the armature. Say

1 volt is indicated. Then for the final winding

you will require nine times as many wires per

slot, or the suggested 18. Any other number

of volts can be secured by using the propor

tionate number of turns, but the field winding

would then have to be altered to fit.

1°64. Induction Motor. F. W. W., Port

land, Ore., asks: (1) What is the size and num

ber of turns of wire on the core of a General

Electric phase splitter for a h.p. 1 10-volt 60-

cycle 7 J^-ampere induction motor? (2) What

is the size of the core? (3) What effect will a
•60-cycle current have on a 133-cycle recording

wattmeter? Ans.—If you have no means of

making sheet iron in the form regularly employed

for such devices, you can readily make a coil

in more elementary manner that will permit some

adjustment to fit your particular conditions.

Make a wooden spool by first boring a hole about

2 in. in diameter in a block of wood 3}£ in.

square and 6J^ in. long. Mount this upon an

arbor and turn the inner portion to a diameter

of 2\i in., leaving flanges at the ends about % in.

thick and as large in diameter as possible. Wind

the space full ofNo. 14 d.cc. magnet wire. Pro

vide a coil of tinsmith's annealed iron wire.

Tull it out in long lengths, such as may be con

venient, say 50 to 150 ft., and forcibly stretch

it. This act will leave the wire perfectly straight,

and it can then be cut into lengths, say of 8 in.

Fill the hole in the spool with the wires, and try

the device with your motor. If motor starts

too sluggishly, and the current does not seem

extreme, remove some of the iron from the

spool. If start is good, but current seems ex

treme, cut some longer wires that can be made

to extend over the outside of winding on spool

and complete the magnetic circuit. Sheet iron

can be used as a substitute for the iron wire.

1965. Dynamo Construction. C. M. C,

Fulton, N.Y., has a variety of armature and

field magnet punchings, the former being 3lVi«

x 2}4 in. in diameter, with 37 round holes J£ in.
in size, the other a trifle over 3lVis in. inside

diameter and 7 in. outside, cut for 4, 6 or 8

poles, or with 24 internal slots. He wishes to

make a dynamo that will give 6 volts and 8H

to 15 amperes, and asks what construction will

give the best results, speed to be 600 to 1,200?

Ans.—It will not be practicable to use more than

four poles in so small a machine, and the sheet

iron for the field magnet should be clamped

between iron castings of the same shape as the

sheets, but perhaps \i in. thick, else there will

not be sufficient residual magnetism to permit

the machine to be self-exciting. For the arma

ture, however, solid iron must not extend to the

slots. If the openings to the slots are too small

2 14 in. Each slot should receive 8 wires, and

it is possible to get in that number with No. 16

d.cc. in size, but you had better try it to make

sure, and if you foresee difficulty, use No. 17

wire, though with that smaller size you will not

be able to draw 15 amperes without undue

heating. Armature winding will be of the series

type, similar to that employed on railway mo

tors. Formed coils, though "random" wound

must be made, the two straight sides being about

2x/i in. long, and the ends diamond-shaped,

making angles with these sides of about 45

degrees, the leads being brought out at these

angles. A given coil will extend from slot No. 1

to slot No. 10, and so on, each coil consisting

of four turns, making eight wires per slot, when

the sides of the two different coils are disposed

in the same slot. The two ends of a given coil

connect to segments of commutator that are

most nearly opposite. Connect in all the bot

tom wires first, then there will be least trouble

in locating the remaining ends. Field should

be a plain shunt, consisting of No. 20 s.cc. wire,

between 4 and 5 lbs.—all you can get on.

1966. Dynamo. R. T. D., Lexington, Va.,

says: (1) I desire to know what size dynamo

would it take to make electricity enough to run

a Van h.p. motor of 110 volts 60-cycle over 2,000

ft. of copper wire with the return wire or track

of No. 12 or No. 9 iron wire. (2) What size

should the copper wire be to carry the current

at 110 volts pressure, and what size iron wire

for the return to dynamo? (3) Could the dy

namo be tuned by hand or would batteries be

better? How many and what kind would be

best? (4) Would be glad to know of some com

pany where I could get a very small locomotive

or motor to run on a single wire suspended simi

lar to the telephone used at the Arnold Print

Works at North Adams, Mass., as described in

the May, 1912, number. Ans.— (1) and (2)

To undergo the expense of such a transmission

line for the sake of delivering Vm h.p. seems

rather unwarranted, but of course it can be

done. Such small motors may not have an

efficiency above 25 per cent., so the amount of

current transmitted would have to be on the

basis of delivering about h.p. As the 110

volts is the pressure at the supply end, the press

ure at the receiving end will be less, due to the

line losses. These losses will be almost entirely

due to the ohmic resistance in the copper por

tion of the line, but in the iron portion there

will be in addition a reactance loss due to the

alternating character of the current quite as

important as the ohmic. To use smaller than

No. 12 B.&S. copper wire would involve me

chanical weakness, and 2,000 ft. of this size has

a resistance of about 4 ohms. Iron wire is

estimated by the Birmingham wire gauge; and

2,000 ft. of No. 12 of the best quality would

have a resistance between 6 and 8 ohms. The

reactance would have the effect of increasing

this figure to 10 or 12 ohms. The total line

resistance would then be perhaps 15 ohms.

Considering the fact, too, that such a motor
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The expression "return circuit" is not altogether

appropriate, for the alternating current goes

as often by one wire as by the other. (3) We

do not understand what you mean by "tuning"

the dynamo. What dynamo? (4) Address

the Carlisle & Finch Co., Cincinnati, O.

1967. Transformers. W. S. P., Winchester,

Ind., wants to make two small stepdown trans

formers to operate on a 110-volt 60-cycle supply,

one to light 25 2 c.p. 6-volt carbon filament

miniature lamps, the other to ring 8 to 10 com

mon vibrating bells. He asks for dimensions

of the cores and for data as to the windings.

Ans.—Considering the transformers to be of the

"shell" type, the data for the larger one can be:

width of tongue of core, 2 in., stack of iron 2 in.

high; secondary winding, 28 turns of two No. 8

wires in parallel; primary, 460 turns of No. 23

wire. Smaller size, iron tongue lxl in., and

2 in. long. Secondary winding, 120 turns of

No. 20 wire; primary, 1,800 turns of No. 28.

In both cases the section of iron outside the

winding should be one-half that of the tongue,

but in consequence of two such sections com

prising the magnetic circuit, there is no con

stricting of the magnetic path. The size of

iron in these outer portions will then be 1 in.

and % in. wide, respectively. You can make

the iron portion smaller, if you prefer, if you will

increase the number of turns in the inverse pro

portion. If you do not intend to operate all

the lamps or bells at the same time, smaller

transformers than these will suffice.

1968. Electrical Lighter. R. M., Manchester,

N.H., says; What is the composition they use

in the electrical cigar lighter? It is some kind

of a cement that I mean, and what kind of wire

do they use and how is it connected and in

sulated? Ans.—As I am not a smoker I do not

catch on to the particular piece of apparatus the

writer has in mind. By "cement" does he mean

the sealing of tar and resin used on the top of a

dry cell? The wire used is undoubtedly plati

num, heated by the passage of the current. I

saw a jimcrack of this sort some time ago, and

maybe this is the sort asked about. If need be

I will investigate further.

1969. Information on Controllers. J. K.,

New York City, says: I would like to know if

you have any book on controllers for elevators,

printing presses, etc., and if you have any, what

the price will be. Ans.—We do not know of any

regular publications on this subject, but you

will find that the manufacturers of such appara

tus will supply you with a very large variety

gratis. Address the General Electric Co.,
• Schenectady, N.Y., The Westinghouse Electric

& Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., the Cut

ler-Hammer Co., Milwaukee, Wis., The Otis

Elevator Co., Yonkers, N.Y., and various other

firms that advertise in the electric periodicals.

1970. Casting. A. C. H., Seymour, Mo.,

says: (1) What is the size and material of the

sample of wire enclosed, and is its resistance

high enough to be of any use in the construction

of heating devices such as are described from

time to time in Electrician and Mechanic} (2)

"*Can old receiver shells, transmitter mouth

pieces and other scraps of composition be re-

melted and cast in molds like the metals?

(3) How are the plaster of Paris statuary made

. so as to be hollow? Ans.— (1) A chemical

analysis would be required to give complete

assurance of the material, but it appears to be

ordinary "high" brass, that is, "hard" drawn.

The size is No. 24 B.&S. gauge, and the resistance

of the 20 in. length is about 2 ohms. This is

altogether too low for use in heating devices.

You will get valuable information on the proper

sort of wire for the purpose in mind by addressing

the Driver-Harris Wire Company, Harrison,

N.J. (2) Unless you have a very large quan

tity of the material, and business in sight is of

sufficient volume to require the continuous

services of a chemist, you will find the recovery

of hard rubber scrap inadvisable. Be satisfied

to sell it to a junk man. (3) Differing from the

method of making castings, the statues are grad

ually formed by working. Of course the mold

is previously prepared in a shape to give the

desired outside appearance. Its own exterior

may be of crude and hardly recognizable form.

Imagine the structure to be hollow like a barrel

open at one end, and you were to make a hollow

reproduction of the interior configuration. You

could mix a quantity of the plaster and hastily

spread it over the interior, rolling and tipping

the barrel until the whole was evenly covered.

If still thicker was wanted, stock could be added

to any desired extent. After drying and baking,

the hoops could be cut, when the staves would

fall away, leaving a cast of the exact appearance

of the interior desired. The principle you can

readily apply to any desired object.

1971. Dynamo Construction. H. O. S.,

Toledo, Ohio, says: I have a toy motor (Knapp

Type A), three-part commutator. Would like

to know if I could rewind and use as a toy dy

namo. If so, please tell me how. Ans.—All

"good" motors can also be used as generators,

but the one to which you refer is necessarily of

inefficient design, and it will fail to generate

for the reason that the entire output of the

armature is insufficient to energize the field

magnet. Still, it will be interesting to make

some experiments. The motor has a series

field magnet winding, therefore as a prime con

dition for its becoming a generator it must be

driven in a direction opposite to that in which it

runs as a motor. In case of motors with shunt-

wound field magnets, the same direction for

generating is required as it exhibits when run

ning as a motor. Further, for the case of a

series machine, the resistance of the external

circuit must be low. The lowest you can get

will be to place the machine on a short-circuit.

Drive the armature as fast as possible without

ruining it, and see if the iron of field exhibits

any increased magnetism. If it does, this is

evidence that machine is generating, but the

chances are that when you try to introduce any

external resistance, the generating will cease.

1972. Storage Battery. A. N., Toronto,

Ont., Canada, says: With reference to the en

closed which appeared in your September issue

last, I should be glad if I might ask two or three

questions. Would the capacity be increased

by using four lead cylinders in each jar or does

the lead packing achieve the same object?

Would the cylinder next to the jar be negative

and the inner one positive, and if four plates

were used in each cell would it be negative next

to the jar, then positive, negative and positive?

How shall I form the cells? What would be the
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charge and discharge rate and probable capacity

of , two cells about the size of a quart Daniel

each? Ans.—The article to which reference is

made was taken, as acknowledged, from the

Scientific American. The directions are good

as far as they go, but curiously, they stop too

soon, for after exactly following them, all the

builder would get would be one electrode per

cell. There certainly must be two. Another

pair of concentric lead cylinders should be made

but of such smaller diameter as will permit

placing within the former, and leave about J$ in.

space between them. Instead of filling the gap

between the plates of each pair with finely

divided metallic lead, you will get a much

quicker "formed" cell if you use the oxides of

lead, namely, litharge, or yellow lead, for the

electrode that is to be the negative—preferably

the outer one—and red lead for the other. The

paste should be formed by mixing only about

half a teacupful at a time, in dilute sulphuric

acid—5 to 1—and ramming it down in place

with a stick. After drying, dip the plates

momentarily in dilute acid daily for several days

until the paste thoroughly "sets," then it will

not loosen when final immersion is made. You

will do well if you provide the outer plate with

ears that can hook on to the upper edges of jar,

so that lower edge will be at least 1 in. from

bottom of vessel. Positive can stand directly

on bottom, but will not thereby be in danger

of short-circuiting with the sediment. You can

permanently connect six or seven gravity cells

to two storage cells of this sort, and in the course

of several months the charging would be effected.

If you use three storage cells, ten gravities will

be needed. Of course for more serious work,

a dynamo will be more economical.

1973. Magneto. C. B. T., West Middlesex,

Pa., says: I have a Remy magneto, Type W2,

which I took from an old automobile. What

would be its voltage and amperage at 2,500

revolutions, and would it light an electric lamp?

Ans.—Ordinarily an ignition magneto machine

gives 4 to 8 volts, but you will understand that

strength of magnets and speed of rotation are

both concerned. It is common experience that

the magnets have occasionally to be re-energized.

As your machine was taken from an old auto

mobile the chances are that the magnets are

weak. We can hardly conjecture what the

voltage would be, but it is such a simple test

to make the actual trial, we would suggest that

way of finding out. Put several 6-volt lamps

in series, and find out how many to include to

give normal brilliancy. If three in series burn

dimly, while two burn too brightly, then you

should get some standard 15-volt lamps for

regular use.

1974. Dynamo Construction. E. H., Woon-

socket, R.I., wishes to change a 1 h.p. Waverley

automobile motor into a shunt generator. He

has rewound the six field coils with No. 22 s.c.c.

wire, 650 turns per coil, and though he has driven

the armature at a speed of 1,200 revolutions

per minute, it fails to generate. What can be

done to make the change a success? Ans.—

The armature of this particular motor is series

wound, and can have two, four or six brushes,

the ordinary equipment being with four, spaced,

of course, 60 degrees apart, the lower semicircle

of commutator being free in consequence of its

comparative inaccessibility. You may find

it advisable to utilize all six possibilities. Three

alternate brushes are to be connected to furnish

one terminal, the other three similarly providing

the other terminal. No. 22 wire appears to be

correct for the field winding, for since the average

turn is about 9 in. in length, you have about

500 ft. of wire per spool, and thereby a resistance

of about 8 ohms. Six such coils in series, offer

ing 48 ohms, will permit a current of .8 ampere

to flow when normal voltage, 40 volts, is acting.

This means about 800 circular mils per ampere,

which is the limit of safe running. The posi

tion of brushes is fixed by the construction of

the machine, so you have no method of shifting

them. In consequence of the sort of formed

coils employed, the neutral points for the brushes

are directly in line with the centers of poles.

The segments on which the brushes touch con

nect with coils that lie midway between the

poles—an imperative condition. Perhaps you

have connected the field coils in a wrong man

ner. Your sketch is rather ambiguous. Test

them with a compass, separately exciting the

fields, armature being removed. Of the ends of

field coils, connect first two inside ends, then

two outside, and so on, finally leaving two out

side ends to attach to the armature terminals.

If these tests do not avail, separately excite the

field magnets from any available source—not

using, however, more than .8 ampere, and drive

armature at the proposed speed, and see what

voltage is produced. If voltage is in excess

of the pressure impressed upon field terminals,

the machine ought to be self-exciting; if less,

then the case is hopeless at that speed, and the

only recourse will be to drive the armature

faster. In general, it is difficult to make a low-

voltage machine self-exciting when carbon

brushes are used. You might demonstrate this

point by fitting the machine with temporary

woven-wire copper brushes. Two brushes will

determine the operation as well as the four or six.

1975. Storage Battery. J. O., Elizabeth,

N.J., says: Will you please give me a design

for building a storage battery to light from 20

to 25 miniature incandescent lamps of 3}^ to 4

volts, one that will last from 6 to 10 hours with

out having to be recharged? Also can you tell

me the best place to buy the material for same?

And I would like to know how much it would

cost to make such a battery. Ans.—The July,

1911, issue of Electrician and Mechanic was

the "Storage Battery" number, and we believe

you will find much profit in reading it. Direc

tions are given for making cells, but you will find

additional information in Watson's book on the

subject. As you do not state what candle-power

of lamps you propose to use, or whether they are

to be of the carbon or tungsten sort, we cannot

suggest what size and number of plates you will

require. For 4 volts you will need at least two

cells, but if the lamps are to be at some distance

from the battery, we would suggest that you

wire the circuits so as to have several lamps in

series. This will permit you to use smaller wires,

but with the accompaniment of more cells of a

small size than otherwise. If you can give more

explicit specifications, we will be pleased to ad

vise you further.

1976. Motor Parts. W. R. M., Spokane,

Wash., says: Where can I purchase stampings
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and finished parts to make a h.p. induction

motor? How and with how many turns of what

size wire should this motor be wound? About

what watt dynamo would this motor run and

where could I purchase such a dynamo? Ans.—

Perhaps P. E. Averill, Buffalo, N.Y., could

supply them. Do you mean to drive a direct-

current dynamo with this motor? It certainly

would be very a small one, and you might find

your need better supplied by use of batteries.

Ten cells of gravity battery permanently con

nected to three small storage cells would be

practical and always ready.

1977. Meter Reading. J. R. T., Itasca,

Tex., says: The four dials of a recording electric

light meter are numbered 1,000, 100, 10 and 1,

respectively. At a particular time the fingers

indicated 0, %, 8 and 9, in same order. How

should the meter be read in kilowatt-hours, and

at 20 cents per kilowatt-hour, what should be

the charge? Ans.—A complete revolution of

the several fingers would mean, respectively,

1,000 k.w. hours, 100 k.w. hours, 10 k.w. hours

and 1 k.w. hour. As the last one points on the 9,

it has not made the complete revolution, there

fore indicates 900 watt-hours—.9 k.w. hours.

The next dial indicates 8 k.w. hours, the next

between 70 and 80 k.w. hours, the total reading

being then, 78.9 k.w. hours, and at the rate of

20 cents, the charge would properly be $15.78.

1978. Armature Winding. Mr. P., Cleve

land, Ohio, asks for directions for winding a

smooth core drum armature fitted with a 10-part

commutator, dimensions being 2 in. in diameter

and 3Jij in. in length. What will be its output

as a generator when driven at a speed of 1,500

revolutions per minute? What is a good book

describing construction of armatures?. Ans.—

There was a good description, illustrated with

cuts, of such armatures in the November, 1908,

issue of Electrician and 'Mechanic. In your

case the fiber end plates should be divided into

10 parts, and cut with a hack-saw into which

slots fiber pegs can be driven to hold the wire.

For such a small machine, especially from its

being your first, we would advise that you try

to put on but two layers. The result will give

a low-voltage machine, but will avoid difficulties

inherent in a four-layer winding. Use No. 20

d.c.c. magnet wire; there will be room for 14

turns between pegs, and you can pass seven on

each side of the shaft. With a suitably strong

field magnet the pressure produced at a speed

of 1,500 revolutions should be 10 volts, but 2,400

revolutions would not be too high for so small

a machine. Current output could safely be

4 to 5 amperes. A good publication is gotten

out by a concern in your own city—The Cleve

land Armature Works—and we would advise

you to examine a copy.

1979. Wireless Instruction. H. V., Port

Whitby, Ont., says: (1) Could you tell me the

cheapest and the best way to learn "Wireless

Telegraphy," how long it would take, etc.?

(2) Does the Marconi Co. or any other tele

graph company take learners? (3 ) Does the wages

paid to wireless operators include board? Ans.

—(1) The best way to learn the wireless art is

first to become a proficient operator, at least

become sufficiently familiar with the Conti

nental code so that you can send and receive

at the rate of say 10 words per minute. You

should then enter some school of wireless teleg

raphy where you can secure technical training

and instruction in the methods of procedure in

handling business by a commercial company.

If you are absolutely unfamiliar with the Con

tinental code you would require ten months of

daily practice to become a good operator. (2)

The Marconi Company accepts learners at their

New York School. (3) The salary paid wire

less operators aboard ship of course includes

food and quarters free of charge. In addition

to the salary paid the Marconi Company of

America pays a 10 per cent, commission on the

receipts of the particular ship on which the opera

tor sails.

1980. Castings. T. M., Wilmington, Ohio,

says: Will you kindly advise me regarding an

article in the January, 1911, Electrician and

Mechanic! Under the department "The Model-

maker" a description and construction of a

"Model Two-Cycle Motor" is given by C. F.

Brierley, the article being taken from the Model

Engineer, Where can I Duy the castings in the

rough or the finished bare motor? If they come

from England, would they come in "duty free,"

or if a duty, how much? What would the cast

ings cost, also the finished engine? Ans.—

Perhaps Palmer Bros., Mianus, Conn., The Car

lisle & Finch Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, or Mr.

Houghton, of Waltham, Mass., would be able

to supply the want.

1981. Motors, etc. L. R. B., Jeanette, Pa.,

says: (1) What are the disadvantages of the

variable speed reversible alternating current

motors, having laminated field, and sectional

commutator with brushes, as is required with

direct-current motors? (2) Where can I pro

cure some substance that is a magnetic insulator;

that is, a substance that magnetic lines of force

will not penetrate? (3) What is the approxi

mate cost of the materials to construct a wireless

transmitting and receiving set suitable for about

five miles' work? Ans.— (1) Such are known

as "repulsion-induction" motors, invented by

Latour in France, and Winter and Eichberg

in Germany. They have a higher starting

torque than simple induction motors, and in

addition have the qualification of being fitted

to run at speeds other than those near to syn

chronism. Thus a 4-pole 60-cycle motor would

have its synchronous speed at 1,800 revolutions

per minute, and at full load might run at 1,700

revolutions, but the exact speed would vary with

the size of the motor. A machine of the type

about which enquiry is made could be run at

perhaps any speed between 1,200 and 2,000

revolutions. Such a variation is very desirable,

say for operating printing presses. The effi

ciency of such motors, by reason of the greater

resistance in the windings, is somewhat lower

than is realized with the induction type. This

means that more current may be required to

operate it than the corresponding direct-current

motor. The "power-factor," however, is higher,

that is, it is free from the lagging current feature

unavoidable with induction motors, therefore

interferes less with the constancy of the voltage

on the supply circuits. (2) In the same sense

that glass is an insulator to electric currents

there is no corresponding substance that is an

insulator to magnetic lines of force. Iron is

the best preventive for shielding instruments
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from the effects of outside magnetic disturbances.

When accurate work is being done with galva

nometers they are inclosed in an iron cage to

keep out any outside magnetic disturbances.

(3) The cost would depend on the type of set

constructed. If a transformer was constructed

the total cost of both sets should not exceed

*40.00.

1982. Wireless Telegraph Aerial. R. F. A.,

Carmine, Tex., says: As I wish to erect a wireless

telegraph aerial, therefore I beg to ask you a few

questions about same, as follows: (1) The above

aerial is to be of the inverted "L" type, and to

be composed of six phosphor bronze wires

(stranded) placed on spreaders 2 ft. apart, and

in turn supported by two masts each 56 ft.

high and 150 ft. apart. Is the above aerial

proportioned correctly? (2) In what direction

should an aerial run to get best results, in a north-

south or east-west direction? Ans.—(1) It

would be better, but not absolutely necessary,

to increase the distance between wires to 3 ft.

(2 ) That would depend on the direction in which

you desired to do your best work. Have the

open end opposite from the direction which you

desire to do your best work.

1983. Dynamo Construction. Mr. W. F.,

Des Moines, la., asks: Please find enclosed

sketch of a D.C. dynamo, and write me if the

proportions are good for a machine that will

generate 35 volts and 10 amperes at a speed of

2,000 to 2,500 revolutions per minute, and if they

are good, tell me the size of wire and number of

turns on armature and field and what kind of

winding would be the most suitable for my pur

pose. I intend to build two of those machines,

one for running incandescent light and the other

charging storage battery at the same time, one

engine running both. What part of a kilowatt

will one machine be? Dimensions of the ma

chine are given in the sketch. Ans.—The design

is very good. Field winding should consist of

about 2pi lb. per spool of No. 23 s.c.c. magnet

wire, giving about 1,300 turns. The shape of

coil will have to be bent in order to fit the curved

place inside the circular magnet yoke. Arma

ture should be wound with No. 18 d.c.c. magnet

wire, about 30 wires per hole—15 for each half-

winding. For your purposes plain shunt wind

ing will be the most satisfactory, and if both

machines are wound alike they will be exactly

exchangeable—a convenience in case of accident.

In fact, you ought to make one machine do most

of the work. 10 amperes at 35 volts give 350

watts, about one-third of a kilowatt, or one-half

an electrical horse-power.

1984. Oil Furnace. J. E. T., of Plessisville,

Canada, asks: (1) What is wrong in a crude-oil

furnace made especially to heat rivets in a boiler

shop? It runs 2 or 3 minutes and stops, and

when we rap on the pipe of the burner it begins

again to heat and runs very well for a short time.

(2) Is there any way to increase the pressure

in a hot-water heating system? Does the

Honeywell system with mercury increase the

pressure? Ans.—(1) Perhaps you are heating

the oil before it reaches the burner, that is, you

are "pre-heating" it. This should not be done,

for the result is to cause a thick deposit to form

in the tube. The spray or jet of oil should be

at its ordinary temperature until mixed with the

jet of steam or hot air. (2) Yes, by increasing

the height of the pressure pipe. The Honeywell

system is the equivalent of this, only by the use

of mercury the actual length of the pressure

pipe is reduced. Increasing the pressure some

times improves the working of the system from

the reason that a somewhat higher temperature

of the water is then possible. Naturally the

higher temperature is beneficial, but partly for

the reason that a more rapid flow, especially

in otherwise nearly stagnant parts of the cir

cuits, is realized. An increase of 10 lb. in press

ure would probably be a safe limit.

1985. Blitzen Receiving Transformer. R.

A. S., Sunbury, Pa., asks: Would you please

inform me, either by letter or through your

magazine, if the Blitzen receiving transformer

has but one winding on the secondary or is there

more than one layer, also its construction.

Ans.—The Blitzen receiving transformer is

wound in two grooves, the primary being 4 in.

and the secondary 3 in. in diameter. The

primary has a total of 90 turns with taps taken

off every three turns. The secondary has a

total of 100 turns with twelve taps.

1986. Motor Efficiency. J. O., Chatham,

Can., asks: (1) How is the horse-power of a

motor computed from readings given by a curve-

drawing ammeter? The particular conditions

are: three-phase alternating current supplied

at 480 volts and 60 cycles, current in one main

being 18 amperes. Please work out the solu

tion. (2) How is the power factor determined?

Ans.—This problem cannot accurately be solved

unless you have the information sought in your

second question, and to answer the second you

must have a wattmeter. If, however, your

motor is loaded to about its full rating, you will

not be far from the truth in considering, the

power-factor as 0.90, though it may not be above

0.85. Considering the current that flows in

each of the three mains to be 18 amperes, the

total effective current will be found by 'mul

tiplying by the square-root of 3,—1.732, giving

31.1 amperes. Multiplying this by the number

of volts, you get 15,000, the apparent number

of watts, but really the "volt-amperes." If you

had a wattmeter in circuit—even if it were of the

recording sort, you could divide its reading by

this 15,000 and get the power-factor. If the

motor is operating with a power-factor of 0.9,

multiply the 15,000 by this fraction, and you

get 13,500 as the true or actual watts. Of course

the motor does not have a mechanical efficiency

of 100 per cent., for there are losses due to heat

ing in the windings, the core, and the bearings,

etc. Calling the efficiency as 90 per cent., the

number of watts that are effective for producing

power will be found by multiplying by this

fraction, giving 12,750. Since there are 746

watts in a horse-power, dividing by this number,

you will get 17.1 as the horse-power which the

motor is probably exerting. This number is

so close to the 18, which was the number of

amperes stated, that it is a common rule in

considering 3-phase 500-volt motors below 25 in

horse-power, to estimate one actual horse-power

per line ampere.

1 987. 14 Kw. Transformer. In the February

issue under No. 1926 the answer to the second

question should read, "Normally about 0.04

mf. is used, but with the requirement of a 200-

meter wave-length it is impossible to use much

over 0.01 mf." These figures were erroneously

printed as .004 and .001 respectively.
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TRADE NOTES

A NEW SHAPED TOOL for Telephone,

Telegraph and Electric Light Workmen

Up to the present time it has been the custom

of all tool manufacturers to follow and adhere

to "so-called" standard designs and methods

of shaping pliers. The regular bell hangers'

plier as well as the standard side cutter that

the lineman uses have been standard staple

shapes for many, many years.
 

Tools of this kind have never been entirely

satisfactory to the workman. One manufacturer

will pull in the handles in., another would

spread them in., but the result was always

the same, an uncomfortable unreliable and un

satisfactory grip. The plier handles would

raise blisters on the palm of the hand. The

handles in another case would be so close that

in cutting wires the knuckles would be pinched

and bruised; still in another case the shape of

the handles would be such that full pressure

could not be put on the handles at all.

Noting this universal defect, the Smith &

Hemenway Co., 150-152 Chambers St., New

York, the manufacturers of "RED DEVIL"

tools, undertook to build a plier on scientific

principles. Principles that were so radical

from the usual methods that it was many months

before they demonstrated to several experts

that the only correct way to make a plier was

on scientific lines, just the same as an architect

draws plans for a 40-story tower building or

an engineer goes into the technical details of the

current-carrying capacity of a piece of electrical

copper with several bends or breaks in it. The

result is an entirely new-shaped handle, as shown

in the illustration. Follow closely the lines of

these handles, note the peculiar bend, note the

narrowness toward the head. Note the swell

in the middle and offset at the end.

Look then at your own hand as you would

grip a tool of this kind in actual use. Does it

conform? It does, scientifically, accurately and

comfortably, and we are assured by the Smith &

Hemenway Co. that the feel of their scientific

ally-shaped handles is just as satisfying as a

well-fitting glove. No possible chance to pinch

the knuckles or fingers, no possible way to raise

blisters on the palm of the user's hand, no matter

how constant the use of the tool may be. More

over, it has been the usual custom to knurl or

check the handles, an unsatisfactory method.

In these scientifically-made "RED DEVIL"

Pliers knurling—or checking—is eliminated

entirely, and scientific principles are again em

ployed by "Dentyne Milling" them, a method

structed on these scientific principles, and our

readers are requested to apply at any tool or

hardware store in any city or town in the United

States and examine these new and well-known

electrical tools.

There are over 1,700 kinds, styles and sizes

of Pliers alone as well as over 1,500 other tools

and specialties that bear the "RED DEVIL"

trademark

So A Woman Can Use It

No matter how mechanically perfect any

article may be, if it is not adapted to being used

by the housewife with no more than ordinary

feminine mechanical ability, it is not adapted to

the household. This would be particularly true

with fast-cutting grinders on which a woman

might be afraid of injuring the tool she was

trying to sharpen.

The small grinder here illustrated has been

put out by the Luther Grinder Mfg. Co. for a

number of years. However, the new tool rest

that they have just put on it makes it far more

valuable for home use than it has ever been

before.

This consists of a special guide coming up on

each side of the grinding wheel. The knife is

sharpened on the side face of the wheel, the guides

insuring that just the proper bevel is maintained.

The wheel turns from the operator, which ob

 

viates any danger of the knife's being jammed

between the guide and the wheel, as the wheel

continually lifts the knife. Sharpening it on

the side face of the wheel gives a finer, smoother

edge than could be otherwise attained. It

leaves it also with no graining, especially if the

knife is moved forward and back while being

sharpened.

This guide is also especially adapted for scissors

so they can be easily held at exactly the proper

bevel. Altogether it makes an ideal sharpening

machine for the home.

Reliable Wireless Firm

Our good friends, the Wm. J. Murdock Co., of

Chelsea- Mass.. are pettine out pxcell'1™*' ""^l^ss
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The Most Practical

Electrical Library

The Electrical Engineering Library is part of the Internationa)

Library of Technology that cost $1,500,000 in its original preparation

It contains the knowledge given from the life experience of some of the

best electrical engineering experts in the country, edited in a style that

nineteen years of experience in publishing home-study textbooks h-»S

proved easiest to learn, to remember, and to apply. There is no other

reference work in the world that so completely meets the needs of the

electrician as the Electrical Engineering Library. The volumes are

recommended by the highest authorities and are used in nearly all the

leading universities and colleges. Not only can they be used to great

advantage by superintendents, foremen, and engineers as an authori

tative guide in their work, but since they can be so clearly understood

even by persons having no knowledge of higher mathematics, they

can be used by all classes of electricians that are desirous of advancing

to higher positions.

A few of the many subjects contained in the Electrical Engineering Library are a*
follows: Electricity and Magnetism; Electrodynamics; Electrical Resistcnce and
Capacity; Magnetic Circuit; Electromagnetic Induction; Primary Batteries; Electrics
Measurements; Dynamos and Dynamo Design; Direct-Current Motors; Alternating-
Currents; Alternators; Electric Transmission; Line Construction: Switchboards; Powei'
Transformation and Measurement; Storage Batteries; Incandescent Lighting; Are
Lighting; Interior Wiring; Modern Electric Lighting Devices; Electric Signs; Electric

Heating; Elements of Telegraph Operating; Principles of Telephony; Telephone Circuit*
Receivers, Transmitters. Apparatus, Bells, Instruments, and Installation; Magneto-
Switchboards; Electric-Railway Systems; Line and Track; Line Calculations; Motor*
and Controllers; Electric-Car Equipment: Multiple-Unit System::; Efficiency Tests; Energy
Regulation; Central Energy Systems, Main and Branch Exchanges; Common-Battery
Signaling Systems; Bell-Energy System; Bell Trunk Circuits; Bell Toll and Testing
Circuits; Exchange Wiring; Telephone
Cables, etc.

The Electrical Library con

tains 17 volumes durably and

handsomely bound in tthree-

fourths red morocco. Each

volume is 6 X 9 inches in size.

They may be purchased in sets

of five or more volumes. If you

wish to know more about the

most practical electrical library

in the world,

Send the coupon NOW.

J

International Textbook Co.

Box 930, SCRANTON, PA.

Please send, without further obligation to me. fall
particulars In regard to your Library of Tech*

nology- with special reference to the
Electrical Library

Nam* _

St. and iV©._

Ctty
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BOOK REVIEWS

Radioactive Substances and their Radiations.

By E. Rutherford, D.Sc., Ph.D., LL.D.,

P.R.S. Cambridge: at the University Press.

New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1913.

Price $4.50 net.

Professor Rutherford, now of the University

of Manchester, England, but formerly of Mon

treal, is one of the chemists best known in con

nection with the important subject of radio

activity. With his associate, Professor Soddy,

he has been engaged in work on this subject for

many years, and in this scholarly volume of

700 pages he has given a most interesting and

thorough compilation of the known facts in

regard to radioactivity and the substances

which produce it. The subject is one of such

enormous importance to present-day science

that no scientist can afford to be without a

book of this character in his library.

Electroplating. A treatise on the electro-

deposition of metals with a chapter on Metal-

coloring and bronzing. By William R.

Barclay, A.M.I.E.E. and Cecil H. Hains-

worth, A.M.I.E.E. Illustrated. New York,

Longman's Green & Co. Price $2.10 net.

Most handbooks on electroplating have been

written by practical workers who relied upon

rule of thumb methods acquired by them in

their years of experience. While such methods

are usually trustworthy and yield good results

in the hands of those accustomed to them, they

have often offered difficulties to others, and not

being founded upon scientific principles, a search

for the source of trouble is made blindly. The

presentbook is based on exact electro chemical ex

perimental work, and the principles on which the

authors' processes depend are so thoroughly set

forth that the student who has mastered the intro

ductory chapters will have no difficulty in tracing

to their source any difficulties which may arise.

The Gasoline Engine on the Farm. By Xeno W.

Putnam. Fully illustrated by 179 carefully

selected engravings of great value to all inter

ested in the efficient and economical applica

tion of farm power. New York, The Norman

W. Henley Pub. Co., 1913. Price $2.50.

A practical, comprehensive treatise on the

construction, repair, management and use of

this great farm power as applied to all farm

machinery and the farmer's work indoors and

out. This treatise, because of the simple, non

technical exposition of mechanical principles,

is especially valuable to those without previous

mechanical knowledge who wish to become

thoroughly familiar with the operation and care

of gasoline engines, tractors and auxiliary de

vices. This is a complete worker's hand-book

on the internal combustion motor and its many

applications in modern farm life. Considers all

the household, shop and field uses of this up-

to-date prime mover and includes chapters on

in nower transmission, and the

-->wer plant with re-

Elementary Principles of Electricity and Mag--

netisnt for Students in Engineering. By

Robert Harbison Hough, Ph.D. and Walter

Martinus Boehm, Ph.D. New York, The

Macmillan Co., 1913. Price $1.10 net.

This little book is intended as a work for

home study as a text-book for college students

to be used in conjunction with a set of lectures

properly illustrated with experiments. The

amount of mathematics required for its proper

comprehension is considerable, comprising at

least a working knowledge of mechanics and

trigonometry, while the student who does not

at least accompany the study of the work with

that of calculus is likely to be placed at some dis

advantage. For students of these qualifica

tions it will be found an excellent book, as the

treatment is both concise and lucid.

Practical Mathematics for the Engineer and

Electrician. By Elmer E. Burns and Joseph

G. Branch, B.S., M.E. Chicago, The Joseph

G. Branch Publishing Co., 1912. Price $1.00.

This books is not intended as a course in

arithmetic, but as a collection of various tables

and rules of everyday importance to the operat

ing engineer and the working electrician. It

covers a large variety of mathematical subjects

which mechanics of these classifications must be

familiar with to pass examinations and to meet

the daily requirements of an expert in these

lines, and should prove extremely useful to such

workers.

The Slide Rule and Logarithms Simply Ex

plained. By J. C. Peebles, E.E., M.M.E.

Chicago, The Joseph G. Branch Publishing

Co., 1912. Price 50 cents.

The slide rules are such a handy method of

the application of mathematics and offer such

a ready means for instantly solving without

calculation many simple problems, especially

those of multiplication, division, involution and

evolution, that it is surprising that more people

do not habitually use it. The accuracy is suf

ficient to three or four places of decimals, and

the amount of time saved by the use of this tool is

so great that every electrician should be familiar

with it. This book gives a thorough under

standing of the use of the rule and illustrates

several of the more common commercial loga

rithms.

Opera Stories. Most persons attending an Opera

wish to know only its story without reading

its entire libretto. "Opera Stories" is pub

lished for this reason, and contains, in a few

words, the stories (divided into acts) of 174

Operas, 6 Ballets and one Mystery Play;

also portraits of leading singers. Henry L.

Mason, Boston, 1913. Price 50 cents.

The great popularity of Grand Opera through

out the United States, and the fact that not only

do all the large cities have seasons at the present

time, but that many of the smaller places are

visited by both the great companies and by less

important stock companies, makes a book of
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All These FREE!

Present this coupon to your paint or hardware dealer for our

25-cent Instruction Book. He will also give you free two 10-cent

bottles of Johnson's Wood Dye, which comes in 17 shades, such

as Mission Oak, Early English, Mahogany, etc., and one 10-cent

cart of Johnson's Prepared Wax. Our book tells how to secure

the right artistic wood effects with least expense and trouble.

Z6!

is a dye, not a stain. It sinks deep down bringing out the natural beauty / Vabe|

of the wood. In half an hour it will be perfectly dry. No dust sticks, / 55c—FREE t

no streaks show. Not only beautiful but lasting and easy to use. y oood «t j*m*mm*
f hardware store for one I

/S5c book, two 10c bottles"
of Johnson's Wood I > \ ■ and 1

one 10c can Johnson's IPre- _
pared Wax. ,

asked my dealer iname) B

Johnson's Wood Dye ,

May be applied over old worn varnish or shellac.

Johnson's Prepared Wax /'

a perfect furniture polish and finish for all woodwork,

Boors, and furniture, including pianos. Can be used

overall finishes. Is beautifying and protecting. Our -

book tells how to apply it over any wood—new or *

old. Get the book and 10c packages free /

from your dealer. f

S. C. Johnson & Son, Racine, Wis. / Addre"

"The Wood Finishing Authorities" f

/

but he could not supply
please send postpaid.

Name .

State .

an

'IV, ;

|

IIbX E M.4 This coupon must first be presented to your dealer. ,
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:ASSELi:s CYCLOPEDIA OF MEC1

Edited by If You Want to Make Anything Assisted by

| PAUL N. HASLUCK Consult These Volumes 190 Practical Experts

 

For the Boy Who

Likes to Make Things

 

EVERY Mechanic, Engineer. Scientist, Farmer, Handyman and Mm with a Hobby should own a set of these booVs. The work b not only oft
priceless value to Mechanics, Electricians and Scientists, but contains thousands of articles written for the Handyman about the house, farm and
shop ; for anyone who likes to make things, from a match-holder to a suite of furniture—(mm a wheelbarrow to a carriage or motor body. The

boy whf» is learning how to use his brains and hands will find these volumes a never ending inspiration. Read the description below ; then let us
send you the set for examination before you purchase.

This Famous Mechanical Library Sent You for Examination on Receipt of $1.00

Sign your name to the coupon below and let us send you this complete five volume work at once on approval. If you don't keep the books, the
set is returnable AT OUR EXPENSE, and we will refund your $100. plus any expenses.
r«f>enll'c Pxr pinnqoHi O t\t Mo/*hanif*C is an authoritative work, well printed and handsomely bound in five volumes. Written
Laaacll 3 VJ tlUpdCUId Ul JTirV-IIdlll^a by a staff of skilful and talented mechanical and technical writers, under the direct
editorship of Paul N. Hasluck, the foremost living writer on mechanical subjects, every item the paid contribution of an expert. The complete work
contains over 6500 Illustrations and 30.000 separately Indexed articles ; over 2,500.000 words. The five volumes number 1760 pages In all ; each
volume measuring ?S' x 10H inches ; strongly bound In stout extra durable cloth binding, with lettering in gold. We know you will be amazed by the
scope and completeness of this work. A leisurely examination Is the only method of sale that will do It Justice. That is why we make you this
out-and-out offer to place the five volumes In your home at our expense, without obligation to keep them unless you are satisfied.
I hp Iho Pr*Qi>f 1#>qI Ms>i>hanip Tne Practical mechanic will find in this work thousands of articles such as : Spindle molder for ^
rUI lllx rl sWlVOJ lUClUaUll/ treadle power: cramps used in drilling holes; chucks for holding small tools in lathe; electric
motor connections; boiler covering compound; forging swivels ; reducing high pressure of electric circuit; tail vice for wood-worker's
bench ; truing emery wheels ; regulating speed of electric motors ; tool for cutting round holes in sheet metal ; tube ignition lor small
oil engine ; oxy-acetylene blow pipe or torch for welding and cutting metals ; rustless coating for Iron patterns ; uses of shunt coils ;
•pacing dynamo brushes ; heat gauge for use in hardening steel ; fitting electro ignition to gas engine ; grinding and polishing
metals for a high finish ; calculating weight of rolled metal, etc. . etc. Sampson

Some General Subject-Headings ««»■

—Boat Building—Bookbinding—Building—Cements—Chemicals and Chemistry — Cleaning and Renovating — Coach- SSI Col umbo* At«.
building—Concrete—Cycles— Drawing Instruments — Dyeing — Electricity—Embossing— Enameling—Engineering Boston, Man
—Engraving—Entomology—Etching — Explosives — Eilters and Filtering— Fireproofing — Floors — Furnaces— GKNTLKMBN :— I enclose
Gas—Gauges — Gilding — Glass— Granite — Guns and Firearms—Heating-Apparatus—Illuminating—Inlaying herewith Si 00 for which
—Ivory—Jewelers* Work — Lamps — Lantern Slides— Leather Working— Lenses—Lithography—Lubri- kindly send me carriage pre-
cating—Machinery—Marble—Metal Working—Metals and Metallurgy—Modelling — Motors—Moulding P»id, for free examination, one
Machines— Paints— Paper— Paving— Photography— Pipes— Plaster—Plumbing—Pottery— Poultry complete set olCasseirs Cyclopaedia
Appliances— Presses— Printing— Pumps— Refining— Refrigeration — Roofing—Ropes—Sand— of Mechanics, la five volumes. It b
Sanitation —Saws— Screws— Surveying—Sign Writing — Soaps—Solder—Staircaslng—Stone — understood that I may examine the work
—Stoves—Tanning—Taxtdermy—Terracotta—Tiling—Timber—Tools— Upholstery — Valves five days, and if I do not wish to keep ft,
— Veneering—Water—Wireworking—Woodworking ] agTee t0 noti[y you And hold subject to your
Examine This Great Set Ol SSJTKft?SS Sift. ^gSSS^&^ST^order. If I keep it. I agree to pay you $1.00 within
BookS at OUR Expense printing, and the wonderful fund of information it con- j^ five days and the balance of $16.00 in Instalments oi $>. 00
taina We. want you to examine it thorouKhly. for we know you will be quickly im- per month until paid. It Is further understorwl that you
preiwedwith impractical value The price of thla complete work in flv^volumen u^ wn| refMndthc dollar paid if 1 decide not to keep the t '
above described, la $18.00. Juat mall uithe coupon oppoeite with $1.00 and you
will receive the net. carriaa** paid. Examine it five day*. If at the end of that
time vou do not want it. notify ua and hold »ubiect to our order, and weajrreo n * " "
tr, return the dollar you have eentua. If you keep the books, pay ua $1.00 . _
within five daya, and the balance $2.00 a month until paid. ADDRESS

SAMPSON PUBLISHING CO. v'occupation or employ™

Ml Columbue Ave., Boston, M*m.^ Scad this coupon or copy of it
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Free—Six Big Issues of

Investing for Profit

 

Ifyou will simply send me your name. Special

Introductory FREE Offer. Six fine Monthly

Issues—each worth $10 to $100 to you.

How much do you know about the Science of Invest

ment? Do you know the Real Earning Power of your money? What is

the difference between the Rental Power and Earning Power of money?

Do you know how $100 grows into $2200?

Why you should get Investing for Profit:

Only one man in a thousand knows the difference

between the rental power and the earning power

of his money. Few men know the underlying

principles of incorporation. Not one wage earner

in 10,000 knows how to invest his savings for

profit, so he accepts a paltry 2fo or Zfo from his

savings bank, while this same bank earns from

20 fo to 30 ^> on his money—or he does not know

the science of investing and loses his all.

Russell Sage said: "There is a common fallacy

that, while for legal advice we go to lawyers, and

for medical advice we go to physicians, and for

the construction of a great work, to engineers—

financing^ is everybody's business. As a matter

of fact, tt is the most profound and complicated

of them all."

So let me give you just glimpse of the valu

able investment information you will get in my

six big issues, "The Little Schoolmaster of the

Science of Investment, "a guide to money-making:

Tne Science of Investment. Capital la Looking for a Job.
The Root and Branca of tne Tha REAL Earning Power of

Investment Tree. Your Money.
How to Judge a Business Enter- Investment Securities Are Not

Wkere New Capital Pnt Into a
Corporation Really Goes.

"Watering"—Its Significance.
Idle Money vs. Active Money.

The Actual P.
lis

TheCa,
ent.

of Intel-

Capitalization of Cenins and
of Opportunity.

Wait till you see a good thing—but don't wait

till everyone sees it. You will then be too late.

Never was a time more auspicious for a public

campaign of education on the logic of true invest

ment. A revolution in the financial world is now

going on—to the profit of the small investor.

You are now face to face with your oppor

tunity—if you have the courage to enter the open

gate to the road of fortune.

I believe you will find much interest in read

ing my six issues of Investing for Profit, From

cover to cover it contains the fundamental princi

ples of investment it has taken a lifetime to gather

—from my own experience and from every avail

able authoritative original source of information.

If You Can Save $5 a Month or More

Don't invest a dollar in anything anywhere

until you have read my wonderful magazine.

Investing for Profit is for the man who intends

to invest any money, however small, or who can

save $5 or more per month, but who has not as

yet learned the art of investing for profit. Learn

how $100 grows into $2200.

Use this Coupon for the Six Issues

and Financial Advice FREE

If you know how to invest your savings— if

you know all about the proposition in which you

are about to invest your hard-earned savings—you

need no advice. But if you don't, if there is a

single doubt or misgiving in your mind—I shall

be pleased to answer any inquiries you may make,

or furnish any information I can regarding the

art of saving and making money through wise

investment.

So sign and mail this coupon now. Get Investing for
Profit FREE for six months. Ask me to put you on my mail
ing: list for Free Financial Advice. Don't put this off. It
means too much to you now and in the future. Sign and mail
this coupon at once.

H. L BARBER, PUBLISHER, CHICAGO

Mail ThisNow
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SAVE MONEY on MAGAZINE CLUBS

SEND US YOUR ORDERS FOR ALL MAGAZINES

For the convenience of readers who wish to subscribe to more than one magazine we have arranged this page,
which contains a list of the leading general, photographic and mechanical magazines of the United States. It saves
Tou time, money and trouble to order ail your magazines at one time from a reputable house, which can always be
reached to adjust complaints. Do not pay your money to unknown solicitors, but send your orders to us. Subscrip
tions may begin at any time, need not ail be sent to one address or begin at the same time, and may be either new or
renewal, unless otherwise specified. Remit by postal money order. If personal check is used, add 10 cents for collec
tion. Periodicals sent to Canada and foreign countries cost more to cover the postage. Always ascertain from us the
proper rates for such subscriptions.

If you do not find the periodicals you want listed on this sheet, write to us for terms. We will duplicate the prices
1 by any reliable agency on any periodical or combination.

DIRECTIONS

From the list below select your magazines, add their class numbers and multiply by five—

the result is the cost in dollars and cents. For instance:

Class Number: ELECTRICIAN AND MECHANIC

POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY

AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHY

24

15

24

— Cost

63x5 = $3.15

Oast
No.

25 Abel's Photographic
Weekly

25 Adventure
53 Aeronautics
27 Ainslee's
30 All Story Magazine
17 Amateur Photog

rapher's Weekly
35 American Art News
17 American Boy
55 American Homes &

Gardens
80 Amer. Machinist (w)
23 American Magazine
24 Amer. Photography
19 Amer. Motherhood
30 Argosy
35 Arts & Decoration
47 Automobile
20 Auto. Dealer &

Repairer
17 Black Cat
27 Blue Book
17 Boys' Magazine
20 Building Age
30 Bulletin of Photog.
22 Camera
20 Camera Craft
17 Camera Craft (new)
170Camera Work
SO Cavalier
80 Century

Class
No. Publication

23 Cosmopolitan
70 Country Life in

America
53 Craftsman
50 Current Literature
23 Delineator
12 Designer
37 Dress
20 Electrical World(m)
60 Electrical World (w)
24 Electrician and

Mechanic
26 Electric Journal
23 Etude (for music

lovers)
23 Everybody's
23 Field and Stream
47 Forest and Stream
20 Foundry
23 Garden Magazine
18 Gas Engine
20 Gas Power
8 Gas Review

23 Good Housekeeping
20 Harper's Bazaar
70 Harper's Magazine
70 Harper's Weekly
23 Hearst's Magazine
12 Home Needlework
50 House & Garden
20 Housekeeper

Class
No. Publication

8 Housewife
50 Independent
95 International Studio
lOOIron Age (w)
40 Iron Age-Hardware
8 Ladies' World

90 Life
35 Lippincott's
60 Literary Digest
20 Little Folks
30 Manual Training

Magazine
9 McCall's Magazine
23 McClure's Mag.
40 Metal Worker
23 Metropolitan
56 Model Engineer &

Electrician
23 Modern Electrics
17 Modern Priscilla

(2 years, class 23)
17 Mothers' Magazine
60 Motor
35 Motor Boat
17 Motor Boating
18 Motor Cycle Illus.
17 Motor Print
23 Musician
45 National Geograp'lc

Class
No.

17 National Sportsman

70 North American
Review

24 Outdoor Life
50 Outing
60 Outlook
25 Overland Monthly
20 Pearson's Magazine
24 Photo Era
20 .Photographic News
27 Photographic Times
50 Photo Miniature
23 Physical Culture
17 Pictorial Review
23 Popular Electricity
60 Popular Magazine
15 Popular Photog'y
9 Poultry Herald
9 Poultry Keeper
7 Poultry Success
18 Practical Engineer
40 Printers' Ink
30 Railroad Man's

Magazine
23 Red Book
35 Review of Reviews
35 School Arts Maga

zine
60 St. Nicholas
40 St. Nicholas (new)
55 Scientific American
60 Scribner's

Class
No. Publication

23 Short Stories
45 Smart Set
30 Strand
50 Suburban Life
23 Sunset
40 System
23 Technical World
50 Travel
22 Violinist
10 Violin World
70 Vogue
47 Wilson's Photo.

Magazine
25 Woman's Home

Companion
37 World's Work
35 Yachting
40 Youth's Companion

The following maga
zines are sold only at the
full subscription price

clubbed.

Ladies' Home JrL (1.50
Munsey's 1.50
Popular Mechanics 1.50
Saturday Ev. Post 1.50

THESE RATES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

SEND THIS COUPON TO US WITH A MONEY ORDER FOR THE AMOUNT

Date .

ELECTRICIAN & MECHANIC

221 Columbus Ave., Boston,

Enclosed find S in payment of ™

1 24
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Striking the boss for a raise

Do you have to ask your employer for more pay? Do you find it necessary to

call his attention to the fact that you are worth more money? Or are you a trained

man—a man who receives frequent and unasked for increases in salary because the boss

knows that your knowledge is valuable to him. There is no limit for the trained man

— he is the employee who is pushed ahead—he's the chap that the well paying jobs

seek. High wages and steady employment are always his, simply because he is too

valuable to lose.

But the untrained man, plodding along at the same old salary year after year, has nothing In

his favor but a record for faithfulness. He feels that his efforts are not appreciated—he doesn't realize

that he is only a cog and can be replaced by any one of thousands
of similar untrained men. He is a good employee, yet he has l""""ninuin»nuia«iauianin»i«»a»i«n|

never made himself necessary to his employer's success. He's

the sort of man who always has to ask for a raise.

Become a trained man—get the money

without asking

It is easy to get the training yon need. You can do it in your spare time
and in your home without giving up your work.

For fifteen years the American School of Correspondence has been
preparing ambitious men everywhere for better jobs at bigger wages. The
American School will give you the training you need, no matter where you
live. It will train you in any branch of Engineering, Business and Law, or
will prepare you for entrance into any resident college.

Perhaps you've never quite realized how easy it is to secure this training?
Mark the coupon and let us explain to you how simple it is to prepare your
self for the position you want. We send no agents to bother you in your
home or at your work. All business will be carried on by correspondence
and our easy payment plan will allow you to pay as you progress.

Send the coupon today! Learn how to get a raise without asking

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE

CHICAGO, U. S. A.

I Your Opportunity Coupon

| Check the course 70a want and mall the coupon now

I American School of Correspond eoce. Chicago, U. S. A.
■ Please send me your Bulletin and advise me T en"
I qualify for the position marked "X.** E&M i-13

I ....Electrical Engineering
....Elee, Light A Power Supt.

■ ....Electrical Hireman
....Telephone Expert

■ ....Architect
| ....Building Contractor

...Architectural Draftsman

. . .Structural Engineer

...Concrete Engineer

...CItII Engineer

. . .Surveyor

. . Mechanical Eng

...Mechanical lira

...Steam Engineer

...Stationery Engineer

...Oat Engine Engineer

. . .Automobile Mechanician

. . . . Lawyer

....Bookkeeper

....Stenographer

I NA.HB .

. . . ,Co«t Accountant

....CertTdPublieAee'nt

....Andftor

....Bualnetu Manager

....Fir* In*. Inspector
Fire In, Adjuster
Fire In*. Expert

....Morlng Picture OpV

....Sanitary Engineer

.... Reclamation Eag'r

....Textile Boa*

. . . .College Preparatory
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Y4NKFX TOO]

"YANKEE" Ratchet

Hand Drill

No. 1530. Price, $2.80

Length, 10% in.

Weight, l'A lbs.

Three-jaw chuck ;

capacity, 3-16 in.

Magazine for drills

in handle of tool.

These five'm|

idjustments are) 1

controlled by the ,

Shifter on cylinder, ,

as indicated, and .

changes are made at

finger-touch.

The "YANKEE"
Double Ratchet permit! of
speedy work in tight places— any
modem of the crank, forward or '
back, nomatter how slight, causes
the drill to cut continuously.

rroo Tool BookB—JUtcMa*ie* \
and hou**hoJd*ri, *c> if* for " 'Yank*** \
ToolBook " Al'TOMOBILISIS, writ*
for 'Yank**' Tool* in ih* (Jorag*

NORTH BROS. MFG. CO.. PbiUdclpU.

A COMBINATION

"RED DEVIL"

1S-

a fine little "Red Devil" Tool to

own—a combination burner plier, a

flat nose and side-cutting plier all in

one. 5 long, drop forged tool steel,

gun metal finished handles.

 

A very handy tool for the house, auto-boat,

or pocket. It's just one "Rmd Devil" tool.

All good dealers have it on sale. Try yours.

If you can't get it locally, send us 60 cents

and one sample pair will be sent you postpaid.

SMITH & HEMENWAY CO.

160 Chambers Street, New York, U.S.A.

(To cut any site wire, use a "Red Doit" Plier.)

DUCK'S

BIG 325 -PACE

ELECTRICAL & WIRELESS CATALOG
Will be mailed to you upon receipt of 6c, stamps or coin, which you may deduct on your first purchase of $1. Great cost of catalog ■
low price* prohibit distribution except to those really interested, Most elaborate catalog in its line. SAVE 28 PER CENT

ON 8TANDARD GOODS. CATALOG CONTAIN8 OVER 100 PP. WIRELESS INSTS. FOR
COMMERCIAL "
mercial Motorsi 176 pp.
mtrTOscopes, railways, and electrical and mechanical books.

The J. J. DUCK COMPANY, 423-5 St. Clair Street, TOLEDO. OHIO

IERCIAL AND EXPERIMENTAL USE, with complete diagramsj U pp. Telegraph Insts.i 25 pp. Toy
Lfotorst 175 pp. naah lights, lighting plants, ammeters, automobile accessories, launch lighting outfits, tools, pocket knives,
pes, railways, and electrical and mechanical books.

Telegraphy Taught

in the shortest Possible time

The Omnigraph Automatic Trans
mitter combined with standard key and
sounder. Sends your telegraph mes

sages at any speed, just as an expert operator would.
Five styles 99.00 up ; circular free.

OMNKjRAPH MHO. CO., 41 Cortlandt St., New York

 

AERONAUTICS

New and Enlarged Edition

Commencing January, IQI3.

C The leading British Journal devoted to the

techniaue. science anrl industrv of aeronautics

MAUL'S MAGAZINE

Ladies! ^ave Money and Keep in

■ Style by Reading McCall's

Magazine and Using McCall Patterns

McCall', Ms,.lias will

help you dress styl
ishly at a moderate
expense by keeping

you posted on the
latest fashions in
clothes and hats. CO

New Fashion Designs
In each Issue. Also

valuable information
on all homo and per
sonal matters. Only

60c a j
a free
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Send for Copy of Our New Wireless Manual Ml

It contains 96 pages and tells how to erect and maintain wireless telegraph stations. Shows
a number of diagrams. Has the Morse and Continental Telegraph Codes. Illustrates the best
instruments to use ; tells what they are for and how to use them. Do not wait until some other
time, but sit down now and send your name and address, and get one. It costs you nothing.

Send for Our Pocket Catalog M26

 

It contains 212 pages, with over 1.000 illustrations, and describes in plain, clear language all
about Bells, Push Buttons, Batteries, telephone and Telegraph Material, f lectric lovs, Burglar
and Fire Alarm Contrivances, [lectric Call Jells, Electric Alarm Clocks, Medical Batteries, Motor
Boat Horns, Electrically Heated Apparatus, Battery Connectors, Switches, battery Gauges, Wire
less Telegraph Instruments, Ignition Supplies, etc.

Money Saved to You to Have Our Manual and Our Catalog When You Want to Buy

MANHATTAN ELECTRICAL SUPPLY COMPANY

NEW TORE, 17 Park Place, CHICAGO, 114 So. 5th Ave., SAN FRANCISCO, 604 Mission St., ST. LOOTS, 1106 Pine St.

You Need Our Bulletin E

on Wireless Telegraphy

Prices in some cases less than half charged by others.

SEND FOR BULLETIN E TODAY

HUNT & McCREE, 92-94 Murray Street, NEW YORK

(The Hou.e of Wonderful Value,)

 

Electrical Engineering

T.C.Martin, of N.E.L.A.; J. A.Switzer,

Cons. Engr., University of Tenn. ; Albert

Scheible. Research Engr.; W. T. Ryan, Cons.

Engr.; A. M. Schoen, A.I.E.E.; H. H. Norris,

A.I.E.E. ; L. S. Randolph, A.I.E.E.; J. W.
Frazkr, A. I.E. E. ; are only a few of over fifty

equally prominent who make up the contributing

editorial staff of Southern Electrician, with

over 500 reading pages a year.

Ufh«4 1 A °nlY 81 buvs Kouther'1 Electrician

|f [MI |C for two years and ropy "ELECTRICAL
' * Engineers Handbook," 414 pages, 238

illustrations ; one of most valuable hand
books ever published at any price.

TOr • 1.60 buys Southern Electrician
two years, and "Questions and An
swers on thi National Electrical
Code," 232 pages, 4x6Ji inches. This
book is just out. It is by an authority. It

tells exactly and plainly what the code requires for every
job.

buy both books and Southern Electrician for
two years; the best bargain ever bought, but Money
Back If You Ask It.

a Week

Will Do!

Thii offer will not be accepted through newi eompanlel
ageota. Old ■ubtcribera may take advantage of it by «
tending their lubacriptiont two years.

 

You like to

HUNT AND FISH

You like to

GO CAMPING

then surely you will enjoy the
National Sportsman maga
zine, with its 160 richly illustrated
pages, full to overflowing with in
teresting stories and valuable in
formation about guns, fishing
tackle, camping outfits,—the best
places to go for fish and game, and
a thousand and one valuable
"How to" hints for sportsmen.
The National Sportsman is
just like a big camp fire in the
woods, where thousands of good
fellows gather once a month and
spin stirring yarns about their
experiences with rod, dog, rifle,
and gun. Think of it, twelve
round trips to the woods for a

91.00 bill.

Special Trial Offer

Just to show you what it's
like, we will send you
t lu National Sports
man magazine for
three months and your
choice of a handsome
National Sports
man Brotherhood
emblem in the form of
a Lapel Button, a Scarf
Pin, or a Watch Fob,
as here Rhfiwn. on re-
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What do YOU

Know about

WIRELESS

Do you want a license ?

Can you answer the Radio

Inspector ?

Can you tune for 200

meters ?

Can you calculate wave

length ?

Can you design efficient

200-meter stations?

Is your station properly

tuned ?

Do you know what a shunt

resonator is ? and, and . . .

 

Surely you want to know more about the wonderful new art. Don't be satisfied

with a superficial, hazy idea. Know the how and why. Be up to date. Master the

details. That's why you should have Philip E. Edelman's new book,

"Experimental Wireless Stations"

It covers the complete field in a clear, comprehensive and

practical manner, simple enough for the beginner, sufficiently

complete for the advanced experimenter. It is right up

to the minute and is the only book written in accordance with

the new law. It is a year ahead of all others.

An ideal experimenter's book because it not only gives the

theory, use, and design of each instrument, but also states

the actual construction, approximate cost, and suggests

simple modifications for those having limited facilities. It

answers your questions.

A wireless school in itself because it enables the readers to

build their own apparatus, to study the principles of wireless

transmission, to perform all calculations, using simple arith

metic only, and to design and use efficient stations and in

struments.

Every reader should have a copy

CONTAINS
Simplified Calculations for

Resonant Stations, wave-length,
capacity, inductance.

Complete Details on how to
Comply with the New Law; how
to alter your present station;
how to make standard legal
apparatus; how to get your
license, etc.

Tells how to make your own
stations and apparatus. The
following is only a partial list
of the data given: Rotary and
aenched Spark Gaps. Spark-

i Poulsen and Lepel sets.
Real Interference Preventers.
Lightning and Line Protectors.
Spark Coils, Leakage Type
Transformers, Condensers.
Helices, Oscillation Trans
formers, Aerials and Grounds,
Duplex and Standard Aerials,
Detectors, Einthoven Galva
nometer, Tickers. Wave Meters.
Hot Wire Ammeter. Wireless

etc.

CONTENTS OF CHAPTERS

1.—Nature and Theory of Wireless Transmission of Intelligence.
2.—Aerials. 3.—Grounds and Lightning Protection. 4.—General
Features of Transmitters. 5.—Planning the Transmitter: Calcu
lation of Wave-Length. Capacity and Circuits. 6.—Transformers;
Spark Coils. 7.—Auxiliary Apparatus. Keys. Electrolytic Inter
rupter, Kickback Prevention, Aerial Switches. 8.—Transmitting
Condensers. 9.—Calculation of Inductance. Construction of
Helix and Oscillation Transformer, Standard Dimensions, Loading
Coils. 10.—Design and Construction of Spark Gaps. 11.—Radi
ation Indicators, Hot Wire Ammeter, Shunt Resonator, Wave
Meter. 12.—Continuous Wsves, Wireless Telephone, Quenched
Spark, Theory and Construction. 13.—The Receiving Station.
14.—Detectors. Solid Rectifiers. 15.—Telephone Receivers. De
tectors for Continuous Waves, Einthoven Galvanometer. Measur
ing the Intensity of Signals. 16.—Tuning, Interference Preven
tion. 17.—Construction of Receiving Condensers, Fixed and
Variable. 18.—Construction of Tuning Inductances, Loose Coup
lers, Variometers, Tuners. 19.—Conclusion, the Rights of the

Send for your copy at once

JUST OUT NOW READY

Experimental Wireless Stations

Their Theory, Design, Construction,

and Operation, by Philip E. Edelman.

"An experimenter who tncrws what the
readers want n

Finely cloth bound, 5% inches by 8 inches

224 PAGES, FULLY ILLUSTRATED
Printed in Urge clear type on fine book paper,
with handy reference headings, and sub head
ings. You do not have to read through a lot of
irrelevant matter to find what you want.

POSTPAID

Don't hesitate—Order
Now. You are sure to
be satisfied.

 

SAMPSON PUBLISHING CO.

221 Columbus Avenue - Boston, Mass.
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Every Motorist Should Have This Book

"The Modern

Gasoline Automobile"

B: VICTOR W. PAGE, M.E.

IT is the most com-

I plete, practical and

up-to-date work on

Gasoline Automobiles

ever published, con

taining over 700 (6x9)

pages, with 10 large

folding plates and more

than 500 specially pre

pared illustrations.

This is a thoroughly

practical, non-techni

cal treatise, containing

all reliable latest infor

mation on all phases

of Gasoline Automobile Construction, Operation,

Equipment and Repair.

This book Is an Investment yon will never regret 1

 

It Makes all Men Masters of the Automobile

and reduces cost of maintenance, because money-

saving hints on operation and repair insure in

telligent driving, proper oiling and prompt

restoration of defective parts.

Price, $2.50

Bound in Cloth

WHAT IS SAID OF THIS BOOK:

"It is the best book on the Automobile seen

up to date."—J. H. Pile, Associate Editor, Auto

mobile Trade Journal.

"Every Automobile Owner has use for a book

of this character."—The Tradesman.

"This book is superior to any treatise hereto

fore published on the subject."—The Inventive

Age.

"We know of no other volume that is so com

plete in all its departments, and in which the

wide field of automobile construction with its

mechanical intricities is so plainly handled, both

in the text and in the matter of illustrations."—

The Motorist.

"The book is very thorough, a careful examina

tion failing to disclose any point in connection

with the automobile, its care and repair, to have

been overlooked."—Iron Age.

"Mr. Page has done a great work, and benefit

to the Automobile Field."—W. C. Hasford,

Mgr. Y.M.C.A. Automobile School, Boston,

Mass.

"It is just the kind of a book a motorist needs

PHOTOGRAPHIC

—BOOKS=

American Photography Handbooks

Price, post-paid, 10

1. Retouching for Amateurs.—This is a new edition, pub
lished October, 1912, and incorporating the cream of several
retouching articles by Mr. Rinckwits in addition to a revi
sion of the original Woodman essay. Making a retouching
frame; pencils; brushes; retouching medium; the stroke:
filling in defects: remodeling the features, etc. Illustrated
with many line diagrams and photographs and easily under
stood and followed by anyone.

2. The Secret of Exposure.—An entirely new monograph
on this all-important topic, illustrated with typical subject
photographs and provided with a simple scheme of exposure
determination. The treatment is full and not difficult for
the beginner to follow. Published October, 1912. This
edition replaces the old Camera and Darkroom Tables.

3. How to Take Portraits.—Necessary accessories and
supplies; the camera; the lens; large heads; camera sup-

a vignetter; backgrounds; malting a background at

ckground earner; side reflectors; window light-
top light; the window; other accessories; general

' ss of lighting: an object lesson; another object les-
highlights; the shadows; posing; what is a likeness?;

exposure; actual operating; the eyes; nose shadow; devel
opment; printing; outdoor portraiture beside the house, or
on the porch; exposure; screen for outdoor work.

4. How to Hake Enlargements on Bromide and Gaslight
Papers.—What an enlargement is; a simple daylight meth
od with an ordinary kodak; home-made easel; focusing;
enlargement table; manipulation of the paper; a lens
shutter; exposure; development; dodging; bolting cloth;
reduction ; intensification ; apparatus and accessories ;
making an extension cone; condensers; how to make an
enlarging lantern for artificial light; how to make a fixed-
focus enlarger.

5. A Msnnsl of Photography.—Elementary chemistry
and light action; choosing an outfit; lenses; accessories;
the darkroom; manipulating the camera; exposure; stops
or diaphragms, and how to use them; development by
Inspection and by the tank system; fixing; washing and
drying; printing; trimming and mounting; portraits in a
room; landscapes; marines; interiors.

6. Practical Development—What the plate or film is;
theory of development; the needed tools; the reducing
agent; the accelerator: the preservative; the retarder;
water: temperature; cleanliness; the properties of nega
tives in detail, such as density, contrast, etc.; under- and
overdevelopment; causes of defects; modifying a developer;
preparing the solutions; one-solution developer; four-tray
method; factorial development; film development by
hand and tank.

7. Popular Printing Processes.—Making trays; blue
printing; formulas for blue paper; P.O.P.; printing; wash
ing; blisters: how to tone; fixing; final washing; mount
ing; matt collodion papers and how to work them; printing
on silk; D.O.P.; testing the light; chemicals; the handling
of the paper in detail; bromide printing; toning baths.

8. Hints on Composition.—Some Principles of Composi
tion: symmetry; balance; unity; simplicity; line; inter-
changement; repetition; mystery; studying pictures: dia
grams of forms of composition. The Physiological Bases
of Art: the muscular system of our eyes: moving along a
horizontal straight line, a vertical, a right angle, inclined
lines, an acute angle, an oblique angle, and curves; Ho
garth's line of beauty; deduction of principles; balance of
the steelyard; chiaroscuro; linear ana aerial perspective:
conclusions. The Element of Pictorial Composition: good
taste; judgment; the view-meter; following impulse;
studying pictures; symmetry, geometrical construction.
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WIRELESS TELEGRAPHY

In response to many requests, we publish below a list of books on wireless telegraphy, with the price at which
we can furnish them, postpaid.

 

ASHLEY, CHAS. G., E.E., and HAYWARD, C. B.
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony (Including

Wireless on Aeroplane and Airship).—Contains
144 pages. Treats in a simple, concise manner
earlier forms of wireless, electrical waves, de
velopment of radio-telegraphy, apparatus and
systems. The section on Wireless Telephony
covers Bell's radiophone, selenium cell. Bell's
photophone, "light telephony," telephony by
means of Hertzian waves, nature of a high-
frequency telephone current, oscillation genera
tors, telephonic control of oscillations, trans
mitting circuits, receiving arrangements, two-
way transmission, and systems of radio-teleph
ony, with a section on Aeronautics covering wire
less on dirigibles, aeroplanes and balloons, dan
gers from electric discharge, preventive methods,
wireless on the Zeppelins, Horton's experiments,
recent records, and general problems. 1912.

Cloth $1.00

BISHOP, LEON W.
The Wireless Operator's Pocketbook of Informa

tion and Diagrams.—Thoroughly describes latest
transmitting and receiving instruments. 150 il
lustrations. All tables necessary for wireless op
erators, one showing how to compute roughly,
sending and receiving distances. Full leather,
flexible, pocket size 1*S0

Leatherette $1.25 Cloth 1.00

COLE and MORGAN.
Lessons in Wireless Telegraphy.—For the person
who desires to take a glance into the art of wire
less telegraphy it is hard to imagine where he
could get more practical information for so small
an expenditure than by the reading of this pam
phlet. The complete subject as necessary for
the practical operator or experimenter to be
familiar with in order to construct and operate
a set is treated in sufficient detail to enable him to
get an excellent conception of the subject. The
method of treatment is that of dividing the sub
ject into thirty parts or lessons. 1912 J2S

COLE, A. B., and POWELL, A. M.
Amateur's Wireless Handybook.—The authors
have reprinted the navy list of stations, and have
Morse and Continental speed code charts. Book
Is filled with transmitting and receiving circuit
diagrams, very useful to have on hand .25

BDELMAN, PHILIP E.
Experimental Wireless Stations, Their Design,

Construction and Operation, with particular
respect to the requirements of the new wireless
law.—Contains 224 pages. Complete, concise,
clear, understandable. Written by an experi
menter who knows just what the readers want.
The first book to give standard experimental de
signs in accordance with the new requirements.
Contains full instructions for complying with the
law, building and operating apparatus and sta
tions, modern up-to-date instruments, simplified
calculations, formulas and designs. A real 'How
it works and how to make it" book. 1912. Cloth, 2.00

FLEMING, J. A.
Principles of Electric Wave Telegraphy.—A com

prehensive digest of wireless telegraphy in all of
Its branches. One of the most complete and
practical books ever published on this subject;
new anH en\arof^ AfHt-n-in *

HARRISON, NEWTON, E.E.
Making Wireless Outfits.—A concise and simple ex

planation on the construction and use of simple
and inexpensive wireless equipments, for sending
and receiving up to 100 miles, giving full details
and drawings of apparatus, diagrams of circuits
and tables. 12 mo. cloth, 50c; in paper covers . . .25

Wireless Telephone Construction.—How to make
and use an inexpensive equipment. Cloth .50
Paper 25

HOWGRAVE-GRAHAM, R. P.
Wireless Telegraphy for Amateurs.—A handbook
on the principles of Radio-telegraphy and the
construction and making of apparatus for long

distance transmission. 51 illustrations. Cloth. 1.00

KENNELLY, A. E.
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony.—Enlarged
and reprinted. The whole story of wireless
telegraphy from its invention to its very latest
development, including the most complete and
popular explanation of its underlying principles

and their application 1.14
MORGAN, ALFRED POWELL.

Wireless Telegraph Construction for Amateurs.—
A manual of practical information for those who
wish to build experimental wireless Instruments
which can be considered as something more than
toys, but are still considerably less expensive than
a high-grade commercial set. No attention has
been paid to the history of the art, the space,
Instead, being devoted to short but complete
explanations of the uses of the various instru
ments, as well as the structural details. 1910... 1.50

MORGAN, ALFRED P.
Wireless Telegraphy and Telephony Simply Ex

plained.—A practical treatise embracing com
plete and detailed explanations of the theory and
practice of modern radio apparatus and its
present-day applications, together with a chapter
on the possibilities of its future development.
Has 150 illustrations of sets in actual operation
and wiring diagrams of these sets shown in per
spective. Each piece of apparatus used in a
wireless station is completely described, and is
most cases illustrated by actual photographs
of various types of the instrument. This book
should prove valuable both for the novice and
to the experienced experimenter. 1913 1.00

PIERCE, GEO. W., Asst Professor of Physics In
Harvard University.

Principles of Wireless Telegraphy.—Just reprinted
with corrections. The treatment of wireless
telegraphy in this volume is strictly scientific.
The book takes up the subject from the historical
standpoint and develops each section of the art
from its beginning to the present stage of knowl
edge. It shows fully why the earlier forms of
apparatus in each instance have been discarded,
and thereby enables the student to discover the
merits which enabled present forms to survive.
The chapters on detectors of all kinds are espe
cially full and practical. While the book is not
quite as full as Fleming's great manual, it covers
all the points which the average specialist desires
to know, and is an adequate presentation of the
present state of the art. 1912 3.00

ROBINSON. Lieut. Com. S. S.
1 nf WitpIms Telmrraohv for Use of Naval

in.
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Do YOU want to

Learn to Drive an

Automobile

and Make Money—See the World

If you are master of this profession you are independent anywhere.

It is the best profession in the world—it pays more money, and the

occupation is a pleasant one—the opportunities for a young man

are far greater in this line than any other.

My system of teaching by mail is a NEW IDEA—it's different from others.

I will so thoroughly train you that you will not only be able to drive a car, but

you can repair motors, overhaul cars, repair tires, repair launch engines, repair

stationary gasoline engines. You could go into the repair business if you wished to.

READ THESE TESTIMONIALS—YOU CAN DO AS WELL
"1 have been driving a car now for a month, and I owe it all to your course."—Ramsey

Stewart. Jansen. Utah.
"I am working in a repair shop. Have increased my income $20 more rjer month so far. and

 

. . „, Have Increased my I
expect to get as high as $50 more per month."—Jno. C. DeKoster. Lj

 

DYKE'S NEW IDEA OF

TEACHING BY.MAIL

WITH WORKING MODELS

la something new. We use
real working models—not just
one but five . On these models
you get actual practice, see
the actual operation and learn
more than you could from the
auto Itself. It's easy and quick.
You don't have to study hard
with this system—wt leach
through the eye—a new idea.
We are the originators of the
system of teaching by mall with
models. We also use charts—
175 of them and a 16-page
manikin. Our 40 Instructions
and Repairman's Instructions
are simplicity Itself—simple

as ABC.

■I am now working in the American Auto Co., was for

merly in the jewelry business."—James Tronto, Providence,

R.I.
"I am now driving a Packard 30. Your Course helped

me wonderfully."—Edw. Hauler, New Orleans, La.
"I am driving a Winton Six. I do all my own repair

work."—Edw. Sawyer, Montclair, N.J.
"Your Course enabled me to get a good position, which

has increased my income."—Geo. E. Davelarr, Prosier. Wash.
"I was formerly farming, but am now in the auto repair

business."—Geo. Milholke. Reinback. la.
"$50 would not buy my Course. After I got through

Book 4 of Instructions, 13 and 14, 15 and 16, 1 had a job grind
ing valves. I did the job In four hours. Next day I put on
four piston rings, which took six hours. These two jobs paid
for my Course. I am now overhauling an engine for a party.
I am not afraid to tackle any job now. If I get stuck I am sure
I can find the remedy in the instructions. I knew nothing at
all about an auto before, and I want to thank you for helping
me."—Henry G. Ehredt, 523 E. 8th Ave., Homestead, Pa.

 

If you will send for our FREE 24-PAGE CATA

LOG, we will tell you how to get into the Auto

business; we will also show you TESTIMONIAL LETTERS from students

everywhere who are now driving cars, working in Auto Repair Shops, who

have gone into the Auto Repair Business and who are making money.

We will do more—we will show you actual repro

duced letters from BARNEY OLDFIELD, CHAS.

DURYEA (the man who built the first Automobile in

America) and other leading Motor authorities—who

endorse this system.

Surely this system must be something wonderful—

and it is—let me tell you all about it.

SEE THIS WORKING MODEL

There are other Models: one of a Magneto, Engine and Car
bureter; also a Manikin of an Automobile. The Manikin can be
taken apart and the models actually work. All moving parts on
the models made of real metal. (Patents applied for.)

One of the Models—It actually werki. The Course consists of 40 Instructions, 5 Models and a Manl-

Wfth this model you learn theirrincipie Idn, and examinations, diploma, etc. It costs but $12, right now
of a gasoline engine, how to get —price advances soon. If you paid $1,000 you couldn t get a

valves, time the ignition, etc. better Course—nor as good a course.

8end Now for this FREE BookBT

It will tell you all about the great Auto industry and the oppor

tunities. It will show you how others got their start. It is interesting

and instructive.

DYKE'S CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF MOTORING, ^.^1.^

A. L. D Y K E is the manwho originated the first Auto Supply Co. in America (1897) and wrote the first book on Autos (1900).
When other schools tell you they supply working models—make them prove it—we can prove all statements we make.
Note.—My system teaches you ELECTRIC IGNITION—you will learn the entire system of Electric Ignition for all types

of engines—from the battery to the magneto. You will learn how to time and set magnetos. We include a working model of a Mag

 

 

 

neto with Course. This subject alone is worth the price. \zj
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Preserve Your

ELECTRICIAN

and MECHANIC

 

9 How often have you wished to read an article or story in some back

copy of a magazine only to find that copy lost or mutilated ? You will

be glad to know that we have succeeded at last in securing a really

practical binder. You can now have your Electrician and Mechanic

in the form of a handsomely bound book, ready to refer to at any time.

Big Ben Binder

is the simplest binder made. The binding is as simple

as sticking papers on an ordinary file. Each binder

bolds twelve numbers of Electrician and Mechanic

with advertising matter, or eighteen numbers without

advertising matter.

«JThe Big Ben Binder is a patented

device for binding several copies of a

magazine together in a single volume.

It has the appearance of a regular bound

book. It opens flat to any page. It is

so simple in construction and operation

that the filing or extraction of magazines

requires but a few seconds.

€|No punching of holes is necessary—just a slight slit between the pages with a

pen knife, the insertion of a metal clip, and the magazine is ready to be dropped

into place over the binding rods, which are swung back and, with a slight turn of

the wrist, securely locked to the solid wood back. The back is not flexible and

there is no chance for the magazine to work loose or uneven.

51 The Big Ben Binder has the appearance of a regular bound book. The cover

is of red buckram de luxe ; the name stamped in real gold leaf. The binder makes

a richly bound volume that- will be a handsome addition to vour librarv. Pvsnecial
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ARMY AUCTION BARGAINS
Saddle, - $S*OU op New Uniforms • gl.&Oap
HrldlM • .90 *r irni K-i . l.Cto"

!„■ lUrmn • I1.8S " " Rot*. RMel - 1.4H
Army Ken
" Rot*.

I ,ct Pair - .16 M " Sword, - • M

Teats, - • - e.tO " " " Shot Csrbtneo "
tolta Cml. ,*S, RoTolTfrt $7.ft0op Cartridges .Ola eaeh

'■ SprUilleld ■•our Sporllof Blflo 11.So Corlrldro.
Ar»ir Rreeeh l.adlnr Blll» 98 "»t« CorlridoM OSe OH*
MARCH 1»13 CATALOOUE, 400 large pages, over
oOOO !!;:;*<ratlons. 16 acres Gov't Auction Barcalns
described Id cyclopedia catalogue, mailed 25c stamps.

FRANCIS BANNRHMAN, 501 llroailwny. New York

 

1 INTIRIOR VIEW

LEIMAN BROS. ROTARY POSITIVE

Blowers and Vacuum

pumps for all use with oil and gas appliances,
sand blasts, agitating, etc., 2 to 838 cab. ft. per
minute; loz. to 10 lbs. pressure; 1 to SO inch
vacuum for

VACUUM CLEANING

TAKE UP THEIR OWN WEAR
Blower catalog No. 82 Vacuum catalog No. 88

LEIMAN BROS., 62 AC John St., New York
* All dealers handle them

PATENTS SECURED

OR FEE RETURNED. Send Sketch for FREE RE
PORT as to Patentability GUIDE BOOK and WHAT
TO INVENT with valuable List of Inventions Wanted.
SENT FREE. One Million Dollars offered for one
invention; »16,000 for others. Patents secured by us ad

vertised free in World's Progress; Sample Free.

VICTOR J. EVANS ft CO.
734-786 Ninth Street Washington, P.C.

A STORY BOOR FREE
 

Very Interesting and .attractive to those wanting the very best edge
tool. made. A portal addressed to Mack Co., 18 Brown's
Race Rochester, N. Y.„ sole makers for more than t '
of the famous D. R Barton tools, will bring It with their
[In writing mention this magazine.]

THE NEW INDUSTRY and the

OLD INEFFICIENCY

Second article Power on the Farm

Replacement of Men and Animals

by Power Machinery

By L. W. EUi.

Did you read this article in December number of

CASSIER'S MAGAZINE

The January and February numbers of Cassier's Magazine con -

t lined a series of remarkable interviews with the leading Har

bor Experts, Port Officials, Steamship Men, Terminal Owners,

Shippers, etc, By Francif Washburn Hoadley, entitled

HARBOR DEVELOPMENT and

DOCK EFFICIENCY

This, the most comprehensive article on this important and

timely subject, covers the principal ports of the entire sea coast

of the United States, presenting the view points of men promi

nent in all lines of work, men whose views are worth knowing.

This aeries of interviews, fully illustrated, will prove of in

terest to every citizen of the United States.

CASSIER'S MAGAZINE

25 etc. a copy $3.00 a year

Keeps its readers posted on important subjects.

Send $1.00 for 6 months' trial subscription

New subscriptions received before May 1st. will

include January and February, 1913, Free of Charge

The Cassier Magazine Co., new yore

YOUR CHANCE TO MAKE A FORTUNE

$2,000.00 to $4,000.00 Per Year Profit
With Tintype and Post Card Cameras

No knowledge or experience of photography required.
Photographs made direct on tintypes and post cards.
Without negatives or films. No darkroom required.
Pictures developed, toned and fixed in one solution.
Complete picture cost 1c and Sc each, sells for 10. 15 and
36c each. Delivered to your customer in one minute.

Send for latest catalogue and price list free.
National Photograph Machine Company
Dept. 68, 86 Beaver Street. New York City. U.S.A.

Don't miss this opportunity to become independent

 

The Crescent Universal Wood Worker

is giving such absolute satisfaction that
you could not help but be pleased with it
If you want a substantial* durable, con
venient combination wood worker. Get
our ostein* telling all about it, and de
scribing our tine of band saws, saw tables,
shaper*, jointers, borers, planers and
matchers, planers, disk-grindera, variety
wood workers' band saw blades.

The Crescent Machine Co.
45 Columbia Street, Leetonia, 0.

CARDBOARD TUBING

IN SIZES SUITABLE FOR

TUNING COILS, LOOSE COUPLERS,

TESLA COILS, Etc.

SPECIAL SIZE «6 X 8

Send for price list

BEETLE & MACLEAN

21 BROMFIELD ST., BOSTON. MASS.

HOROLOCICAL DEPARTMENT

BRADLEY POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
Formerly Parsons Horologies! Institute

PEOBIA. ILLINOIS
LARGEST AND BEST WATCH SCHOOL

IN AMERICA
We teach Watch Work, Jewelry, En
graving. Clock Work, Optica. Tuition
reasonable. Board and rooms near
school at moderate rates.
Send for catalogue of Information.

 

Storage Batteries

SECOND EDITION

By A. E. Watson, E.E., Ph.D.

This is the best moderate-priced book

ever written on storage batteries. The fol

lowing list of chapters shows at a glance how

completely it covers the subject.

U. Storage Batteries, What Are They?

History of Plante" and Faure Types of

Plates, Action of the Lead Storage Battery,

Construction of the Plates, How to Make a

Storage Battery, Setting up a Storage Bat

tery, Switchboard Arrangements, Boosters,

The Cadmium Test, Diseases and Remedies

of Storage Batteries, Efficiency of Storage

Batteries, Commercial Makes of Storage

Batteries, Typical Storage Battery Instal

lations.

Price, bound in cloth, $1.50

Sampson PublishingCo.

221 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.
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Have You A Camera?

WE know that most of the readers of Electrician and Mechanic have a camera, and we know that, like all other
photographers, they must have had all kinds of troubles and tribulations in the working of this. We know

also, from bitter experience, that it is extremely unsatisfactory, when you have tried to take a photograph of some
scene or object that is never likely to come within the range of your vision again to get a failure. Under such circum
stances you want to be absolutely certain that you can get the exposure right, and develop right, and print right, and
get a result that is right. When you bought your camera you got an instruction book, and perhaps the clerk in the
store gave you a little information, but after that you had to go it blind. Perhaps you have bought some photo
graphic magazine, and if you did we are sure you got some help from it, but we are also pretty sure that you found
most of the articles in it far over your head, written for the fellow who knows it all, who has a fine lens and a fine
camera, and everything possible to work with. We have been all through the magazine game, having made a maga
zine of this kind, and after rinding out what our readers wanted, we have decided that there was room in the field for
another magazine, and so we started

POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY

"The Magazine That Shows You How"

This magazine is radically different from any other photographic magazine now published. Its cardinal prin
ciple is to tell exactly how to do the things which every photographer wants to do. It is thoroughly practical, is
written in simple language, and the articles are boiled down to absolute and essential facts. Every picture it publishes
is the kind the average man wants to take, and is the work of ordinary snapshotters and not pictorial experts. With
every picture we publish exact details as to how it was made—plate or film, camera, exposure, developer—every detail
which will enable you to go out and do the same thing over again, and with every picture are suggestions for doing
it even better, if that ispossible. The subjects of these pictures are of everyday life and the things that interest every
body—portraits, pets, flowers, landscapes, home scenes—subjects full of human interest and which tell stories.

It Is impossible for us fully to describe this magazine, and you must see it to know how good it is. The best
measure of its helpfulness is the extraordinary success which attended the publication of the first number; in fact,
we can call it

The Magazine That Made Good in a Month

The first number was published in October and within a month after its appearance we had received between 4,000
and 5,000 subscriptions, so that with the third number we printed a bigger edition than any other photographic maga
zine in the United States, with one exception. Those who were fortunate enough to get the first number have written
us dozens of the most enthusiastic letters, and, what is more to the point, have sent in subscriptions for their friends
in large numbers, sometimes as many as six or eight in a single letter. This is the test of success, and we are sure
that a magazine that has appealed to its readers in this way will appeal to the subscribers of Electrician and Mechanic.

We would like to send you all sample copies, but this is impossible. We printed 5,000 of the first number, 6,500
of the second number, 7,000 of the third number, 7,500 of the fourth number, but every one has gone out of print
within three days after publication. We cannot furnish any of the earlier numbers, and we cannot send any sample
copies perhaps tor two or three months, because subscriptions come in so fast every month that our surplus disappears
before we get the magazine printed; but we are going to extend to the readers of Electrician and Mechanic for one month
only, the same offer that we gave to our charter subscribers. The regular price of the magazine is $1.00 a year, and
it is good value for the money; but, because we know that readers of Electrtcian and Mechanic are a good red-blooded
lot of Individuals, whom we will be proud to have on our subscription list, and who will send us in good pictures for
our competitions and for publication, we want a lot of them on our list, so if you will send in, with the coupon printed
below, 50 cents for one year or $1.00 for two years, we will enter your subscription for the time you specify, beginning
with the first number published after its receipt. But remember, this offer is made only in a single issue of Electrican
and Mechanic, and unless you accept it before April 1, your opportunity will be gone. If you do not want to mutilate
your magazine, just say you saw the offer in Electrician and Mechanic, and if any of your friends want to subscribe on
the same terms, they are at liberty to do so, but it must be before April 1. Send the subscription with money order,
express order, bills, check, coin, or stamps to

POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY

213 Pope Building Boston, Mass.

THIS COUPON MUST BE USED BEFORE APRIL 1

POPULAR PHOTOGRAPHY, 213 Pope Building, Boston, Mass.

' " -- -' 50 cent. I ,hich nl«u« mtiir - " " ~
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NOW SENT FREE

This seven-volume set of eleotric.il books—just now offered at a discount of almost 50%—wi" r*

sent, express prepaid, for seven days free examination ; returnable at our expense. Send no money—

simply fill out the coupon and we will send you the most complete and up-to-the-minute reference work

of its kind ever published. You, whether student, worker or ex|>ort, can gain from these books an intimate

knowledge of your work—knowledge which will eventually mean success and higher pay. The work of

thirty-two experts, this library is recognized as a standard reference work by technical schools, libraries

and practical men throughout the country.

The American School's Cyclopedia of

APPLIED ELECTRICITY

Contains 3,200 pages. 7x10 inches; 2,600 illustrations, full pace plates, diagrams, etc.; hundreds of valuable tables
and formulas; carefully cross-indexed for quick, easy reference. The books are substantially bound in half red
morocco, sold stamped, and are printed in large clear type on special quality paper.

-Important Subjects Covered by These Great Books-

Theory. Calculation, Design and Construction of Generators and Motors— Electrical Measurements — Electric
Wiring—Electric Welding—Types of Generators and Motors—Management of Generators and Motors—Stor
age Batteries—Electric Lighting—Alternating-Current Machinery—Station Appliances—Power Stations
Power Transmission — Central Station Engineering — Electric Railways, including Single-Phase — The y
Electric Telegraph — Telephone Equipment, Systems and Operation —Wireless Telegraph and Tele- / W
phone—Telautograph, Telegraphone, etc. / f EiM

 

Cet These Books At Almost Half Price f A.8.0IC.

The complete seven volumes, not a sample volume, will be sent, express prepaid, for seven ^e^r Prea^c "ir1

days' free examination; returnable at our expense if the books do not contain the information ^^^ofTDDlied ki«>
you want. If you keep them, pay $2.00 seven days after receipt and then $2.00 a month until > OX tricitv lor srvft
you have paid the special if*"-1"-* —: * •-non m 1 : . .l: * days' iree examlna-

Cyclopedia is "

~t (men :— * .L :
tricitv lor
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SALE AND EXCHANGE

Advertisement* under this heading, without display,
will cost 3 cents per word; 25 words or less, minimum
charge of 75 cents. Black-faced type, 4 cents per word;
minimum SI .00.
charge .„ .

minimum, $1.00.
Cash must accompany

will not be inserted.
each order, or advertisement

ADVICE AND CONSULTATION

ADVICE, PLANS. DRAWINGS, etc.. on Electrical, Me
chanical, Aerial Engineering. J. P. SCHROETER. 1321 E.
56th St., Chicago. 111.

AERONAUTICS

• JUST OFF THE PRESSI "BUILDING AND FLYING
AN AEROPLANE," by Chas. B. Hayward. A practical hand
book covering the building of small models and of full-sited
gliders and machines; also detailed drawings with dimensions
of all parts, methods of shaping struts and ribs, form of run
ning gear, form and size of ailerons and rudders, stretching
fabric, mounting motor and assembling complete machine.
General instructions for flying are carefully laid down; method
of control, banking on the turn, and what to do in case of failure
of any part or the stopping of the motor. 160pages,5H x 8H.
fullv illustrated. Price. $1.00. Published by AMERICAN
SCHOOL OF CORRESPONDENCE, Chicago. 111.

AUTOS AND MOTORCYCLES

A SECOND-HAND MOTORCYCLE ENGINE complete
4 to 5 h.p., cheap. Write and give full particulars and price.
J. E TURGEON. Plessisville, P.Q.. Canada.

FOR SALE.—Used motorcycles, all makes, in first-class
running order, guaranteed splendid values throughout. Early
buyers get best selections. SEEDER & HOFHEINS, Buffalo,
N.Y.

KEROSENE FOR AUTOMOBILES. Our new Model B
uses successfully half and half mixture lowest grades kerosene
and gasoline. Satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Greatly increased power, very slow speed on high. Starts easy
at aero. Special agents' prices. Dept. W., THE AIR-
FRICTION^CARBURETOR CO., Dayton, Ohio.

SUPPLIES. Cut repair bills in two. Our big catalog C,
twelve hundred sixteen accessories, sent prepaid. You need it.
Write today. MECO, Hammondsport, N.Y.

BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

A. 8. C. SKTM and odd volumes of books on en
gineering, wlreleae, mechanics, shopwork, etc.,

now and second hand. Few scholarships for sale.
Bargain. GIOROI F. WILLIAMS, Box 408,
Mew Orleans, L>.

FOR SALE.—One complete set Edison. His Life and In
ventions, »2.00. Good as new. H. C. HUTTEBALL, Box

1102, Boise, Ida.

3.000 RECIPES. TRADE SECRETS. 40 cents; "Road-
mar'" GuinV " 100 monev-makinc schempi r*»n*

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

$50.00 PER WEEK and up. how far up depends on yon*
Enormous sums are being made by Oxygenator salesmen—
one has made $21,500 in three years; another $6,000 in one
year; another $4,500 in six months. Must have at least $500
to invest. WESTERN OXYGENATOR CO.. Beatrice, Neb.

ELECTRICAL

25 CENTS BUYS a dandy cloth-bound book, entitled
"Mechanical World Electrical Pocket Book for 1913," giving
various tables, quantities of valuable and practical informa
tion on dynamos, motors, transformers, converters, balancers,
measuring instruments, tables of gauges, heating, welding, etc.
SAMPSON PUBLISHING CO., 221 Columbus Ave., Boston.
Mass.

ELECTRICITY. Are you interested? If so. we can teach
you all kinds of wiring, from the simplest to the most compli
cated, by our Blue-Pnnt-Chart-Method. It is so simple any
one can understand it. We show you how to wire for all kinds
of bells, annunciators, telephones, house wiring, conduit,
theatre, isolated plants, dynamos, transformers, arc lights,
special treatise on all kinds of motor wiring. Write now for
information. ELECTRICAL WIRING DIAGRAM CO.,
Box C 173, Altoona, Pa.

A WIRING DIAGRAM OF ANY ELECTRICAL APPA
RATUS will materially assist you in learning the theory of
operation. Stator windings, rectifiers, alternators, rotaries,
telephone circuits, all made simpler with aid of Wiring Dia
gram. Write for particulars. S. D. LIVINGSTON. Box
144B. Ann Arbor, Mich.

FOR SALE.—Pair 1.500 ohm Manhattan phones, vibro-
plex, Omnigraph No. 5. $5.00 each. W. KEENAN, 6316
Jackson Park, Chicago, III.

NOW IS THE TIME.—You are interested in wire as:
magnet wire, Norway iron wire and rods, sheets for trans
formers, platinum, aluminum and German silver wire. Ready
wound coils. Fiber hard rubber, raw materials and articles
such as every experimenter needs. Low prices. Send 6 cents
for price list. No postals answered. THE EXPERIMENT
ERS' SUPPLY CO., 125 South 5th Ave., Chicago, 111.

HELP WANTED

WANTED.—Anyone who has ever sold books, typewriters,
insurance, Collier's mining stocks, or anything else, to write
me and learn how he can make $100 a month without n
any investment but his time. JOHN W. TALBOT.
Bend, Ind.

RAILWAY MAIL CLERKS wanted. $900 first year; pro
motion to $1,800. Examinations May 3 In every state. Com
mon education sufficient with my coaching. Full Infer
free. Write for booklet V-89. EARL HOPKINS,
ington, D.C.

addresses, etc. Good pay. En-
INFORMATION SALES CO-

WANTED.—Reliable person In each locality to report to
us local information, names, , rt "

close stamp. NATIONAL
AJF, Cincinnati, Ohio.

LOCAL REPRESENTATIVE WANTED. Splendid in
come assured right man to act as our representative after
learning our business thoroughly by mail. Forme*- *
unnecessary. All we reauire ia ' 1

willini7n«w
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MAGIC

"SECRETS OF A MAGICIAN."—Complete book on magic.
Talk and everything. Send for it. boys, tt'U please you; 10
cents in stamps. ANDREWS PUBLISHING COMPANY.

Box 539E, Albany. N.Y.

MECHANICAL

25 CENTS BUYS an invaluable cloth-bound book, entitled

"Mechanical World Pocket Diary and Year Book for 1913." '
Some of the subjects covered are steam turbines and boilers,
.gas and oil engines, shafting, gearing formulas, belting;, screw
threads and cutting, verniers and micrometers, ball and roller
bearings, etc. SAMPSON PUBLISHING CO.. 221 Colum

bus Ave., Boston, Mass.

MISCELLANEOUS

FREE TUITION BY MAIL.—Civil service, mechanical
drawing, stationary engineering, electric wiring, agriculture,
poultry, normal, bookkeeping, shorthand and typewriting
courses. For free tuition, apply CARNEGIE COLLEGE,

Rogers. Ohio, (tf)

YALE AUTOMATIC ADDING MACHINE. All parts
made of steel, nickel-plated and warranted accurate. $1.00
prepaid. YALE MFG. CO., Dept. P., Newark. N.J.

GRANDFATHER'S CLOCKWORKS. $5.00. Slightly
ahop-worn, quantity limited: others with chimes, all prices.
-Several grandfather's clock cases, exceptional bargains.
CLOCK COMPANY. 1507 Cayuga St., Philadelphia. Pa.

YOU CAN WIN positions, increase your salary and receive
fromotion when you have the style of rapid business writing

teach by mail. Your card and Journal free. FRANCIS
B. COURTNEY, Box N 492. Detroit, Mich.

FOR SALE.—Sample launches with or without engines;
also several second-hand bargains in all sizes. Send for list.
EVERETT HUNTER BOAT CO.. McHenry. 111.

25 BEAUTIFUL HIGH-GRADE Souvenir Post Cards:
also our new illustrated catalog for only 10 cents. THE

REHM CO.. Weehawken. N.J.

WANTED.—Three 9-in. discs of clear glass. 1 or 1H Is.
thick. Write, giving price and description. RAY PERRY,

Cooperstown. 111.

price
Saint

FRENCH post cards and pictures. Sample set and
ice list 50 cents, stamps or coin. L. NICOLAS, 109 .rue

" Lte Marseille, France.

FOR SALE.—One Chas. Besler calcium light (lantern and
212 slides, all good as new. $40.00 will buy the whole lot
Less than one-third its value. W. B. Ciine, Frohna, Mo.

VACUUM PUMPS for cleaning vacuum outfits; also used
for blowing; the only pumps that take up their own wear;
•cmn't get out of order; belt to your engine or motor; make
.a, wagon outfit and do your neighbor's cleaning; big profits.
LEIMAN BROTHERS, 62 A.CTC. John St.. New York, N.Y.

^RRIED.—Matrimonial paper containing adver-
narriageable people from all sections, rich, poor,
Protestants, Catholics, mailed, sealed free. THE

GET MARRIED,
tisements,
yOUng, Old, t I Ji 1 l a. v^oLiiy.n.i, ii

CORRESPONDENT. Toledo. Ohio.

LEARN SUGGESTIVE THERAPEUTICS in 180 hours;
the system of drugless healing which has been declared to be
"Legitimate and Lawful" by the United States Supreme Court.
Address Dept. S. P. WELTMER INSTITUTE. Nevada. Mo.

MOVING PICTURES

FOR SALE.—Moving picture films. 1 cent a foot.
H. DAVIS. Watertown, Wis.

Machine

PATENTS

C. L. PARKER, Patent Attorney, 952 G St., Washing
D.C. Inventor's handbook "Protecting, Exploiting and !

C*)ing Inventions," sent free upon request.

PATENTS OF VALUE. Prompt and efficient service.
No misleading inducements. Expert in medics. Book
of advice and Patent Office rules free. CLEMENTS *
CLEMENTS, Patent Attorneys. 707 Colorado Building.

Washington, D.C.

PATKNT8 THAT PROTECT AND PAT. Advice)
and books free. Highest references. Best results.
Promptness assured. Bend sketch or model for free
search. WATSON K. COLEHAN, Patent Lnwyer,

6S4 F Street, Washington, D.C. (8)

INVENTORS' GUIDE FREE. Tells alL Send sketch
for free opinion. Long experience. Patent sries furthered.
Inventors assisted. Write today. WM. N. MOORE 4 CO..

507 L.4T. Bldg.. Washington. D.C

PATENTS EXPLAINED In my free books telling what
you should know, what to Invent, what not to lnventjnow to
sell vour oatents. etc. Write today. H. L. WOODWARD.sell your patents, etc. Write today.
903 G St., Washington, D.C.

PATENT SECURED or fee returned. Send sketch for
free expert search and report as to patentability. Books on
inventions and patents, and reference book, sent free. JOHN

S. DUFFIE 4 CO., Dept. 4, Washington, D.C.

PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS secured. Personal
work at moderate fees. No misleading inducements. Write
for terms. HARRY PATTON, 350 McGUl Bldg.. Wash-

ington, D.C.

FREE. List of persons who want to buy patents, prizes
offered by manufacturers and lists needed inventions. RAN

DOLPH 4 CO., 647 F. St., Washington, D.C.

PHOTOGRAPHY

KODAKS, CAMERAS, LENSES—Everything photo-
Ssonic. We sell and exchange. Get our latest bargain

tl save money. C. G. WILLOUGHBY. 810 Broadway,

New York. N.Y. (tf)

Bargains in micro-
^up«. „i,..J^.„.„ . etc. Bargain list

sent. KAHN & SON, Opticians, No. 54 John St., New York.

N.Y. Established 62

WE BUY. SELL AND EXCHANGE,
scopes, telescopes, binoculars, cameras.

MONEY IN PHOTOGRAPHY. I start amateurs making
money at home taking portraits; become professionals.^Studio
Becrets. retouching, etc.. fully explained. WELLS STUDIO,

East Liverpool. Ohio.

WIRELESS

FOR SALE.—Coils, transformer gap, condi
phone detector. All new and hardly used.
DRAKE. 25 Russell St., Cambridge. Mass.

IN EXCELLENT' CONDITION—J-

!. key, ti
:rvin

—U k.w. transformer.
$6.00. 11 olate sliding condenser. $2.25. MICHIGAN

WIRELESS CLUB. 87 Frederick Ave., Detroit, Mich.

FOR SALE.—H and M k.w. wireless transformers: also
complete receiving set. with coherer, relay, recorder. Stamp
for prices and description. ■ HENRY LEY. Canton, Ohio.

BLUEPRINT DIAGRAMS. Wireless diagrams clear and
easily understood. Send 10 cents for sample and special offer.

H. W. JEANNIN, 847 Newport Ave., Webster Groves. Mo.
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OUR WONDERFUL OFFER! Only $1.

FOR THIS "TESLA" MAGNETO ELECTRIC MACHINE

Operated by crank ; wheel and pinion, cut teeth, insuring smooth action. Substantial

brass bearings. Well made throughout. Finished in red enamel, nickel trimmings. Polished

wood base, with neat bushings for flexible conducting cords. New and neat design—the best

in this class.

Price $1.00, by mail extra 11c

or given free with one yearly subscription Jo MODERN ELECTRICS for $1.50

Now about Modern Electric*, the wonderful, big, interesting electrical magaxine that keeps you Informed of all that la new
and novel in electrical achievement. There is a growing tendency anions: the erar up-to-date American public to keep in touch with
the timet not only in basinew, politic! and art. but in acienee and invention at well. Modern Electrics is a profusely illustrated
monthly, which fully describes these subjects and written so you can readily understand it.

The Authority on Wireless. For the Novice, the Amateur, the Experimenter and the Student

Ton should take at least one semi-technical electrical magazine and keep up-to-date on the new wonders and advances in elec
tricity—Modern Electrics illustrates and describes these subjects in a style that can be read and understood by every member of tha
family, particularly the young man and boy. It is nearly Ave years old and contains from 111 to 144 pages month! v. 15c a copy. tl.60a
year. Tells you how to make things at hornet contains an experimental department and answers your questions free. The brightest
and mast interesting "Plain English" electrical monthly magazine published.

The magazine to read if you want to keep up-to-date on wireless and progress in electricity.

We want you to become a permanent reader and to that end offer for a limited time only with one year*s subscription at the regular
annual rale the magneto free. Money Refunded Immediately if not Pleased in Every Way.

Send 91.AO to-day In cash, stamps, M.O. or check, and get Mo
year and we will send you the magneto, prepaid* Absolutely Free.

Modem Electrics Magazine, 270 Fulton st.jNewrork, n.y;

 

General Electric Review

A Monthly Magazine for Electrical Engineers

♦HTHE REVIEW enjoys a unique advantage in having behind it a

backing of expert contributors, probably greater than that of any

other electrical journal in existence. Some of these are men of world

wide reputation—of great standing as electrical consultants ; others,

not so well known in the industry generally, are men who have for

years specialized in their particular field and are ideally placed for

obtaining all the known data on the subjects upon which they write.

All published matter is subjected to rigid examination; and the informa

tion, besides being up-to-the-minute and pertinent, is always authentic

and accurate.

"Dr. Charles P. Steinmetz's article in the December number, 'Abnormal Strains in

Transformers' is the eighth contribution of this great author

to the Review during the year 1912."

Write for sample copy.

General Electric Review, Schenectady, N.Y.
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ALMOST FREE!

Practical Books With The Magazine That

Makes Facts More FascinatingThan Fiction

We offer your choice of these practical books. Each one of

them was mitten by an acknowledged authority in his special line.

No technical education is necessary for their complete understanding.

They are just the thing for the beginner, the practical man, or

for that studious boy who is continually asking questions. They

are not only for the worker or student in each special field, but

for the intelligent reader who wants to know in a general way,

how things are done in the trades and professions, or in business.

Just Read These TitlesWF

We want new readers to TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE—
the most fascinatingly interesting, illustrated monthly published. We
want practical men to realize the immense good that they can do for
themselves by seeing TECHNICAL WORLD every month, and on
that account we make the following

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER

TechnicalWorld Magazine

For One Full Year ( 12 Wonderful Numbers)

And Any Book Listed Opposite

(Sent Prepaid}

After one book and the magazine have been ordered at f 1.65, additional books
may be added to yourorder at only 75 cents each, just half price. This is a splendid

Read the titles over again and tee

 

opportunity to get a full set of practical books,
how many there are that you ought to have.

Now Read Why You Should Be a Subscriber

to Technical World Magazine

TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE believes that real achievements, real events,
when properly presented, are far more interesting than mere fiction ; that the most thrilling
story in the world is the story of man's ceaseless right to conquer and overcome, and bend
to his service the tremendous forces of nature. Its heroes are men of action, the ones
who, the Wc^d over, are really doing things, really encountering dangers, really coming I)
out triumphant at the end of the story with a new achievement to be written large In the
annals of our progress. These are the stories that are more fascinating than fiction ; the
stories that you want to read—that everyone in your family wants to read ; the things that
you must know about in order to keep up-to-date; the things that you con only read about
entertainingly in the pages ot TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINE.

TECHNICAL WORLD MAGAZINEls not "technical," just wonderfully. Inform-
Ing and fascinatingly interesting. You don't need a college education to like TECH*
NiCAL WORLD MAGAZINE; Just brains.

Order at Once

THE BOOKS

Automobiles
Carpentry
(J as Engines and Producers
Masonry Construction
Reinforced Concrete,
Steam Engines
Electric Railways
E»Umatiag
Contracts and Specifications
Valve Gears
Strength of Materials
Electric Telegraph
Mechanical Drawing
Power Stations
Pattern Making
Plane Surveying
Steel Construction
Building Superintendence
Architectural Drawing

Shop VT(
Design

Tool Making

BUSINESS BOOKS

Bank Bookkeeping
BunlneM Management, Part I
Business Management, Part II
Corporation Accounts and the

Toucher System
Department Store Accounts
Factory Accounts
Insurance and Real Estate

Accounts
Practical Bookkeeping

New, up-to-date material,pre
pared especially for us. Size of
books is 6%-in. x9\-in. ; print
ed on a fine grade of super-
calendered book paper, pro
fusely illustrated with fine draw
ings and half tones, durably
and artistically bound In hand
some red cloth. They are Si. 50
books Judged from every stand
ard of value in the publishing
business. They sell regularly
for {1.50 In first class book
stores. Some of them sell lot
J2.0O.

Of course you know that this offer Is going to produce a perfect avalanche of orders.
Of some of the books listed above, we have only a few hundred copies. It will be best
In ordering, to name one or two additional books as alternatives, in case our stock of the
one you particularly want is exhausted. But better still, to insure getting what you want,
sit right down this minute, cut out the coupon, and mail to us, with cum
Silver or money order.

Technical World Magazine Coupon

S760 Drezel Avenue, Chicago, I1L, U. S. A.

 

Enclosed herewith (s I
for which send me TECHNI

CAL WORLD MAGAZINE "
one year

prepaid:

Five days after receiving books and first copy of the magazine.
If I am not satisfied, I may return the books, and you axe to return

E&M 3-13

NAVE.

Address ......



ELECTRICIAN AND MECHANIC

Ave..

C—t—■■ Enclosed find tl-85, for which

nter my subscription (or Electrician A Mechai

with the lame (or-

RARE

OPPORTUNITY

 

re.. Boston,

me free of

book No.

Sirft ar Box ...

City or Town

Canadian Postage, 35 cents extra
Foreign Pottage, 60 cents extra
Must be added on this.offer

Cut out and use the coupon

BY a fortunate combination of circumstances, we have obtained, on very favorable terms,

a small lot of standard technical books published by one of the best firms in the United

States. These books are mostly bound in full leather, pocket size, average 300

pages, and are all standard treatises on their subjects. The selling price of most of them

is $1.50, though one or two are retailed at a little less. We cannot and will not sell

them singly at less than the publisher's price, but while this lot lasts, we will practically give

them away as premiums.

This is our offer to you: The subscription price of Electrician and Mechanic is $1.50;

the price of any one of these books (with one or two exceptions) is $1.50. Send us your sub

scription at once, with a money order for $1.85, and we will mail you Electrician and Mechanic

for a year, and send you any book you may select free. Use the card attached and be sure

and give the number of the book you want. Write at once, as our supply of the books is limited.

fit*. nice
11. Pattern Making and Foundry Practice. By L. H. Hand SIJO

12. The Twentieth Century Toolemlth and Steetworker. By H. Holford WO

13. How to Become a Succeeeful Motorman. By Sidney Aylmer Small 1J0

14. Electric Railway Trouble* and How to Find Them. By Parti B. Lowe 1J0

15. Complete Examination Question* and Anawera for Marine and Stationary Engineer*

By Calvin F. Swingle. M.B 1JO

16. Steam BoQere—Their Construction, Care and Operation, with Qneetion* and Anawera 1JO

17. Automobile Hand-Book. By L. Elliott Brooke* LSO

18. Modern Wiring Diagram* and Do»criptton. By Horstman and Toualey 1J0

19. Practical Armature and Magnet Winding. By Horatman and Toualey 1.50

20. Electrical Wiring and Con*traction Table*. By Horatman and Toualey 1.50

21. Modern Electrical Construction. By Horstman and Toualey 1.56

22. Dynamo Tending for Engineer*, or Electricity for Steam Engineer*. By Horstman and Toualey 1J0

24. Easy Step* to Architecture. By Fred T. Hodgson 1.50

25. Easy Lessons In the Art of Practical Wood-Carving. By Fred T. Hodgson 1.50

26. Concretes, Cement*, Mortar*, Plasters and Stuccos—How to Make and Use Them

By Fred T. Hodgson 1JO

27. The Twentieth Century Bricklayer and Mason'* Assistant By Fred T. Hodgson 1JO

28. Practical Up-to-date Plumbing. By Geo. B. Clow 1J0

29. Hot-Water Heating, Steam and Oaa Fitting. By Wm. Donaldson 1J0

30. The Signtsts Book of Modem Alphabet*. By P. Delamotte 1J0

31. The Up-to-date Electroplating Handbook. By James H. Weston LOO

32. Cyclopedia of Painting. By Geo. D. Armstrong 1J0

33. Operator'* Wireless Telegraph and Telephone Hand-Book. By Victor H. Laughter UK>

SAMPSON PUBLISHING CO., BOSTON, MASS.
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The

WING

Piano

/layer Pianos,

Uprights and

Grands

 

The

WING

Piano

For 44 Year*

a Standard

Piano

On* of Oar 38 Stylet

Rock-Bottom!

Yes, Rock-Bottom Prices,

and on a Piano of the highest Quality.

$150 TO $2SO SAVED

ilrc^.tV&£ TheWING ZtttSZ

The Wine Piano here Htustrated is shown in 000
of our moat popular cases. Wo offer the armtoe t va
riety of styles and (we think) the most beautiful
cases in too world. We have just added a number of
the finest, most beautiful, up-to-date styles and now
designs, plain, colonial, mission and other designs,
as well as more elaborate patterns.

The Wins: Piano is for those who want a high-
grade piano without paying some distant jobber
and some local dealer hug* profits, and without
allowing a fat commission to some music teacher.
Thousands of music teachers expect commissions
varying from $26 to $100.

The Improved new style Wing Piano in particu
lar Quoted at tbe rock-bottom price in our new
catalog, has a magnificent tone quality—well, you
must hear It! And we have a splendid line of newly
designed, up-to-date, beautiful mahogany. French
walnut, oak and other up-to-date cases. In fact,
ws offer the greatest variety of styles of any
manufacturer In the world.

Thousands praise the Wing Piano to the high-
eat degree: but there are, of courso. dealers who
make $100 and $200, or much more, on every sale
of a piano; and music teachers (whom you would
least suspect) secretly accepting commissions from
tbe dealer. These people naturally "knock."

But her* is our answari "A Wing is sent out
on approval, returnable at our expense. When our
piano mustdo its talking all alone while glib-talking
salesmen stand around 'boosting' some other make
—even then the Wing Piano nearly always stays
in the home while the dealer's piano is returned.

When the Wing Piano is in the house, tho
dealer's talk cannot got around the fact that we
actually do sell a piauo—a piano of magnificent
tone quality—of the finest appearance and direct
to you at our regular wholesale price.

Remember, the Wing 1" the only piano
•old direct FROM FACTORY which
shows your frienda you paid the price for

QUALITY.

Don't fail to Investigate our great offer

WING & SONSteffi

9th toMin & 13th Street, Dept 3838 He* York, N.T.

3 many of Urn new style Wing Pianos ore getting Into the homo* where tho people ,
bur for all cosh that dealers are trying to tell it around that Win* 4 Son MB USB to
eel) on time. This is not true. Wo sell for own OK on very, very <a*v payment*

■ ebooae after four weeks' FREE trial. And many of our wealthy
- , MM risfat now on our rant xt monthly y-aymmt pl,m , (Turms sU

Ur which Is seat with the free Piano book.) Send coupon for free book.

piano soid
wholesale price.

Never before has any piano manufacturer dared to make such

an offer. The greatest piano offer ever made—rock-bottom prices—no
money down—easy payments if you do not wish to pay cash—absolutely free
trial—a four week's free trial in your own home.

Let Us QuoteYOU the most astounding price*

™ ~ ever offered on pianos of unexcelled
Suality. The very rock -bottom prices—prices that would moan ruin to the local
ealcr. You will be amazed at sttha direct-from-the-factory prices on the well-knownWing Piano.
Ws will positively save yon from $1541 to %2$0 on the psnsN of a piano of highest quality mid
recognized merit. Wo will convince tho purchaser hy shipping your choice of a piano on approval
all freight prepaid, no money down—absolutely freo trial—a 4 weeks' free trial. Kemembcr,
all fnight charge* are paid in advance by ><•>, no matter whether you lte*p the piano or not.

Every Discount Goes Direct To You

Beware of firms who imitate us by advertising: that they sell direct
and who are only retail dealers in disguise. We are positively the only factory
that builds and aells pianos exclusively to the private purchaser direct.

When you buy a Wine; Piano you pay no salesmen's.' dealers' or middle*
men's profits. You ray no commissions to music teachers and supposedly disinterested friends.
Wo cut out all "M-ti""- —* —* »*-- 31 —--
antee
wonderful instrumental acoompoi
harp, zither, banjo and mandolin

Remember, we guor-
« equipped with our
ects of the guitar.

o cut out all middlemen, andvpu put the diaeounta in your own pocket. Re
-JMf, the Wing forsO yearn. If you write at once you may have tho Wing
wonderful I instrumental accompaniments without uxtra charge, giving the effe
harp, zither, banjo and mandolin.

SEND COUPON (S2S5) NOW

for "The Book of Complete

InformationAboutPianos ''/M

5jj">ss»^^* t

w'ligpianos ri

The New YorkWorld says,"A book
of educational I nterest everyone should
own . ' Would you like to know el I about pianos,
how they are mode, how to judge th* fine
point* of quality and prico in buying
piano? Then send the coupon for th
piano book which we are sending out
FRK.R for the present. You will be
astonished at tho amount of informa
tion about piano quality and piano ,
pries, nnd how to avoid the de- //%
captions of th»> Diunoa/ilesrr-
Thi* is a magnificent l&6-pu
book.a complete encycloped:
of the piano; the moat com
plete and costly book ever
published on thepianobu*-
iness.poata you on the mak
ing of a piano from start to
finish and how to judge, tho
fine points of a piano. VVe will
send you tho book free and pre
Sdd. provided you writo at om .

Iso our beautiful catalog ehowing
new art styles and full exolaiiaDt-.
of our Rock-Bottom Pric«s on the Wing
Piano. Just drop postal or letter, or moil
coupon without any letter, but do It now,

Invaluable for refer
ences — sent free if
you m merely maU

thvt coupon —
it today9 i

NOW f

 

✓ *

Wing

& Son

win* Birtir. ■'

9th Av. & 13th St.

hitMM KfwYorM.r.
Gentlemen: Without anvobli*

cation* to purchase or pay for
anything, plea no send mo free ana

prepaid The Book of Complete Infor
mation About I'tanoe. Also send fal

particulars of your Rock Bottom offer
on the Wing Piano and catalog of latest

art styles.
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ELECTRICIANS!

You need a screw-driver that will combine per

fect insulation with convenience and strength.

Starrett

Electricians* Pocket Screw-Driver

is made especially for electricians. It has four blades of

different widths canned in a magazine handle. This handle

is hardened rubber, giving perfect insulation. The screw

driver will stand for good long hard service. You need it.

Send for Catalog 19W. It shows other tools you need.

The L. S. Starrett Co., Athol, Mass.

 

K. & D. No. 45

 

THIS is a new type small motor for 110

volt, 60 cycle alternating current ; it

embodies all the refinements of a high grade

electric motor -and its size, shape and effi

ciency adapt it to a great variety of uses

where small power is required.

It has laminated field and armature cores.

20 section commutator of hard drawn copper,

insulated with mica. End thrust carbon

brushes. Phosphor bronze bearings with

wick oil retainers. Black enamel finish

with brass trimmings.

We furnish this standard winding, 60

cycle A.C., 110 volts, .21 amp. 23 watts.




